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P R S C I
The subject has been divided into five chapters. In
the Introduction we have indicated three different phases in the
evolution of PaSicarRtra Philosophy, corresponding to an identical
number of stages in the historic career of PafScaratra. In the
second chapter Krsna-Vasudava has been shown to be a real
• % 0
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historical figure, and not a vegetation deity nor a solar one.
Then, the fortunes of BhAgavatism, in the light of literary ^nd
'Spigraphic records, have been traced. Incidentally, a bir<fs-ey>
tiew of the philosophy of the four*principal SampradAyas, into
*
Ithich Bh&gavatism at a later stage split up, viz:*Srl-SampradAya,
r
SanakSdi-Sampradaya, Brahma-S amp ra day a, and Rudra-oampradaya, has 
been taken to explain the continuity of theistic currents in 
India. Next we have analysed the various ingredients of Visnu, 
the Vedic God, leading to his subsequent elevation to the rank of 
a supreme spirit. The cult of Narayana has been attended to by 
a similar analytical study, justifying his claim to the position
of a cosmic deity. The third chapter contains the philosophy 
As we have no systematic-religious literature for the first
of the semi-Brahmaised BHagavatas from the Narayantya episode.
period, we have entirely to rely for it upon certain stray 
materials pieced together by Dr. Bhandarkar, Professor Garbe, 
and Dr. Grierson. In the fourth chapter, an attempt has been 
made to portray the philosophy of the Peficaratras from their 
traditional text-books, e.g., the SamhitAs. In our trea
philosophy during the successive stages, we have not allowed
ourselves to be disturbed by the question of indebtedness of 
P^ncaratra to pantheism of the Midland. The subject, on account 
its immense importance, has received special attention in the 
concluding chapter on the philosophy of the Upanisads.
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C H A P T E R  I 
I N T R O D U C T I O N *
This is an attempt to give the history and philosophy of
Fancarltra from its germination to its final development. Broadly
speaking, three different stages may be traced in the development
of its philosophy, coincident with three different stages in its
historic career. Of the first stage, in its twofold aspect -
historic and philosophic - we have very little information. During
I
this phase, monotheistic religion called BhAgavata or P^ftcaratra 
was founded by Krsna-Vasudeva, belonging to the Sltvata sept of the 
Outland Yadava tribe (Grierson*s Narayanlya and the BhSgavatas, p.Z; 
Bhandarkarf8 Report on th^ s Search for Sanskrit Manuscripts,pp.7P-74; 
Grierson^ Monotheistic Religion of Ancient India, p.6.)* Vasudeva 
called the object of his worship Bhagavat., He taught that the 
Supreme Being was eternal, infinite, and full of grace, and that 
salvation consisted in a life of perpetual bliss near the Lord. 
Before the fourth century B.C., the founder of this religion, as in 
the case of Buddhism and Jainism, was deified, and under his
1. In a wider or generic sense Faxfcarfitra and Bhlgavata are
treated as equivalent terms, but strictly ipeaking^ they are
different (for separate identities, see Buna’s Harsa-Carita,
translated into English by E.B. Cowell and P.fl. Thomas, chapter 
_____ VTTTj
patronymic of Wsudeva became identified with Bhagavat (lee 
^cyclopaedia of Religion and ethics, Vol. II, pp.540-41; Garbe's 
Philosophy of Ancient India,pp.18,87-85). During this phase in its
career, PAftcaratra entered into an alliance with ancient Sarakhya-Yoga, 
quite in keeping with the manifest tendency of India to combine 
religion with phil*staphy (Garbe's Bhagavad-GIta,p.28). This period 
was also marked by the absorption of the cult of hArSyai^a into the 
church of Krsna-V5sudeva (E.R.B., Vol.II,p. 541). During the second 
stage, about the third century B.C., PlficarAtra came into contact with 
Brahmaism of the Midland (Indian Antiquary, 1908, p.P57)* The life 
and death struggle between the Brahmans and the Buddhists was the 
immediate cause of this fusion (Garbefs Bhagavad-GTta^p.75). In 
their warfare against the Buddhists, the Brahmans won over the 
BhSgavatas as their allies. Once thus brought in touch with 
Brahmaism, Bhagavatism became a cult of Brahma ised anti-Brahmaists 
(Grierson's jtfkrayanlya and the Bhagavatas^p.7.). The Bhagavad-GIta 
bears witness to the compromise thus arrived at between Brahmaism and 
Bhagavatism. The syncretic character of the Bhagavad-GIta, to a 
great extent, justifies the remark of Hopkins that it is a Krsnaite
In it Vasudeva, the founder of BhAgavatism, was identified with
given admfesion into the circle of Brahmanlcal gods as an incarnation 
of Visnu. Thus the outcome of the rapprochement was the identifica­
tion of Vrsna-V^sudeva with Visnu, and the confession by Brahmaism of
version of a Visnuite poem• . Religions of India^p.789)
Visnu (YI,24fVI#70), *nd!Crsna, the personal name of Vasudeva, was
* . *7 .
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the religious orthodoxy of Bhagavatism (Grierson's Monotheistic
Religion of Ancient India?p.8). One of the effects of the
identification was that the object of worship became farther removed
from devotees* So a craving was necessarily felt by the latter for
a personal object of adoration. The BhAgavata doctors had, therefore,
to supply some connecting link between the worshipper and the
I
worshipped. At this stage, two things were resorted to; one was 
the theory of Vydhas or conditioned spirit (ftfbh-jXII,340#36»40); and 
the other was the doctrine of incarnations (|l|bh.^IIj?40*7Z-87,99-100)• 
The Narayanlya section of the tAnti-Parva of the lf§habharata (XII. 
335-352) is the oldest religious literature of these semi-Brahmaised 
Bh&gavatas. During the third phase, PaifcarStra transformed itself 
into Visnuism (Radha Krishnan; Indi an Philosophy, Part I,p.489). This 
period synchronises with the rise of some of the earliest SanhitAs, 
which, in the matter of practice, constitute the Kalpasutras, as it 
were, of the Vaisnaves. This period was characterised by the rise
# 0
of the cult of Sri or Lsksnl, who typifies the activity of Visnu or 
VAsudeva in finite existence. At this stage, Visnu is the usual
X. It is difficult to say whether the doctrine of VyUhas was native
to the Pancaratras. Patanjali’s Sutra on Fanini (VI.7.6) probably
refers to the said doctrine. Dr. Hhandarkar doubts it (Vaisnavism.* /
/
SaiMsm, p. 13). The principle of AvatAra, however, underlies 
primitive Aryan thought* (J. Hertel's Die sonne und Mit^ ra, pp.69 
and 79); but it cannot be determined with certitude whether the 
Fahcaratra at its inception fell back upon that doctrine.
designation of the Supreme, although Visnu and )Tasudeva were treated 
as identical (see Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, Vol. III,pp*56 fll.t 
269 fll., etc.)* Epigraphic records of the imperial. Guptas^ show the 
gro ing popularity of Avataras, in preference to VyUhas (J&ee Corpus 
Inscriptionum Indieamm 'Vol. Ill,pp.56 fll., 158 fll., etc.). This 
is also one of the characteristic signs of the transformation of 
Bhagavatism into Visnuism. During this time, there was further 
augmentation of schemas or devices. God, at this stage, has assumed 
five forms, viz:, Para, VyOha, Vibhava, Antaryamin, and Area, for the 
purpose meditation, more than for anything else (see Visvaksena 
Eanihita, pp.122 fll., Ahirbudhnya^ Sa^thlta, XI, 62 fll., etc.)*
C H A P T E R   II
H I S T O R I C A L  B A C K G R O U N D ,
India has always been a land of religions. Prom the 
dawn of her culture and civilisation, her religion, philosophy, and 
mythology have been intermixed. Almost every dominant activity is 
wrapped up in a myth. And* as India is pre-eminently a country of 
creeds, so is her literature conspicuously priestly and religious.
From the Veda to the last PurAna, religion forms the basis of the most 
important works, or, as in the case of the Epics, the basis of 
didactic excursions and sectarian interpolations, imparting to worldly 
themes a theological character. Grammar, systems of philosophy,
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fables, commentaries, lyrics, and dramas, are all pressed into the
service of religion. Nowhere is the texture of life so much
impregnated by religious practices and convictions. Prom the beginning
of India#1 history, religious institutions control the character and
development of the people to an extent unknown elsewhere. Havell thus
rightly oba^ves: "In India, religion is hardly a dogma, but a working
j hypothesis of human conduct, adapted to different stages of spiritual
wl itdevelopment and different conditions of life” fl&ee^th^ wrtiole on the
\pL o ) • odttzo _____________—
rt" Hinduism, Hibbert Joui^ial^Oc tober 19Pfi>)^ Hindu life is 
surrounded by institutions and practices, and clouded by superstitions 
which are discarded only by those who have worked their way to the 
highest philosophical aspects of religion. Hindu life from birth 
to death, or even after death, is sacramental or religious throughout. 
Life is an essentially solitary r3li^ious pilgrimage, the goal being 
personal salvation. The religious history of India does not really 
begin at the time when the Veda, the earliest literature,was composed: 
it begins much earlier. It shares a fairly clear common life with 
the ancient religion of Iran in a prehistoric time.
The Vedas, Brwhmavjas, and Upanisads, works respectively 
of poets, priests, and philosophers, could not satisfy the religious 
spirit of the people. "The hymns of the Veda are to a considerable 
degree cloudy, turgid and mystic" (Bloomfield, Religion of the Kadis 
Veda, p.?2). "The keynote and engrossing theme of Rg-Vedic thought 
is wwrship of personified powers of nature" (ibidyp.30). The yajur* 
Veda represents the exceeding growth of ritualism, or sacerdotalism:
as time went by, gradual ly the mein object, namely, devotion to 
the gods, is lost sight of; solemn, pompous oerformance, garnished 
with lip service occupies the centre of the stage* The progress 
of ceremonialism reached its zenith in the Brwhman«s, which are 
partly analogous to the Hebrew Talmud, as regards contents and 
literary quality. Thus, the religion which is contained in the 
main body of the hymns of the Rg-Veda, the Y«Jur-Veda, the fama-Veda, 
and the Brffhmanas, is a hieratic or priestly religion (Bloomfield, 
Religion of the Veda^p#60). Such a religion cannot engender genuine 
devotion in the heart of devotees* The religion is nurely mechanical 
in character. It is not instinct with passionate religious ardour 
which a full-orbed theism can inspire. Moreover, this religion, 
as regards its immediate purpose, or its economic aspect, is 
thoroughly utilitarian and practical. ’’Reciprocity, frank unconditio: 
al reciprocity, thus becomes an accented motive.' fOive thou to me,
I give to thee* is the formula” (Bloomfield, Religion of the Veda^ 
p.184).
Various reactions set in against the sacrifice-ridden 
religion of the Brdhmenlc period. It was a period of fermentation, 
both intellectual an’d religious. The Upanisads, which followed the 
Brfchmaiias, are the expressions of reaction from the hieratic religion* 
It is generally believed that the Upanisads teach a system of 
Pantheism; but a closer examination will show that they teach not 
one, but various systems of doctrines regarding the nature of God,
man and the world, and the relations between them. It will not 
be far from truth to say that all the later religio-philosophic 
systems of the country are based upon the Upanisads. It has been 
aptly remarked by Bloomfield that "there is no important form of 
Hindu thought, hetei^iox Buddhism included, which is not rooted in 
the Upanisads" (Religion of the Veda, p.51). At any rate, some of 
the Upanisads, notably the Sveta^vatara, contain doctrines which 
can be galvanised into the resemblance of a decent theism, which 
may to a certain extent lull the religious clamour of the people. 
However, the fact remains that the lofty idealism and thin 
abstractions of the Upaniqads failed to capture sentiment the 
imagination^ and kindle the religious sentiment of the people.
How before we begin the history of monotheism, something should 
be said about the geographical position of the various movements 
that resulted in the ultimate triumph and immense popularity of 
monthheism. The migration of the Aryans into India was a long 
process, extending over many generations (4fee Grierson*s Monotheistl< 
Religion of Ancient India, pp.5 fll.). The long and continued 
struggle between various groups of lnvadtirs resulted in the 
overlordship of the Midland people. It was here that the BrAhmana 
caste monopolised all priestly functions. As distinguished from 
the Midland, there was a tract called Outland, also inhabited by 
the Aryans, encircling the Midland on south, east and west. In 
the Outland, it was the Ksatriyas who held the key of literature.
It was in the Outland that the SAmkhya system of philosophy took
its birth. Here, later on, Sfckya Simha and MahavTra, both 
Ksatriyas, founded respectively the Buddhist and the Jain religions. 
It was here, while the Brfchraanas of the Midland were developing 
their pantheism, that the leading spirits of the Ksatriyas thought 
out their monotheism (see Vol.II?pp.540 fll*).
In our historical sketch of PSncarWtra religion, we
shall use the term Paffcaratra as a synonym for Bhagavatism.
Strictly speaking, the former is not identical with the latter, 
although both have descended from the cognate church of Krsna- 
Vasudeva. Many early writers overlooked the distinction between 
the two Elects. But evidence, both historical and theological, 
militates against such an identification or confusion. Bana's 
Harsa-Carita (circa A..D* 630) clearly distinguished between them 
(see Harsa-Carita, translated into English by K*B. Cowell and 
F. J V .  Thomas, chapter VIII, p.?36). Traditional PAftcaratra £»mhit*s 
are the text-books of the Pa&carftras, and the BhKgavata Purina is
the scripture of the Bhfcgavatas. The cult of Krsna-Vasudeva, of
which Pftncaratra is one of the descendants, is involved in extreme 
©feBGUtity. What Whitney says in regard to dates, "in Indian 
literary history", that they are so many "pins set up to be bowled 
down again", is so applicable to all hypotheses in this field, 
that a new opinion would do well to allow itself some considerable 
time to ripen. The origin of the Krsna-V&sudeva cult has been 
discussed again and again, and eminent scholars, with a single body
of evidence before them, have come to such utterly divergent conclusions, 
that it must now be admitted that no absolutely certain solution of the 
problem will be reached unless new and convincing evidence is discovered. 
We shall, however, offer our suggestions in the light of existing 
materials.
Before we begin to survey the cult of Krsna-Vasudeva,
I
the most important monotheistic church of India, we shall try to 
ascertain whether such monotheism, as implied in the cult of Krsna- 
Vasudeva, is an indigenous fact, or of foreign origin, namely, a 
plagiarism from Christianity. Several scholars have tried to trace 
the germs of monotheism to various hymns of the Rg-Veda, such as, 
I.164.46,X.72,X.81,T.90,X.114,^.129,etc. , also to some hymns to Varuna
24.8,1.25.14,etc.)^ V a ( s e e  Barth s Rellg 1 ons of India, p» 1*^ |
Bloomfield's Religion of the Veda, pp.24-44; HopkinJ^ Religions of 
India^p.6?). It would probably be a fruitless task to seek for a 
full-orbed# theism in the Vedic hymns, since the expressions of 
monotheism in the various hymns are really dim and faint. Moreover,
1. Hopkins regards the cult as sectarian pantheism, or, more 
properly, personal pantheism (Religions of India, p.388)«
2. Weber finds in the hymn to VaJC(X.125) the prototype of the 
logos doctrine (see%Hopkindy*\ Religions of India,p.14?).
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they have not the religious warmth, nor the glow of passionate ardour
which a clear-cut, trenchant monotheism can inspire. tie quite agree
with Bloomfield when he considers the Vedic religion to be mechanical
(Religion of the Veda, p.199). The same eminent scholar further
characterises the religion of the Veda as "polytheism grown cold in
service, and un-nice in its distinctions, leading to an opportunist
monotheism in which every god takes hold of the sceptre and none keeps
itH (ibid, p.199). On the other hand, several scholars opine that
this monotheistic religion is of foreign origin, and was preached in
India for the first time by Ramanuja. Dr. Keith observes that the
first great theistic movement in India is that of fignrnuja, and that
Christian influences are possible and even probable (J.R.A*S.,1915,
pp.856-837). This misimpression, in our opinion, probably arises
from not giving due weight to the indebtedness of Rlmanuja to those
Acaryas and TUvars, who had gone before him (see Krishna Swami
Aiyangar’s Sri RSmanuja, pp.£-4). It is also reasonable to conclude
tith T. Rajagopala Chariar that the earlier Alvars were the offshoots
0 0
of the northern Bhmgavatas, otherwise their genealogy cannot be
established (Vaisnavite Reformers of India, p. 140).* .
The Paftcarstra, Bhlgavata, Satvata, or Kkantikn religion 
is referred to in the ft*5rayanTya section of the Santi-Parva of the 
Mahlbharata (fltbh-,XII.336.19,25;XII.337.44; XII.349.3; XII.550).
In the MahAbhArata we find two different statements about the 
tradition of PAncaratra. According to XII.340.112-118, this religion
was obtained, by ifSrada from tfarayaqa himself. Again, according to
XII.13441, It was told by the Lord Himself to Arjuna In the Bhagavad-
-Glta. The date of Bhagavad-GItA or of the Kfcrayanlya sectioiv 1b
uncertain; but we have direct archaeological evidence to prove the
priority of the apotheosis of Krsna-VSsudeva in India to the rise
of Christianity. The Ghasundi stone inscription speaks of a
pUji stone wall for the worship of Bhagavat Samkarsana and Vasudeva
(Luders^ List of Br^hmT inscriptions,Ho. 6, see Bpigraphia Indica^
etz,
*Vol. X, Appendix,p.2, also Vol.LVI,pp.77-78)• The Besnagar
• 2
inscription mentions the erection of a flag-staff with an image of 
Garuda at the top in honour of Vlsudeva, the god of gods, by 
Hellodoros (Ludersj List of BrWhml inscriptions,Ho. 669, see j
Epdgraphia Indlca, Vol.X, Appendix?p.63). In this inscription, 
Hellodoros, vyho styles himself a Bhagavat a, is an ambassador of 
Amtalikita, Who, in all likelihood, is the same as Antlalkidas of
1. Btfhler assigns this record to the period between B.C.350 and 
?50 (see Indian Palaeography, English translation,p.72). Ramaprasad 
Chauda places it in the second century B.C. {Memoirs of Archaeologlca] 
Survey of India, Ho. 5,p. 163).
2# Ramaprasad Chayida points out that the archaic type of BrShmT 
characters used in the inscription indicates that it was probably 
engraved in the first half of the second century B,C. In the
opinion of thil scholar, the Besnagar inscription antedates the
,
Ohasundl inscription (Memoirs of Archaeological Survey of India,
No. 5,pp.151 and 163).
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the Bactro-Greek colas. Antialkidas is supposed to be one of the
t
earlier members of the line of Eucratides, who came to the throne of 
Bactria about 171 B.C. after ousting Demetrius (Rapson, Ancient India^ 
Cambridge, 1914, pp.l?4 and 154). The Maritghfit cave inscription 
contains an adoration of Samkarsana and Vasudeva (LUderA^ List of BrlhmT
I
inscriptions, No. 111?, see Kpigraphia Indlca^Vol. X, Appendix, p. 1?1) •
inscription, clearly show that Vasudeva was worshipped as the god of 
gods, and his worshippers were called Bhagavatas. This fact enables 
us to trace back the existence of the sect to the age of PAnini; for
we should recognise in the VAsudevakas of that grammarian (Sutra IV*
2
£•98) the precursors of the Bhagavatas of the second century B.C.
But the exact date of Panini is uncertain. Macdonall (History of
1. Btthler places the Nanaghat inscription in 150 B.C. (Bh r 
Table II, Columns XVII and XXIII-XXIV).
?. The meaning of the term tatrabhavat has been the subject of a 
good deal of controversy. Kielhom writes 7Jn either case the word 
tatrabhavatah, by which eamjfiai^i is followed, does not in th? least 
suggest that*the passage denoted by the proper name is a divine being; 
the word indeed conveys an honorific sehse, but would be equally 
applicable to a human being (J.R.4 . 1 9 0 8 , p.505). From the context 
both Vasudeva and Aryuna of the 5utra IV. 3.98„ are to be understood 
as Ksatriyas (Weber, Indian Literature, p.!85,n^. Hopkins goes so 
far as to state that in Plnlnl's £\ltra they were only objects of such 
worship as is accorded to most Hindu heroes after death (Great Kpic 
of India, p.395.n. )* Two other eminent authorities, Dr. Keith (J.R.A.S* 
1908,pp.847-848) and Dr. Rhandarkar (J.R. A. S^1910^pp. 168-170) , are of 
opinion that tatrabhavat in this case, as in Patanjal^s commentary on 
Ptpinl IV,?.?5, *refers to a divine being. Later Indian commentators, 
like the authors of the KA^ika, understand PAnini to denote a divine 
being by Vasudeva in IVf3.98 (also see Grierson in J.R. A. ^1909,p.!!??)•
All three epigraphic records, particularly the Besnagar
15.
Sanskrit Literature^p.17) and tfeber (Indian Literature,p.217) place 
him in the fourth century B.C. In the opinion of Hopkins, it 
cannot be conclusively proved that he flourished before the third 
century B.C. (Great Epic of India^p.£91). Dr. Bhandarkar thinks 
that he must have flourished in the beginning of the seventh century 
B.C., if not earlier still (Early History ofctDekkan, Second edition^ 
p»9) *
It is unanimously admitted that P&nini flourished 
before Patanjali (second century B.C.) who wrote the Mahhbhlsya on 
his gdtras (see V.A. Smithts T^.H.I.^Third Edition^p.?14). It is 
also certain that he must have lived even before KfftyByana, a 
predecessor of Patanjali, who wrote the Vartdkas on Paninifs grammar*
JL l  \vt«rvv- ^f^ee Bhandarkar -^8
Uvl Q ■ C - . / cl&jl. {iV a ^ ^ L o u ^ lC a y ^ ' & f r — v  '
?.H.D. p.7; Smith*8 Third Edition p.451,n; also Goldst^ckerfs
PSnini, 1914,pp.63,68 and 9J). In all probability, he lived in the
fifth century B.C. The Interval of a century between Flnihi and
KfctyAyana is not too short,in view of the fact that "the oldest
author on record who wrote on Panini was KAtyAyana" (Goldstucker * s
PSnini p»90)» Thls hypothesis may be strengthened by the feet that,
# *
unlike later grammarians, he never alludes to the^avanas or ,^skas 
as firfiting races, and that he knows the Persians as a warlike 
people (V.3.117). The Shagavata sect must have arisen before the 
fifth century B.C., since Panini flourished in that century.
1. The actual word occurring there,, is psr^u, p*r.4ava being 
the derivative of perdu.
There is no literary evidence as to the train of 
reasoning by which the doctrine of monotheism was reached. But it 
appears reasonable to endorse the view of Dr. Grierson that it was 
a development of sun-worship, the common heritage of the Indo-Iranian 
(Indian Antiquary 1908,p.253$ also Monotheistic Religion of Ancient
India, p.6.).
All the legends dealing wlth the origin of BhAgavata 
religion are connected in some way or other with the sun. According 
to MahAbhArata (XII. 340.112-18) f this religion was first obtained 
by Kara da from Rarayana, who communicated it to the sun, who in tura.x 
taught it to mankind# Krsna-VAsudeva learnt the reverence for the 
sun from Ghora Angirasa* and tran^ftted the same to his followers 
(see ChAndogya Upanisad, III.17)« In the later stages of Rhagavata 
religion fcrsna-Vasudeva is identified with Visnu, who was worshipped 
as a sun-god. According to BhAgavata eschatology (flbh-yCII. 345*13-
18) the saved soul passes through the sun on its way to Bhagavat 
after death.• Rimacandra, one of the incarnations, was, by humant , . " *> r ' . ~ 1 ■ ■
origin, a descendant of the sun. Some of the legends of EhAgvatism 
are connected with the sun. had the sun for his father.
SatrSjit, Krsna’s father-in-law, was a sun-worshlpper, and received 
from the sun a jewel that became the subject of many stories. The 
Bhalrta-Mfla mentions the miracle performed by Krsna with the aid of 
the tfooking-pot given to DrafSpadI by the sun. Visnu's Qaruda end 
Kaustubha are connected with solar legends (see Macdonell's Vadic
t
Mytholocprj p.39; ^ atisbollfs Indian Mythology according to the
WahAbhHrata in outline, London, 190^, pjp.8d,105 *«*>£»). The 
Garticjadhveja of the Besnagar inscription was a symbol of the Bird 
of the sun (Lee 3fansboll 's Indian Mythology, p.80; also Mbh?l.?3. 
16-17)'
he the r monotheism was a development of the sun- 
worship of* not, the following facts may be taken as accepted:
Krana-VAsudeva^o-fkaatriya ?was the founder of this 
religion . He sprang from the ancient Sltvata or Vrsni branch 
of the Outland YAdavajtribe. Their home, perhaps, was in the
1* hon-Vedic or non-Brehmanic origin of this religion has been 
strongly emphasized by Dr. Bhandarkar (Report on the Search for 
Sanskrit MSS., pp.72 and 74) and Professor Oarbe (V.R.v.^Vol.II, 
pp.535 fll.; also Philosophy of Ancient India, pp.87£. Mr. Ch*fuia 
points out that the un-Vedic or un-grahmanic ^rfcaratra evidently 
grew out of the primitive worship of Santesrse ia, VAsudeva and other 
Vrsni chiefs, such a VAeudeva's sto PracJyumna.' and his grandson 
Aniruddha, as hero-goda, by the barbarian Xbhlras and Saurastras.
The religion of the Ehagavad-GltA, on the other hand, represents 
the orthodox phase of YAsudevism, in its fully developed form.
He believes that the worship of VAsudeva as the founder of the 
nhagavad-Glta and the Anu-Git*v originated among the Vrsnis, Andhakas 
and Kurus, and was handed down by them to the iprasenas * (Memoirs 
of Archaeological Survey of India, ho. 5, p.180).
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nelghbourhood of MstiturS. Krsna-V^sudsVa's father's name was Vasudeva.* p t • f
and his mother's DevakI; he had an elder brother named Balaramawr 
Sapkarsana ®Ibh.;II.79.25). In the older parts of the MahAbhArata
he appears in the twofold character of a migity warrior, and of a
»
religious reformer* Religion was at first adopted by the people of 
his own tr£be, and gradually spread over the greater part of the Outland* 
Before the fourth century BC., as in the case of Buddha and Mahavlra, 
he was deified^ and under his patronymic of Vasudeva. became identified 
with Bhagavat (see E.R.E.^Vol* II, pp.540 fll.).
Having thus stated our view, we shall now proceed to lay 
down the various theories that have been adduced by other scholars 
regarding the genesis of this cult. According to Hopkins * The Visnu- 
worshipmirieh grew about Krsna was probably tfc first an attempt to foist
I* Dr. Bhandakar holds that Vasudeva was not originally a patronymic, 
but the name of a member of the £atvata or Vrsni race, who had a 
religion of their own, in ufriich VAsudeva was'wo'rshipped as the 
Supreme Being. Regarding the early mentions of Kpsna, he observes:
**2there was a tradition about Krsna as a sage from the time of the 
Rg-Vedic hymns to the time of £he ChAndqSya Upanisadys^This tradition 
gave rise to the identification of the sage Krsna with VAsudeva, 
when he was raised to the rank of the Supreme Deity”. He suggests 
that this identi^tion may have been due to the fact that Vasudeva 
belonged to the KArsnayatya gotra (see Bhandarkar*s Vaisnaviswy^ 
^aivism, pp. 9-11; f or 'the * re jection #of the theory of the'separation 
of Krsna end VAsudeva as two entitie*s, see J.R.A.S., 1915,p*840).
*■ / t
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upon Vedlc believers a sectarian god, by identifying the latter
Vwith a Vedic divinity (R. I. ^p*588)« "The simple original view of
v
Krsna is that he is a god, the son of Devakt (ibid-,p*467). Bartht » • *  /
thinks that Krsna is "beyond all doubt, a popular divinity", and that 
there is a "connection between the attainment of supremacy by Visnu 
and his identification with Krsna (R.I.^p# 166). "The supremacy of 
the Brahmanic god was the result of his fusion with the popular 
god" (ibid^p.166) • Dr. Keith finds in Krsna a development from one 
of the vegetation deities. He remarks: "It is clear that from this 
original divine character of Krsna as the spirit of reviving vegetation 
we can derive his whole character, both as a child and as a hero, for 
the vegetation spirit has both Bides in the Greek Dionysos, who is in 
this aspect parallel to Krsna, and the legend of *s * mythological
invention based upon the ritual of (a) the child-god and (b) the 
slaying of a rival - the old spirit of vegetation or some similar 
conception by the new spirit" (J.R. k. S. ,>1915, p. 841).
It may be observed that there is no direct and positive 
evidence to support such theories. Dr. Keith*s interpretation of 
the MahSbhasya passage is extremely doubtful, and is not accepted by 
all. The meaning of the passage is thus given by Dr. Bhandarkar:
"The narrators give expression to what they may know about them (Kamsa 
and Krsna) from their birth to their death, and thus externally 
manifest what at the time exists internally, and that the things do 
exist internally or in the mind, is shown in this way. They (the
narrators) are of various k i n d ^  some are adherents or devotees of Kamsa,
and some of Vasudeva* Their countenances assume different colours; the
faces of some (whose favourite hero is defeated) become dark, the faces
of othere red* (Indian Antiquary, 1874, p. 16). Thus there is no reference
to the slaying of the black man by the red man, or to the slaying of
winter by the spirit of spring and summer.
Although it may be inferred with certitude that the
rsna-Vasudeva cult was closely associated with the sun, it is not obvious
or that reason that Krsna himself was a solar deity. The pre-epic
I
iterature of the Hindus testifies to the human character of Krsna.« # t
he Chandogya Upanlsad, one of the oldest Upanisads, and belonging to the
re-Buddhistic period (S.B.B.^Vol. I, Introduction, ^.LXV11)^mentions
rsna DevakTputra as a human being, a disciple of Ghora AhgirdCsa
7.6). The Buddhist Ghata-Jataka as well as the Jalna ^ fc&aradhyayana
utra (Lecture XXII) certify the human character of Krsna. Max Muller
enles the identity of the Krsna of the Upanlsad with the Krsna of the* * *« •
pic (S.B.E.^Vol.I, p.52,n.). Macdonell doubts the identity (Vedic 
ndex of Names and tubject^? Vol. I, p.184). Dr. Keith has elaborately 
ealt with the subject in J.R.A.S.^ 1915 (pp.548-550). He remarks,"In 
e Chandogya Upanlsad (III. 17.6) we hear of a pupil, Krsna-Devaklputra^
The human character of Krsna has been acknowledged by Garbe
(Philosophy of Ancient India, pp.87-85), TJUhler (Indian Antiquary t^frfy
M S fp.P48), Grierson (Indian Antiquary^1908, p.253), Bhandarkar
(Indian Antiquary, 1889, p. 189), and Dr. Seal (Comparative Studies
in Vaisnavism and Christianity, p.10).
* •
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of Ohor* Anglrasa, who 1b credited with certain doctrines. We ere
asked to believe that this Is an historical reference to the Krsna of
• » •
the epic. It Is a much more credible hypothesis on the theory of
Identity of the Krsnas. that we have In this Krsna a euhemerlsm. a
• # • • • • »
reduction to human rank of a tribal god, and it is the only hypothesis
which doas not raise serious difficulties as to the date of the divinity
of Krsna and his appearance in the epic. That text never treats Krsna * ♦ * « . ,
as a were ordinary mortal teacher; when he teacher he reveals himself 
as the Supreme Being, and we cannot ignore the fact that his divine 
nature is clearly known throughout the epic, whichf in a part claimed 
as old by Garbe(^ calls him ^ opT janaVallabha, revealing him already as 
the beloved of the^opls, a feature which sits oddly on a presumed 
warrior-teacher, but which accords well with a god of Krsna*s type, 
closely connected with pastoral life. Moreover, it is impossible to 
ignore the fact that in the epic Krsna appears in his actions, and his4 ► 0 W
practical advice* in a very different aspect from the Krsna of the
I
Upanipad, who appears in a passage where., among other virtues* the 
telling of truth is inculcated" (Chi^tJI. 17.4)•
With reference to Dr. Keith*s remarks regarding the 
difference between the characters of the epic and Upanisadic Krsnas, it 
may be observed that one and the seme man may appear in different phases 
or aspects. But this difference in aspects should not be made the sole 
knd absolute basis of separate identities (cf. kdoka of the Chronicles 
rlth that of the fifth and thirteenth Rock Kdicts). Dr. Keith also
pverlooks the fact that truth-telling has been inculcated by Krsna in
the oita (XVI. 2) end also In Book VII.179«29 of the ©pic. Kurther-
I
more, the epic has preserved distinct traces of the original character
the
of Krsna as a human being. Barth accepts the Identity of/Krsnas,
* *  ' V  •  • *
but regards the mention of Krsna in the Upanlsad as a euhemerism 
(R.I.^p.168) • The theory of Barth appears to be an unsound one, when 
we consider the parallel or analogous case of Buddha. In the 
Saddharmapundarlka (VII.SI) Buddha is not merely deva; he Is 
devatideva. Again, in the Dhamrnacakkafpaval&anasutta he is mentioned 
as a human teacher. Merely on ths strength of this statement, it 
cannot be contended that the mention of Buddha in Dhammacakkappavatta- 
nasutta is a piece of euhemerism.
Having thus set forth the views of other scholars, we 
shall now proceed to advance our arguments to prove the identify of 
the Krsnas. They may be briefly summarised thus:-The Krsna of the 
Upanlsad (Chandogya, III.17.6) is *the son of Devakl, the Krsna ofp • *
the epic (1.190.77,111. P9.46,etc.) is also called the son of DeavkI
(cf. the Bhitarl Pillar inscription of Skandagupta, where Krsna is
mentioned as the son of Devakl). Krsna learnt from Ohora Arigirasa, a.  * •
priest of the sun, the following doctrines*-. The life of a man in its 
various states, may be compared to various ceremonies observed in 
ritual sacrifices; the mystic meaning of sacrifice is the life of man 
himself. Austerity, almsgiving, uprightness, harmlessness, truthful­
ness (tapo danam arjavam ahims* satyavacanam), - these are onefs gifts 
for the priests. At the hour of death, one should meditate upon
Ahaahitat karisylmi param i&rusa-karatah, dal van tu may a ^akyaij karna 
kartuip kathaffcana (Mbh.y.‘79*5-6)- ' ___________ ___
these three* "Thou**, art the Imperishable, the ft ever- falling, and 
the very P^adnce of Life*. Hearing this, Krsna is said to have lost
all thirst for other knowledge. The sage then quotes two verses^
bearing on the subject (Chandogya, III. 17.7)*-
"Proceeding from primeval seed,
(The early morning light they see7 
That gleameth higher than the heaven).
Prom out of darkness all around,
We, gazing on the higher light - 
Yea. gazing on the higher light - 
To $urya, god among the gods*
We have attained - the highest light.1
- Yea, the highest light!*
(Dr. Humefs translation, see Thirteen Principal
Upanisads, p.P13).
The doctrines which Krsna learnt from his Guru^ reappear in the Gita.« ». b
In the Upanisai Krsna learnt thatall the acts of manfs life constitute* v • # f
a sort of sacrifice offered to God. We may compare this doctrine 
wtth the teaching of Gita, IX.P7*- "Whatever/^inou doest, whatever thou 
dost eat, whatever thou dost sacrifice or give, whatever be thine 
austere practices, do all, 0 son of KuntT, as an offering to Me" (Aee 
Hill*8 Translation of the Bhagaval-GTta, p. 187). The virtues 
mentioned in the Upanlsad occur in the Gita (XVI. 1-7). The import­
ance of the last thoughts*, is taught in the Gita (VIII, 5,6,17).
The remembrance of Krsna^leads to the Home that is called *Imperishable 
(Glta^VIII.11-13). Three times in the Gita* Krsna is called 
Acyuta, e.g. never-falling (1.21,XI.48,XVIII.73).>
Having thus establidied the identity of Krsna-Vasudeva, 
let us now try to trace the fortunes of Bhagavatism, of which he was 
the founder, in the light of literary and epigraphic records* In the 
fourth century B.C., the strongest adherents of VSsudeva were to be 
found only in the MathurS region; for we learn from Magasthenes that 
the people who held Herakles in special honour were the Sourasenoi, who 
possessed two large cities, Methera and Klelseboraj and through whose 
country flowed a navigable river called the Jobares (McCrindle, 
Megasthenes and Arrian, p.POl). The Indian Herakles has been 
identified by some scholars with Krsna, and by others wfch Siva.
The reasons for the latter view are thus stated by Kennedy:- "The 
identification of the Indian Herakles is fairly easy. The Greek 
Herakles figures on the Indo-Scythic coins of Kadphises I, and is 
replaced by the Indian ->iva on coins of Kadphises II, the name
of Oeshoj* and with various attributes, including the club, ^iva 
figures on coins of Kaniska, Huviska and VIsndeva. Mr. D*H.
j - f M
Bhandarkar has shown that the incarnation of Siva as Lakulisa, the 
Lord who bears the club", goes back to this period. It is held that 
the name of the people called Sibi in Sanskrit - the J*lbai of the 
Greek writers, «ho mention them as descendants of the followers of 
Herakles - marks them as special worshippers of Siva, the letters 
Jh and V being constantly interchanged. Lastly, Herakles1 daughter, 
Pendaia, recalls the Kingdom of Pandion or Pandya, a famous kingdom 
of Southern Indiaj while we infer from the 'Pwfeiplus* that kumarT was 
©specially worshipped at Cape Comorin. How, the Dravidians of this
P5
, and^bregion are still noted for their devotion to Siva  J(uro&ri is at once 
his ^akti, his daughter,and his wife" (J.R.A.S.^ 1907, pp.967-68).
The view of Kennedy has been strongly criticised by Ramaprasad Chanda 
in Memoirs of Archaeological Survey of India, Ho. 5, pp. 155 fll. The 
latter scholar points out that "the absence of the trident, a necessary
attribute of ^ iva, renders this identification very doubtful" (ibidy
p*155). In the MahAbharata, and in all other texts, gada or club is
mentioned as an attribute, not of ^iva, but of Visnu. ^iva is ^ulin,
f )
the holder of the trident, and pinakin^the holder of the bow pinaka,
Mhilei^i^'^aAkhacakra-goidAdhara, rthe holder of conchshell, discus
(sudarsana) and club (Pausboll*s Indian Mythology^ p. 105). Therefore,
it is more reasonable to identify the Indian Herakles with Visnu than
with ^iva. Regarding the identity of the Indian Herakles, Hopkins
observes: "According to him (Megasthenes) there were Dionysiac festivals
/ *TCe_
in honour of the latter god (t>iva), who belongs where flourishes wine, 
in the A^vaka district, north of the Kabul river. From this place, 
Sivafs worship extended into the East, Magadha (Behar), around Dokama
in the west, ani even to the aa-tunga country in the extreme south-east.
But it was especially native to the mountainous north-west, about the
Gate of Oanges (north of Delhi, near Saharampur), and still farther 
, t IK OjL
north In Kasmlr. In the Kpic, Siva has hie throne on Kal-iaoa, the
northern mountain.in the Himalayas, and Ganges descend from the sky,
upon his head. On the other hand, Herakles of the Ganges land, where
grows no wine, is plainly Krsna, who carries club, discus and conch.
The Greek cities, Methora and Kleisobora, ere MathurK and Krsna •
pur *Krsna-townf, the latter on the Jumna, the former near it on
the same river, capital of the clan which venerated Krsna as its
• • »
chief hero and god, the Yadavas. Megasthenes says, also, that 
Herakles* daughter is Pandsie, and this agrees with the Pandya, a 
southern development of the epic Gangetic PIndavas, who specially 
worship Krsna^ in conjunction with the Yadavas. Their^outh-^Lndlc 
town, Mathura, still attests their origin * (Religions of India, 
pp.458 and 459; for the like identification, see McCrindle, 
Megasthenes and Arrian, p.140, n; Anciant India as described in 
Classical Literature, p.64,n; Indian Antiqiary, 1876, p.?54; also 
Keith in J.R.S.A. 1915, pp.547-50). It is a noticeable fact that 
the Bhagavatas are almost Ignored in the ancient literary and 
epigraphic records of the Buddhists in Magadha, but are constantly 
mentioned, from the time of Panini onwards* in the records of the 
western part of northern India. There is a solitary reference 
to the worshippers of V^Tsudeva and Baladeva in a passage of the 
Niddesa (see Dr. Bhandarkar's Vaisnavism and ^aivism, p.S.). In 
this book, the worshippers of Vasudeva are mentioned along with 
those of birds and beasts. We hear little about the Bhagavatas 
in the third century B,C. But there is a good deal of information 
regarding the sect in the second century B.C. It is probably due 
to the preferential treatment accorded to Buddhism by A^oka, and 
also due to the proselytising zeal displayed by the same monarch 
for the propagation of his creed, that the Bhagavatas were hurled
dam from their position of pre-eminence, in some oarts of north India 
to one of obscurity. Whatever might have been the state of the 
Bhagavatas in the third century B,C., we l e a m  from the Ghasundi and 
Besnagar inscriptions that the Bhagavata religion in the second 
century B.C# spread to the Indian borderland, and counted among its 
adherents even some of the Greeks.
The Ghasundi stone inscription records the erection of 
a puja stone-wall (si£aprakara) at the HlrajranavKta by GFa^ayana, the 
son of a Parasari, for Bhagavat ^amkarsana and Vasudeva (J.A.S.B., 
Vol. LVX,Pt.I, pp.77-78; Lttders^ List of BrShml inscriptions, No. 6f 
see Epigraph!* Indica, Vol. X, Appendix, p.p.). We next come to the 
Besnagar column inscription (Liiders^ List of Brahmi inscriptions, No. 
6^9, see Epigraphia Indica, Vol. X, Appendix, p.63).
The first part of the Inscription records the erection 
of a Gafudadhva^a of Vasudeva, the God of gods, by the Bhagavata 
Heliodora, the son of Diya (Dion), the Takhkhasilaka (native of
Taxila), a Vona ambassador, who came from Maharaja Amtalikita
2  /
(Antlalkidas) to raj an ICWsTputa Bh3tgabha|£dra the saviour (tr&tara)^
1. The worship of Eajokar^a^a is alluded to in Kalftiiya *s 
Artha^lstra (£hamsaatry*s English translation, p.485).
Antialkidas is supposed to have reigned in the second century 
B.C. (gee Smith's History of Pine Art in India and Ceylon,
pp.65-66).
who was prospering in the fourteenth year of his reign. The second 
part of the inscription reads as follow's: '’Three immortal precepts 
when practised load to heaven - self-restraint, charity and 
conscientiousness". This inscription furnishes the first clear 
indication of the apotheosis of Krsna-Vasudeva. Mr. Chauda points
out that the archaic type of Br^hml characters used in the inscription 
of Heliodoros, indicates that it was probably engraved sometime in 
the first half of the second century B.C. (Memoirs of the 
Archaeological Survey of India, No. 5, p.152). The Garudadhvaja 
points to the close connection between Vasudeva and solar worship, 
since Garuda or Suparna As connected with Visnu and other sun-gods 
(see Mbh. 1.33* 16-17; Peusboll's Indian Mythology, p.80).
GarutmHn is associated with Nirayai^a-Visnu (Bodhayana'^DheT^-Lutra
II. 5.24). Again, the three immortal precepts, dama, tyaga:<*»and 
apramsdia, appear to be an echo of the Gita, XVI. 1-2, where dama, 
tyAga and apalsunam are inculcated. There are also the remains of 
another Valsnavite archaeological document at Besnagar. These are 
the capital of a column, and a makara, which originally surmounted 
the capital now lying by it, a few yards off the column of Helidoros. 
These sculptures cannot be chronologically far removed from Kharm 
Babel, i.e., the column of Heliodoros (see A. S.R.; 1913-14, Part II, 
pp. 189-190). It has been well contended by Mr. Chahda that we have 
to recognise in the makara and the capital the remnants of a Makara- 
dhvaja or a ''column with crocodile symbol", since there has been a 
striking consensus of opinion among such scholars as Cunningham,
Marshall and Bhandarkar regarding the Makara being the pinnacle of 
the capital (Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey of India, No. 5, 
p.162). In Sanskrit literature, Krsna's son Pradyumna is called
Makaradhvaja or Makaraketana, 'one with the crocodile as his symbol'.
In some of the Greco-Buddhist sculptures of GandhAra, one of Mara's 
daughter is seen holding a staff with a makara on it (ibid^ p.162)'
In Mahavastu and Lalitavistara, MAra is called Krsna-bandhu 'Krsna's
. . • 7 * * *
kinsman'. Prom all this evidence, both literary and sculptural, Mr. 
Chanda concludes that the Makaradhvaja presupposes the existence of a 
temple of Pradyumna or an image of Pradyumna in the temple of Vasudeva, 
just as Garudadhvaja presupposes a temple of Vasudeva (ibid*; p.163).
The Mahabhasya of Pataxfjali throws out a significant 
hint on the condition of the Bhagavatas in the second century B.C. (see 
Indian Antiquary., Vol. Ill, pp.14-16). Patanjali regarded Vas^udeva 
not as a mere fcsatriya, but as a divine being. Under PWnini IV, 3.98, 
he says that the word Vasudeva is the name of Bhagavat, and not of a 
jf^satriya; for the name of Vasudeva comes under Sfttra IV.3.99^in the 
capacity of a divine being. The story of Krsna-Vasudeva in the time 
of Patanjali, was the subject of dramatic representations In some such 
legends as Bali-S^and^r and Kamsa-Vadha (see Barth's R.I., p. 16$).
Weber points out that the first subject has been taken from the legend 
of Visnu. He then draws the inference that Krsna and Visnu already 
stood in close relationship (.T.R.A.S., 1908, p. 172). Patafi3a^^ 
notices under Panini II.2.34. a verse in which it is stated thata "
musical instruments were sounded in the temples of Rama and Ke^ava.
IE this verse, Kesava refers to Krsna. Kesava was an epithet of
JN a ray ana-Visnu, according to BodfrAyana's Dharma suir* (II. 5.24).
Kesava thus indicates that he was identified with Narayana-Visnu#
• * •
The exact period when Krena-VSsudeva was first Identified with
Harayana-Vlequ cannot he ascertained. It cannot be conclusively
proved whether Visnu had any connection with the church of* *
Krsna-Vasudeva from its inception or not. But as it has been # « •
shown by Dr. Bhandarkar (Report on the Search for Sanskrit MSS.,
pp.72-74) and Professor Garbe (B.R.B.^Vol. M  PP.535 f l l # j
Philosophy of Ancient India, p.83-85) that originally the church
had an altogether independent existence , untrammelled by the
Brahmanic pantheon, the identification might probably have taken
place during the second stage. A clear indication of the
identification of VAsudeva with NarAyana-Visnu is found in the
I '
Taittirlya Aranyaka (X.I.6). But the date of the work is uncertain*
If we agree with Dr. Keith that the ^Htnyaka dates from the third
century B.C. (J.R.A.S.^1915, p.840), it would not be unreasonable
to conclude with Garbe that it was the life and death struggle
of the BrAhmajias against the active propaganda of the Buddhists
»
that led the Vedic priests to identify VSsudeva with Visnu, for 
the purpose of winning over the Bhagavatas as their allies (see
Garbe's Bhagavad-G'Ita, p.35). The MahabHArata contains indications
orthodox
that it was with great difficulty that the arthox Brahmanas could
1. BarayariAya vidmahe, Vasudevaya dhimahitanno Visnuh pracodayat.
be Induced to acknowledge the divinity of Krsna. In the reviling
scene of the Sabha-Parva (MbhyEI.42^6) iisupala contests Krsna's
claim to the rank as god. In the Adi-Parva (llbh.^I. 197.33) he is
represented to be a hair of Narayana. Again, in the same Parva
(I.PP8.10) he is identified with Narayana, but this NArayana is a
rsi, not the deity. In the Bhagavad-Glta (XI.P4fXIfZO) he is
identified with Visnu, and in chapters 65 and 66 of the BhTsma-Parva
• • •
Krsna-Vnsudev., Visnu and HSrayan* are treated as equivalent terms.
/
The burden of the Narayanlya section of the Santi-Parva seems to be
i
the identif cation of Vasudeva with NSrayana. The Mah*&bhArat«.thus
contains several layers of thought, one superimposed upon another
in the course of ages, representing Krsna in various grades from a
historical character to the avaWra of Visnu. The identification was. •
universally accepted when the epic was complete. Towards the
concluding stage of this chapter, we shall make an analytical study
of Visnu and N£rayana, to find out the raison d^tre of the . « .
identification df Krsna-Vasudeva with the above-mentioned deities.
Let U3 then resume our thread of connection, for a 
time lost in digression. Besides the inscriptions discovered at 
Ghasundi and Besnagar, we have another valuable record, which testifies 
to the growing importance of Bhagavatism in the period immediately 
preceding the Christian era. The dtrilgJUt inscription shows that the 
Bhagavata religion was no longer confined to Northern India, but had
32.
migrated to the Bouth, and converted people of HahSrastra to this 
faith OSpigraphia Indica^Vol. X, Appendix, p.121). The famous 
inscription records, after an invocation of Dhamma (Dharma), Ida 
(Indra), Samkarsana and Vffsudeva, the descendants of the moon
?  * * * • a
(camda* candra), the guardians (lokapSlas) of the four cardinal 
points, yama,\^rana,^ubera andV^sava, the fees given at various 
sacrifices by the daughter of the Maharathi Kalaliya, the scion of 
the Amgiya family, the wife of Siri, the mother of prince Vedisiri, 
the son of a king who is called Lord of DaksinApatha, and mother of 
Sati Sirimata. The importance of the NSnaghSt inscription in the 
history of BhAgavatism can hardly be overrated. The appearance of 
Samkarsana and Vasudeva among Brehmanic gods shows that the 
rapprochement between the BrAhmanas and the BhAgavatas had already 
begun. Next we come to the obscure and damaged Mora stone-slab 
inscription of the time of the Mahaksatrapa RAJuvula. This valuable 
record furnishes evidence of the prevalence of Bhagavatism before the 
beginning of the Christian era. Mr. Chanda points out that the
8t0he-slab is probably one of the pavement slabs of a big temple, in
which the images of Krsna and the five PAndava brothers were 
enshrined (see Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey of India, No. 5, 
p.167).
The history of HhAgavatism, from the first to the
third century A.D., is mery ohscure. The Buddhist works of the
period, such as Buddhacarita, and the Awakening of Faith of 
A^vaghosa, do not throw much light upon the subject. We can only
S3.
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mention three famous Inscriptions of the period, which yield certain
• - ■ ' '. , I , ,
materials for the history of Bhagavatism. These are (1) the Mathura
t
inscription of the time of the MahSksatrapa Sodasa (Annual Progress
Report of the Superintendent, Hindu and Buddhist Monuments, northern
Circle, for the year ending fist March 1917, p.ioj.ftha SSeik
Buddhist cave inscription of the time of rajan Vffsithiputa Siri-
Pulumayi (Epigraphia Indica, Vol. VIII, p.60 fll.) and (S) the Cinna
,4tone inscription of the time of rtjan Ootamiputa Sirl-Yanasitakani
(Ludez^y List of BrlhraT inseriptions^Mo. 1540). Ref erring to the
Mathura inscription* Mr. Chanda observes: "The find place of the stone
(MathurS) renders the restoration of the name of the Bhagavat of the
inscription as Vasudeva unavoidable. If it may be assumed that the
monument to which this inscribed red sandstone pillar originally
belonged stood at Mathura, - and the o*0urrance of the name of the
/ I
Mahtksatrapa JodSsa strengthens this assumption, - the Bhagavat whose 
•mahisthana* is at IJthurl can be no other than Vasudeva" (Memoirs of 
the Archaeological Survey of Indian, No. 5, p.170). In the opinion 
of Mr. Chanda, the mahasthana may be understood to denote a spot 
sacred to the memory of Krsna-VSsudeva - a spot believed to have been 
either the birth-place of Krsna, or the scene of some other notable 
event in his early career (ibidy p.17?). In the ttfcsik inscription, 
the n«ime Krsna (Kesava) occurs in the following passage: "the unique
1. Sir John Marshall allots the reign of i/o^Ssa to a period between 
A.D. 10 and 20 (A Guide to Taxila, p.?l).
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archer, the uhique hero, the unique Brlhmana, In equal to
Rama, Ke^ava, Arjuna, and Bhrraasena" (Epigraphia Indica^Vol. Vin, 
p.61). The Cinna inscription of the time of rajan Gotamiputa 
Sl^YanaDsatakajqi contains an invocation of Bhagavat Vasudeva 
(Luder^Liet of Pr^hmT inscriptions, jjio. 1340, also Epigraphia 
Indica, Vol. I, pp. 95 fll.).
Mathura, the birth-place of BhA§avatism, where 
Megasthenes had found the religion in a flourishing condition, 
ceased to be the stronghold of the faith during the oaka-Kusan
period. Only one inscription, nammly, the Mathura inscription of
/
the time of the Mshlksatrapa Sodasa, can be referred to northern 
India. The paucity of Bhagavata inscriptions at Mathurl probably
indicates that BhaTgavatlsm did not find much favour at the royal
/
court. During the period which elapsed from the time of ^ odasa to
I
the age of the Guptas - a period which may be characterised as a 
dark spectrum of Ancient Indian history - no inscription is at 
present available to throw any li$it on the state of Bhagavatism in 
Northern India.. But during the Gupta period, we find the religion
I. "The period between the extinction of the Kusto and Andhra, 
about A.D. 220 or 230, and the rise of the imperial Gupta 
Dynasty, nearly a century later, is one of the darkest in 
the whol^ range of Indian history" (Smiths tfarly History of 
India, Fourth Edition, p.292).
flourishing in the Punjab, Bajputana, Central and Western India, and 
Magadha.
The Tualm Hock inscription, which does not refer,itself,
to the reign of any king, and is not dated, but which, on paIdeographical
grounds, may be allotted to the end of the fourth or the beginning of the
fifth century, mentions two reservoirs for the use of the god Visnu, under• •
the name of bhagavat or the Divine One, which are the work of Irya SHtvata-
Yog^carya-Hhagavad-lhakta Yasastrat* (Archaeological Survey of India, VA1.
V, p.178 fll., Plate XL, Uo. 5; Corp. Ins. Ind.^Vol. Ill, p.269 fll.
£o. 67, Plate XL. A). The undated Mehararjj^I iron pillar inscription is
a posthumous eulogy of the conquests of a powerful king named Candra.
The object of this inscription is to record the erection of the pillar,
iteich is called a dhvaja, or 'standard* of the God Viorn, on a hill called
Visnupada, i.e., hllithat is marked with foot-prints of Visnu (Bo. Br.
• • * •
1L Vol. X, p. 63 fll.; Corp. Ins. Ind.^Vol. Ill, So. 7? f Plate XXI A, 
p. 139 fll.). Mr. Iiaraprasad Bhastri identifies the Candre Vf<rm*n of the 
Susunla inscription with the C&ndra of the Mehar i-ufr Iron pillar 
Inscription* (Indian Antlquary^lSlS, p.?17 fll.). Prinsep assigned thl* 
Inscription to the third or fourth century A.D. (Corp. Ins. Ind.^Vol.Ill, 
p.l40,n.). Fergus^on is convinced that the Inscription Is one of 
Candragupt«8 of the Early Oupta dynasty (Indian Architecture p.508). The 
IQahgdhffr stone Inscription, of the time of a prince named Visavarman, 
records the erection of a temple of Visnu by a certain Maytlrtksaka, a 
Minister of Vi/vav^man. This inscription is dated, in words, ahen four 
[hundred and eighty years had expired. The era is not specified, but
56
probably the date has to be referred to the Malaya era, conuwprcing 
B.C. 57} and the result for the present inscription ia A.D, 434-B5 
current (Corp. In s .  Ind.,Vol. Ill, Ho. 17, Plate I, p.72 fll.)- 
The coins of the Traikutaka Jfing Dahra ;ena, the son of Indradatta, 
describe him aa Paramavaianava.Dahffciiena flourished about A.D.456 
(J.R.A.3., 1905, pp .601-804). The Gupta sovereigns were mighty 
champions of Bhigavatism, aid stjded themselves kframa-4£»Sgavataa* 
(see CadhwS stone inscription of Candragupta II in Corp. I n s .Ind. i 
Vol. Ill, p.36 fll., where the title Parama-s&Sgvata occurs).
The general prevalence of the religion throughout the Gupta, empire 
ia attested b y  numerous inscriptions and seS^fciures. The Udayaglri 
cave inscription of the year 83 (Gupta era) records the gift or 
dedication of two images, one of Visjnu, the other of a twelve-arced 
goddess who must be some form of Lakful, by a Maharaja of the 
Sanakanika yf family, who was a feudatory of Candragupta II 
(Archaeological Survey of India, Vol. X, p.50; Corp. Ins. Ind., Vol. 
XII, p.31 fll., Ho, 3, Plate II B). The undated Bhitari stone 
pillar inscription of Skandagupta records the installation of an 
image of god Visnu under the name of S&rfigin or "the wielder of 
the bofrs of horn named ffarhga*, and the allotment to the idol of a 
village ty the emperor in memory of his father Kumaragupta (Archaeo­
logical Survey of India, Vol. I, p.98, Plate XXX; Corp. Ini. Ind.*, 
Vol. Ill, p.53 fll.). The Juhagadh rode Inscription of Skandagupta 
contains an invocation of Visnu, fthe perpetual abode of <iak4»u4whoee
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dwelling la the water-lily, the conqueror of distress, the completely 
victorious one, who, for the sake of the happiness of the lord of 
gods, seised back from Bali the goddess of wealth and splendour, who
for a long time*. The second part of the inscription records the 
erection of a temple of Caki^bhrt (the bearer of the discus) by 
OakrapVllta who was the son of Parnadatta, the governor of 
Skandagupta (J.A.S.B., Vol. VII, p.547 f U . f  Corp. Ins. Ind., V o l . I U  
p.56 fll.). The GadhwS stone inscription of the year 148 (A.D.467- 
68) records the installation of an image of the god Visnu under the 
name of Anantasvamin, and a grant of some land at a village belongixg 
to the same god under the name of Citrakutasvanin (Archaeological 
Survey of India, Vol. X, K i l l  Corp. Ins. Ind., Vol. Ill, p . 267 fll*)' 
The Eran stone p pillar inscription of the year 165 (A.D. 484-83) 
records the erection of the column, which is called‘*fdhva ja-stambha 
or "flag-staff» of the god Visnu, under the name of JahArdana, b y  a 
MaharSja named UStrvianu and his younger brother Dhanyavisnu 
(Archaeological Survey of India, Vol. X, p.83; Corp. Ins. Ind..Vol. 
Ill, p. 88 fll.| No. 19, Piets XII A). The Eran stone inscription 
of Toramana records the building of the temple, in which the Boar 
stands, by  Dhanyavisnu, the younger brother of Mhtrvisnu (J.A.S.B., 
Vol. XXX, p.20 fll.I Corp. Ins. I n d v Vol. Ill, p.158 fll., No. 36, 
Plate XXIII A.).
After the fall of the Guptas Bhagavatism flourished 
in the dominions of many of their former feudatories. The Ehoh 
oopper-plate inscription of the year 177 (A.D. 496-97) records the
is admitted to be worthy of enjoyment
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gift of the Tillage of Dhavasaudika, by the Maharaja JayanStha,* * «
for the purposes of a temple of the god Visnu (Archaeological 
Surrey of India, Vol. IX, p.13; Corp. Ins. I n d ^ V o l .  Ill, p.
121 fll, No. 27, Plate XVII). The Khoh copper plate inscription 
of the year 209 (A.D. 528-29) contains an invocation of VSsudera, 
and records the grant of the village of Ophni to a temple of the 
goddess PiatapurT, apparently some local form of LaksmX, the wife 
of Visnu, by the Mah&raja Samksob)&a (Corp. Ins. Ind.yVol. Ill, p. 
112 f U . ,  No. 25, Plate XV B ; Archaeological Survey of India, Vol. 
IX, p.15). The Ehoh copper-plate inioription of the year 193 
(A.D. 513-15) records the grant of the village of A^ramaka b y  the 
Hahlraja Sarvanatha, for the purpose of a shrine of Visnu under 
the t i t &  of Bhagavat (Corp. Ins. Ind, Vol. Ill, p.125 fll., No. 
28, Plate XVIII). The Ehoh copper-plate inscription of the 
Maharaja Sarvanatha records the grant of half of the village of 
Dhavasandika, for the purposes of a temple of the goddess 
Piatapujffkadevi (Archaeological Survey of India, Vol. IX, pp. 14 
and 16; Corp. Ins. Ind., Vol. Ill, p.136 fll.. No. 31, Plate XX). 
T e  learn from the Maliya copper-plate inscription of the Maharaja 
Dhara ena II (year 353 * A.D. 571-73) that Dhruvasena X, King of
Valabhl, was a Bhagavat a or Vaisnava (Indian Antiquary, Vol. XIII,(jal . VL ) pWa
p. 164 fll.; No. 38, Plate X X I Vff' The AphAad stone inscription 
of Adltyasena, of the family of the Guptas of Magadha, records 
t h e  building of a temple of the god Visnu (Arohaeological Survey 
of India, Vol. XV, p.ll; Corp. Ins. Ind., Vol. Ill# #»*200 fll., 
No. 42, Plate XXVIII). The Barabar Hill cave inscription of
A nant a v aman ,  & Mapkhari chieftain, records the Installation 
of an image of the god Visnu in his incarnation as Krsna 
(Asiatic Researches, Vol. II, p.167 fll; Corp. Ins. Ind.yVol.
XIX, p.331 fll, No. 46, Plate XXX B). the SSrnSth stone 
inscription of Frakatlditya records the building of a temple 
of the god Visnu under the name of Muradvia, and some provision 
for the repairs of the temple (Corp. Ins. ind, Vol. Ill, p»3B4 
fll., No. 79, Plate XLIII C.).
One noteworthy fact of the BhXgavatism of the 
' Gupta Age is that it had new lost iteelf in Vlsnuism. This is 
quite evident from the fact that, though Krsna and Visnu were
• f • V i. v**
regarded as identical, the latter is the more usual designation 
of the supreme god of the BhRgavatas (see Corp. Ins. IndVVol.
Ill, PP. 56 and 369 fll.). Another salient feature of the 
Bhagavatism of the Gupta Period is the wershlp of incarnations*
The Eran inscription of the time of Toramana expressly refers to 
the Boar incarnation (ibid.;pp. 158 fll.). The Dwarf incarnation 
is implied in the Juw^gadh inscription of Skaxdagupta (ibid., p. 
56 fll). The Hama avatara is net mentioned in the Gupta inscrip­
tions. But in the Raghuvamsa (XIII.I) we come across the said 
avatara. The inscriptions belonging to the Age of the Guptas 
are characterised b y  the total absence of any reference to the 
^yUhas, The MahXbhasya (VI. 3.6) of Pata&jali, the Ghasundi and 
Nanagh&t inscriptions show that the oult of Vyhhaa in some shape 
must have prevailed in the second and first centuries B.C. The
40
worship of LakanS is another noticeable feature of the Bhagavatiam 
of the Gupta period (see Corp. Ins. Ind..Vol. Ill, pp. 113 f U . ,
135 fll.). The Samkhya doctrine of Purusa and Prakrti might hare 
influenced the Lakaril-N araya na cult. The numismatic evidence 
seems to point to the fact that the worship of Pa11a3 and other 
Greek goddesses had something to do with the wide diffusion of the 
cult of ^rl* On Rajovuta' a coin Laksnt sometimes takes the place 
of Pallas on the reverse (Cunningham's Coins of i n d e n t  India, p.
86).
With the disintegration of the empire of the Guptap,
Bhagavatism lost its pre-eminence in Northern India. But we can
b y  no means conclude that it was extinct in Northern India. ibout
the middle of the seventh century B m a  in hie Harsjfcarita represents
a eage of the name of DivAkaramitra, who.originally a Brahmana,
became a Buddhist, as being surrounded in the Vindhya mountains, 
where he had his abode, tgr followers of a number of sects, two of
which were the Bhagavatas and Pancaratraa (see Harsecanta, translated 
into English ty E.B. Cowell and P.T. Thomas, chapter Till, p . 236).
At Sirpur in the Raipur district, C.P., over the front of a shrine- 
door there is a sculpture of Visnu or Narayana reclining on the 
folds of the serpent Sosa, and from his navel springs a lotus on 
which is seated Brahma. The temple belongs probably to the 
eighth century A.D. (Annual Progress Report of Archaeological Survey,
Western Circle, for 1903-04, p . 31). Even in the early partof the
/
ninth century A.D. the Bhagavatas are mentioned bjfif San^tkara, who 
condemns the system for its incomplete and heterodox character
41.
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Although the lamp of Bhlgavatiam was d i m l y  burning 
In Northern India, it was In full blase at this time in the Tamil 
country. There the faith flourished under the strong impulse 
given to it b y  the Alvars, who hy their Prabafedhas inculcated 
bhakti and temple*worship. Bhagavatism migrated to the Bekhan
as early as the first century B.C. (see the NSnSgh&t inscription,
Liidersp List of B ratal inscriptions, No* 1112)* Th» Ginna
c "stone inscription of r&Jan Qotamlputaj£n-Ya£a Satakani shove that
 .............  | ‘ * “ii' ~ ‘l —  -let
prince belonging to the early Qalukya dynasty of the Bekhan, get 
a oave scooped out, in whioh a temple to  Visnu was constructed, 
and a n image of Visnu was installed in It. In this car e-temple• 4
there are the figures of Visnu or Narayana lying on the body ef 
a serpent, with Lakpil rubbing his feet, and of the Boar and 
larasimha incarnations (Indian Antiquary, Vol. Ill, p.805, Vol.
VI, p.363; Ferguspon and Burgess, Oave Temples, p.407)• Ve have
also direct stridmce of the existenoe of Krsna-Baladeva worship in« ' #
the Tamil country in the early centuries of the Christian era. 
Bene ancient Tamil poems, such as <$ilappadigarem, refer to temples 
dedicated to Krsna and his brother at Madura and other cities
(see Kanakaaabhai* s Tamil 1800 Tears Age, pp.13,36,68-69;
Kriahnaswaj&aL Aiyangar* 3 Ancient India, p.93).
The Vaisnawajfcradition of Southern India mentions
of Bribe! inscriptions ;No. 1340). I n  Saha 500
twelve Alvars; and they are divided into three classes by Krishna*
of Yaisnavism in South India, p,13, Ancient India, p.40S fll.)- 
Their names are as follows:*
composed, mostly in Tamil, what are called frabandhas in praise of 
the deity full of piety and devotion. They are spoken of as the 
Yaianava feda. The dates assigned to the llvars by the hagiolcgista, 
via:;B.C. 4S03 to the first, 3706 to the last, and the others -ranging 
between these two, do not bear any serutlnytKridhnaseiviiAlyangar1 s 
Ancient India, pp.403 fll,). The first three llvars teach the 
worship of the deity Narayana by reoitathoas of his names,- servlets 
at temples, and contemplation of his personal forms. They allude 
to the early n f & i t s  of Yisnu and are eloquent in their admiration
awa^mi Aiyanger (Indian Antiquary, Vol. XXXY, p.238, Early History
AHCIEHT
Sanskrit name
Saroyogin
BhStayogin
r
Tamil name
Alva
« a. a
Alvar
M£m
Madhurakavi
Kuladekhara
Yiaijucitta
Goda
Sat hakopa Hamm Alvar
Periy Alvar 
AndSl 'si «r 9
LAST
Bhaktahghrirenu
Tagivhhana
ParakSla
Tondaradippodi 
Tixuppag Xlvtr 
v TirumaAgai‘Alvar
The Alvars represent tfee^ewtKkeaal-s44e-'^#^4ae^A^^l'Snavlame They
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of the Krsna avatara (T. Ra Jagopala Chariar, Vaisnavite 
Reformers of India, p.2.). Although they apeak glorifying 
Vi anu-^hakti, yet they do regard Siva-jAkakti with considerable 
sympathy, and make a visible effort to keep the^aivas in 
countenance (Krishnaawami Aiyangar* a Early History of Vaisnavism
in South India, p.77). Krishnaawami allots Poygai Alvar to
/
the second century A.D. (ibid? p.75). Sathakopa stands first 
among the Alvars in order of importance* Krishnaawami thinks 
that he should be placed in the fifth century A.D. (ibidy p.84, 
Ancient India, p.401)* The same eminent scholar believes that' 
Kula/ekhara must have lived early in the seventh or late in the 
sixth century A.D. (Vaianaviam in South India, p.86). AndSl, 
the daughter of Visnucltta, may rightly be called the *MIra Bid* 
of the South. Tinmangal, the last of the Alvars, composed four 
thousand verses of the Valsnava Prabandhaa. Gopinatha Rao 
infers that Tirumafigai Alvar must have lived in the latter half 
of the eleventh century A.D. (Madras Review, February and Hay 190 S- 
History of the Sri Vaianava Movement). Hr. Aiyangar controverts 
the theory of such a late date in favour of a much earlier one, 
namely, the earlier half of the eighth century A.D. (Ancient India, 
p.414). The Alvars were followed by the Aoaryas who represented
1. According to Dr. Bhandarkar Kulasekhara lived in the ,
first half of the twelfth century A.D. (Vaisnavism, saivism 
p.50) •
the Intellectual aide of Southern VaiDmarisin. The first
• 0
Acarya was Hatbamuni, He was a passionate lover of the
songs of the Alvars, especially those of Sathakopa. He* »
oolleoted the hymns of Hammilvar and of the other Alvars,
• # # •
arranged them in four groups of About a thousand stanzas each, 
and set them to Dravidiah music. The whole collection is 
called Nafayira Prabandham (aee Farjjuhar's Outline of the 
Religiose Literature of India, p.241). The two works, 
Nyayatattva and Toga Rahasya, are attributed to Htthamuni (T. 
Rajagopala Chariar's Vaisnavite Reformers of India, p.3).
In the opinion of Ur. Chariar Hyayatattva is an elaborate 
treatise covering the whole field of philosophy from the point 
of the view of the RSm&nuja sdiool (ibid> p.4). Hatha seems 
to have accepted and brought into practice the doctrine called 
prapatti or surrender to God in absolute*renunciation and faith 
(ibidy p»6). He probably died in 932 A.D. (Krishnaawami 
Aiyangar* s Ancient India, p*409). He was succeeded by 
PundarXkRksa, who in turn was succeeded by RSmamisra, the 
spiritual instructor of Tdeunhcarya. The most important 
work of TSmunaearya is Siddhitraya. It contains three sections 
called iikja-Siddhi, I'vara-Siddhi, and Samvit-Siddhi. Its main 
object is to confute the doctrine of Maya and establish the 
real existence of individual and supreme souls. Another 
important work is Agama-Pramanya, which maintains the orthodoxy
■' 45.
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of the Fanearatra school against the attack of Sankara (see
Chariar'a Vaisnavite Reformers of India, pp.34 fll.). He is
also the author of the Gltartha-Samgraha, a summary of the
teachings of the Gita. Yamunacarya is a star of the first
magnitude in the galaxy of Valanava sages of the South, and
laid the foundation of all dootrines which go under Ramanuja's
name. Of Dr, Haonicol remarks that *>fU accomplished for
Indian Theism a work similar to that which the Greek fathers
did for Christianity in its Hellenic environment* (Indian Theism,
p.US). Relatively the sect of the 3rivalsnavas founded by
Ihtlmra and strengthened by Yamunaoarya and Htalnuja was a symbol
of revolt again3t the orthodox faith in a twofold sense. In one
sense, it was the expression of a natural reaction from the
sacrifice-ridden PQrva MImamsa School of Prabhhkara, Kumarlla
Bhatta, and others. The Vaisnavas, while abstaining from an
open denunciation of the Karma-KSnda, disapproved ofthose• »
actions which are done for mundane purposes, and considered
utter Indifference te the fruits of actions as the desideratum.
* /
In another sense, it was a vigorous proteat against Sankara, who 
made religion an affair of the bead, and thus laid an axe at the 
root of JBhakti. The Valanava reformers laid the greatest stress
on j&hakti, and taught that fthakti is competent to secure the grad) 
of God, which cuts the *Gordian knot”, namely, the weary round Of 
births and rebirths. The protest against Sankara* 3 system was 
carried further by Madhva, a Vaisnavite apostle of the thirteenth 
century A.D, (see Bhandarkar1a Vaisnavism, Saivism, pp.51 fll.).
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Since the revival of Bhagavatism la the twelfth 
and following centuries, the school has been divided into four
founded Ty Madhva, Rudra-Saapradaya founded by VisnusvUmin, and 
SanaltSdi-Sampraddya founded by Hlmblrka or BJjnbHditya (see E.R.I.; 
Vol. II, pp.544 fll.). The Bhagavat a writers state that the 
differences between the churches are only apparent, that they , 
really form one churoh. It Is only due to r u d  or preferences 
on which particular teachers have laid stress that the churches 
have received separate names and recognition (ibid., p.544). It 
may, however, be observed in this connection that the Srl-Sampradayi 
church of Southern India has mens or less shown a tendency 
towards the retention of old PaScafatra forms of belief and 
practice. Other schools have neglected, or altogether ignored 
some of the essential tenets of the Pancarhtra?3uch as the VytHfaa, 
This may probably account for the apocryphal character of some of 
the Pancaratra Samhitas.
doctrine of cosmic illusion or Maya. The supreme deity is 
personal by nature. The 30ul is individual by nature, and, ©ace 
emitted, lives for ever. It is never merged in the supreme 
soul (see V.S. Ghate* s Vedanta, pp.39-40).
to the alliance with the old Brahmaism. The teaching of this
churches, viz iy ^ rT-SampradSya founded by RSmawy^Brahma-Sampradfiya 
All the Bhagavata3 agree in rejecting the entire
The ^ rl-^impradaya is the moat important Bhagavata 
church which, wh lie rejecting Sankara* S Advaita, remains faithful
sect is said to have boon communicated by Bhagavat to LaksmX, 
also called ^r£. Hence the name grl-$amprad5ya. She is said 
to have taught a deai-god named Vis&kaena, who taught Sathakopa; 
and eighth in descent from Sathakopa, in succession of master and 
pupil, came Ritminuja (see I.R.E., Vol. II, p.544). Ramanuja's
theory, as distinguished from Sankara's Advaita, is called 
ViiistAdvaita or "qualified monism".
The Viais^idvaita is ao called because it inculcates 
the advaita or oneness of God, with visesa or attributes. God 
alone exists; all else that is seen is the manifestation of His 
power aa something real (^.1. 1.1.1, see S.B.E., Vol. XLVIII, p. 
89). Non-intelligent matter and intelligent beings are the modes 
of God (ibidy 1.1.1, 1.1.13, etc). The Advaitin regards t^e 
manifeatAtions as Illusory and as a result of Avidyd. Ramanuja 
and his school regard the modes as real, but subject to the'* 
control of one Brahman in all their modifications and evolutions 
(ibid. 1.1.1, 1.4.<33*37,11.3.18, etc.)* The oneness of God is 
compatible with the existenoe of attributes, as the latter are 
incapable of existing alone, and so do not constitute independent 
things (ibidt; II. 1.9). They are called the praklras, ^esaa or 
accessories, niyahya or the controlled of one Brahman (ibid, 1.1. 
1). "The word Brahman is thus used either to denote the central 
unity, when it becomes possible to speak of’the souls and matter, 
as its attributes, or to denote the combined trinity when the 
whole universe may properly be designated as consisting of
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Brahman and Brahman alone" (Rajagopala Chariar, Vai ana vita 
Reformers of India, p.?9). The \lais:^uivaita school bases its 
theory of composite personality upon two imptfiftant passages of 
the Upanisads (Br. Up#, 5.VII.5| ^ve^Up., 1.12) * This school 
accepts perception, inference and scripture as valid sources of
knowledge* With regard to things super sensuous, the jjSat rae ax*
. /
the only source of knowledge (S.B., 1*1*5)• Ho generalisation 
from experience can prove or disprove the reality of Brahman (ibid-^ 
1*2*85}* Reason is not a sufficiently determining factor in the 
establishment of Brahman. The want of finality in mere reason fe 
referred to in the Brahma-Stltra (II*1.11). Reasoning is to be 
applied only to the support of scripture (11*1*13).
Brahman is the material as well aa the operative 
cause of the world (^*B*, I.IT.35). He comprises within himself 
all auspicious qualities, and finds his pastime in originating, 
preserving, reabsorbing, pervading and ruling the universe (ibid^ 
1*1.1, see Vol. XLVIII, pp* 88 fll.)4 Brahman has internal
difference (svagatabheda) and is a synthetic whole, with souls and 
matter as his moments (1*1.2). Brahman1 s knowledge is immediate 
and i3 not dependent upon the organs of sense (1.2.19)* TJnoonditioa-* 
ed existence, eternal, limitless and uniform knowledge, and absence 
of all limitations of time, space and causality, distinguish him 
from the individual souls and the inanimate world (^.B., 1*1.15, 1* 
2*12,II*5.9,II.1.15,etc.). God alone i3 the supreme moral
personality, free from all bondage to matter and karma (1*1^4)*
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The supreme spirit has a divine form peculiar to itself, not 
of the stuftf of prakrtl and not due to karma (see S.B.E., Vol. 
XfiVIIX, p.266). Souls and matter are comprehended within the 
unity of Lord1 s easene e and are related to the supreme ae 
attributes to a substance, as parts to a whole, or as body to
3 ul which animates it (S.B., 1.2.12, 1.1.1, II. 1.4-11,11.3. They are ealled the prakaras or modes, aesas or accessories,» 1 » t ^
niyakya or the controlled, while God is the supporter, controller
* •
and the principal or sesi (II.1.14). The objection that on this
view Brahman being embodied suffers, is met by the reply that It Is
not generally true that embodiedaeas proves dependence on karma,
and it is karma, and not embodiedness, that brings suffering aa its
consequence (S.B., 1.1*31). Further, Brahman is ffee from all
dependence upon karma, his nature being fundamentally antagonistic
from
to all evil (S.B.E. Vol. XLVIIX, pp.339 and 240). G o d , M t h i *  
the oosmlo order, sustaina it as ita ultimate ground and support, 
and receives it back on its dissolution (sL b ., 1.1.1, and 1.1.2). 
Creation and dissolution are not to be taken as events in time, bfet 
are to be interpreted as signifying logical dependence on the 
Supreme. Brahman alone is uncaused, while all the rest is caused 
(ibid., 11,3*9). The creation of the universe from Brahman is not 
a production of something new) it is only a change of attribute or 
condition (ibid., 1.4.23). Effect, therefore, is not a substance 
different from its cause, but the cause Itself which has passed 
into a different state. The creation of the universe is thisi a 
mere modification of that whioh is subtle into that which la gross.
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Thu 3 Brahman, haring for ita body and Acit in their subtle 
condition, is the cause, while the game Brahman, having for ita 
body (cit and Atoit in a gross form, is the affect. Similarly,, 
the deatfoaction of the universe is nothing but becoming subtle 
of that which is gross (S.B. 1,4.07,11.5.18).
There are two ways of defining the individual soul. 
Negatively, we can say that/is different from body, the senses, 
vital breath and even buddhi (1,1.1, S.B.*., Vol. XLVIII, p.73). 
Positively, we can say that it is a mode of the Supreme, real, 
unique, eternal, endowed with intelligence and self-conaeiousness, 
without parts, unchanging, imperceptible and atomic II.
3.18-53). The plurality of souls is evident from the distribution 
of pleasures and pains (ibid., II.1.15). The essential nature of
the aoul is something eternally accomplished, but in the aaasara 
state it is obscured by nescience in the form of karma (ibid., ■
V* IV.4*3). The soul reitains unchanged in its eeaential nature,
through all the processes of birth and death. Changes as that at
clay into a pot are denied in the case of it (ibid., II <3.38).
Association with or dissociation from bodiec, resulting in the
contraction or expansion of intelligence, i3 what is meant by 
birth or death, and, until release, the souls are attached of 
necessity to bodies, though in pralaya they are connected with 
subtle stuff which does not admit of differentiation by name and 
form (111,3*5., II.3.18). The characteristic essence of the 
Jlva i3 the consciousness of sekf (S.B. 1.1.1, II.3.18). Ho soul 
can be without consciousness. Ramanl^a holds that soul is not
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mere consciousness, but it is a conscious knoarer (1.1.1,3.3.19). 
Bven in dreamless sleep the aoul la not without it j essential 
nature of knowsrship, though in that state there la no conaoious- 
nese of objects, still its subjectivity (ahamartha) continues 
(l.l.l). In the states of bondage and release, the soul retains 
its character of a knowing subject (l.l.l). Ramanuja further 
states that bli3s also foraa the essential nature of the aoul - in 
its original natural state it is always blissful. The soul le 
not only a knowing subject but possesses the power to act (U.S. 
35-55). In its embodied state its power stands limited by contact 
with matter (4,4.15). But when its connection with matter le 
sever*!, it can realise its wishes by mere will (IV.4.8). As 
long as the soul is implicated in matter, its consciousness cannot 
apgead Itself beyond its body (IV.4.16). But when it is free 
from matter, its consciousness can extend to a number of bodies 
which it may like to assume for the time being (IV.4.13-15). In 
its original purity the soul possessed many auspicious qualities 
in oommon with Brahman. But even in its essential nature the 
soul differs from Brahman on two points: (l) it does not possess 
omnipotence, such as powers of creation, preservation and 
destruction of the universe, which exclusively belongs to Brahman 
(IV.4.17), and (3) it is of atomic slse, while Brahman is all- 
pervading (II.3.19-53). The soul is represented by MmAhi^t-to 
be a part of Brahman. But by part we are not to understand a
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part out off from the whole, because Brahman is indivisible 
(II.5.42). Secondly, Brahman being different in nature from the 
individual soul, the latter cannot be a part of the former in 
this sense. The individual soul is a part of Brahman in the sense 
in which brightness of a luminous body is a part of that luminous 
body, or in the sense in which generic characteristics of a cow or 
horse are parts of a cow or horse, or whiteness or blackness is a 
part of an embodied being (IX.5.43-45). "For by a part is meant 
that whioh constitutes one place of something, and hence a 
distinguishing attribute is a part of the thing distinguished by 
that attribute. How although the distinguishing attribute and 
the thing distinguished thereby stand to each other in the relation 
of part and whole, yet we observe them to differ in essential 
character* (S.B.E. Vol. XLVIXI, p.563). The indwelling of the 
supreme spirit does not deprive the jiva of its autonomy of will, 
though the mere effort of the individual soul is not for
action. The cooperation of the supreme spirit is also necessary 
(IX.3.41). The inner ruler has regard in all oases to the 
volitional effort which prompts a man's action (IX.3.41). Then 
a devotee is fully earnest in his resolve to please God, God, of 
his own accord, engenders in hi3 mind love for virtuous actions 
which serve as means of attaining him. On the other hand, when a 
person insists upon displeasing the Lord by his act, he, for the 
sake of punishment, engenders in him love for actions which degrade
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him and oppose hia attainment of him (II.3.3,11.3.41). ?hen an 
individual attains to the perfect realisation of Brahman, it 
gives him the highest plea jure; he, out of grace, destroys the 
effect of karma and frees him completely from the wheel of 
existences (IV.4,3 and 3). BSmanCwa thus expresses the relation 
of soul to God: the soul is created by Brahman, is controlled by 
him, is his body, is subservient to him, is supported by him, 
is reduced to subtle condition by him in the dissolution state, 
is hit worshipper, and depends upon his grace for his welfare
(II.3.43, S.B.E. Vol. XLVIII, p.561).
The inanimate world or Prakrti is as real as -
#
Brahman and Individual souls, and is essentially distinct from 
both the oaetgories. it the same time, it forms an attribute 
of Brahman and so cannot exist independently of him (II,4.14,
II.1.5). The wvtvties evolution of Prakrti takes place under 
the guidance of the indwelling supreme spirit (II.3*3), The 
successive stages of Mahat, AhamkSra, etc., are like those of 
the SSnskhya system, which has been adopted by the Purdnaa also 
in the acoount of creation. The creation after the production 
of the mundane egg is also made by l^vara as the iatMraal 
controller of Brahmadera, Daksa, etc. (II.4.17).
Thus for Baahnlrea, Brahman, Oit and Acit are 
three entities, individually distinct from each other, at the 
same time all forming a unity in the sense in which self and 
body form a unity.
v So much for the philosophical part* The
practical part may be summed up thus: The devotion to Vasudeva
is the only means of securing moksa* As to the means of
attaining mok§a, two methods have been prescribed by Ramanuja.
The first leads through kazma-yega and jfi&na-yoga to bhakti.
This method is confined to the upper three classes,'* excluding
the Sudras, while the second is open to those who despair of
accomplishing the elaborate process and fling themselves upon
the will of God (prv^fcti). This can be practised by all,
including the SGdrae (eee E.R.E.^Voi. X, p.575 aiaeo RSmdnuja' a
GTtE-BhaJrya, English translation by G. Svamin, pp.573 fll., also
Introduction XVIII). Karma-yoga is the teaching of the GIth.
It is the performance of all actions without regard for the
fruits resulting from them. These are the worship of the deity,
practice of austerity, pilgrimage to holy places, giving in
charity and sacrifices (see GltS-BhMya, English translation by
G. Svamin, Introduction). This disciplines and purifies the
soul and leads to jnana-yoga which consists in seeing oneself
as distinct from Prakrti and as an attribute of God. This
0
jnana-yoga leads to bhakti which is a continuous meditation 
accompanied by the practice of yoga processes, such as yama, 
niyama, etc. (8.B. I.I.I). RamAnuja insists upon an elaborate 
preparation for the promotion of bhakti. These are vikeda 
(discriminationof food), vimoka (freedom from all else and longing 
for God), abhyasa (continuous thinking of God), kriya, kalyana,
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anavasfda (freedom from dejection), and annuddharsa (absence of 
elatedness; see S.B.E., Vol. ILYIII, p.17). Bhakti, ae promoted 
by these seven means, culminates in an intuitive realisation of God 
U .B.  1 .1.1). Bhakti, according to R&mSnuJa, is not a surging emotion 
which chokes the speech, thrills the frame and leads to trance, hut 
is an unceasing meditation continued till death (ibid^ IV.I.12). 
Ramanuja does not believe in jlvan-mukti (*/.B. 1.1.4, see S.8.E. Vol. 
XLYIH^ p.186). The state in which a soul finds itself after being 
released from Karman is full manifestation of its true nature (i.B.
IV.4. 3 and 4). It does not develop any new character (ibidy IV. 
4.17). The released soul attains the nature of Brahman, though not 
identity with him (ibid., 1.1.1). -pewSwit
There are two main divisions of the sect, Tengalais 
and Vadagalais, who differ chiefly in externals (see A stada ^ hedae by 
A. Gcvindacirya in J.R.A.S., 1910,pp.ll03 fll., also Viaisttdvaitin, 
Vol. I, No. 8, pp. 800 fll). The main difference between them 
affects the doctrine of grace. The former teaen that God's grace is 
"irresistible", and the latter that it is "co-operative*. iney also 
differ in the view held regarding the goddess Sri. The Vadagalaia 
look upon her as a form or phase of the Supreme, assumed mainly for 
the purpose of spreading the truth, and, equally with Him, infinite 
and uncreate. The Tengalais, on the other hand., give her an 
independent personality. She is looked upon aa  the mediator between 
Gcd and man. The Tehgalais, otherwise called the adherents of the
&£rj&ra-nyaya or "Oat doctrine? maintain that God save3 the soul as
' • * * .1
the cat takea up her kitten, without any free-will on the part of the
latter. The Vadagalais, otherwise called the adherents of the 
Markata-nyaya or "Monkey doctrine", maintain that the soul must 
reach out and embrace God as the young of the monkey embrace their 
mother.
The Sanak&di-£an.pradaya founded by Kimbarka, a 
Tailanga Brahmans of thetwelfth century A.D., is one of the oldest 
Bhagavata churches. Kimbarka is said to have been an incarnation 
of the sun. The doctrine of this church is duallstic non-duality 
or dvaitldvaita-mata. God, individual soul and the inanimate world 
are identical as well as distinct from one another. They are 
identical in the sense that the inanimate world and individual soul 
are dependent upon God for their existence, and have no independent 
existence of their own. God is incomprehensible but is manifest in 
the book of nature, in which natural objects form the letters 
constituting the words.
Individual soul is of the nature of knowledge. Just 
as the sun is both light and the source of light, so the individual 
soul is both knowledge and the possessor of knowledge. The jTva is 
also Bgo which persists notjonly in the state of deep sleep but also
Z. The following account of the various SampradSyas, including the 
^anak&di, la abridged from Bhandarkar* a Vaifjjavlsm, 3aiviam,pp. 
67-G3, #.V.S. Ghate's Vedanta, pp.39-40, and from Grierson* s 
article on Bhakti-Marga in E.R.E.oVol. II, pp#4-S46.
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in the state of liberation. It is essentially active. This
quality belongs to it in all its conditions. It is also an enjoyer
in all its conditions. For its activity and knowledge it depends
on Qod. The quality of dependence constitutes the very nature 
Ur
of jlva^ and\ia thus distinguished from Qod whose essential nature 
consists in niyantrtva.
The jlva is atomic in size, at the same time its 
attribute, knowledge, is omnipresent. The jlvas are infinite in 
number and are different in different bodies. The jlva, on account 
of its contact with karman resulting from Ignorance, which is 
beginningless, has its true form obscured and contracted. Its 
nature is fully manifested, when Karman is destroyed through the 
grace of Qod.
Aclt is of three kinds: (1) aprSkrta, i.e. the 
primordial matter; (2) prakrta or derived from prakrti, consisting 
of the three qualities of sattva, rajas and tames; and (3) kSla.
The three categories in their subtle form are as eternal as the e t -  
-'=~5> The third principle is Brahman or Krsna who is naturally 
free from all taints, is the abode of all glorious attributes, and 
the object of worship. He has four forms and becomes incarnate 
as Uatsya, Kurina, etc. He is the efficient and the material cause 
of the universe. The creation of the uni Terse is nothing but a 
manifestation in gross form of what was in a subtle state. The 
relation between these three principles Is not one of absolute 
Identity, nor one of absolute difference, but one of non-difference 
and difference. Difference (bheda) means the possibility of
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existence, which is separate, at the same time dependent, while 
non-difference (abheda) means the impossibility of independent 
existence.
To obtain redemption, the. jlva ha3 to begin with
complete submit? si on to Qod . Qod extends his grace to those who
are prapanna (those * o  possess the six constituents of prapattl).
Knowledge of the following fire things is essential for a devotee:
(1) the nature of the supreme aoul, (II) the nature of the individual
soul, (III) the fruit of Qod*s grace or Mok3a,~(l?) the feeling of
enjoyment consequent on bhakti, and (?) the nature of the obataoles -
in the way of the attainment of Qod.
The system of Nimblrka is a sidewise development of
that of l&manuja. loth regard difference and non-difference as
real, but for Kimbarka they are on the same level and are of equal
importance,while for Ramanuja non-difference is the principal and
difference is subordinate to it. Uimbarka refuses to admit
Ramanuja's theory of Clt and Acit as forming the attributes of
Brahman. * The doctrines of Kimbarka approach nearest to the
Tengalai, but the great difference between the two is that, while
the latter confine themselves to Harayana and his consorts Lakami,* •
BhB, and Lit5,, the former gives the greatest prominence to the 
Cowgherd Qod Qopala-Kr^na and his mistress Rfidha, attended b y  
thousands of her female companions. Hie followers are scattered 
over the whole of northern India and exist in large numbers near 
Mathura.
*
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Brahma~Saffipradaya waa founded by Madhva or 
Ananda-Tlrtha. He was born in 1S00 A.D. in the Dekkan. His 
system is mainly a vigorous protest against that of S^a&kara, His 
dual!am is unqualified. He sate forth five eternal distinctions, 
visjythe distinction between (1) Qod and the individual spirit,
(3) Qod and the inanimate world, (3) the individual spirit and the 
Inanimate world, (4) one individual spirit and another, and (5) 
one inanimate object and another.
M  M  *  A ^  f a n
God, according to Uadlm, possesses an infinite 
number of qualities. His form is made up of knowledge and joy.
He is independent of everything and remains the earns in the midst 
of different forms. His principal functions are eight: Oreation, 
protection, dissolution, controlling all things, giving knowledge, 
manifestation of Himself, tying beings down to the world, and 
deliverance.
The individual souls are infinite in number, undergoing 
cyoles of exiatones and are characterised by ignorance or other defects. 
They are all distinct from Qod and distinct from each other 
individually.
The world is created from Prakfti, whloh is ever 
distinct from the Supreme Soul. Uadhva energetically protests 
against Brahman* a being the mat erial cause of the world. According 
to him, he is only the effioieat cause of it.
The enjoying .Self (bhoktr), the bhogya (the objects 
of enjoyment), and the controlling supreme spirit (nlyamaka) are
three eternally diatinot entitles and all are equally real*
Duality alone can be the truth, for we everywhere see nothing but 
>&irs - knowledge and ignorance, merit and demerit, man and woman,.
So also Brahman and Jlva or Brahman and Prakrti must be two entities 
and never identical with each other.
Moksa is attained by the direct knowledge of God.
Some of the means are: Valragya - aversion to the enjoyments of 
this and the next world, dama - self-centrol and other virtues.
^aranagati (adlf-surrender), love of God, dedicating every aot to
God, knowledge of the five distinctions mentioned above. Responding
tkjM uay- jMiW1 T T p tin tfn , tn B W llto * *T rn , and the
to the faith of the worshippers, there is the grace of God, ? Knowledge,
wisdom and moksa alike are the gift of the Lord:, (EadhvScarya1 o Gita-
Bhasya, English translation by Subba Rail, Intro. XXX).
Unlike other Vaianavite theologians who theoretically 
admit the possiULity of any soul ultimately winning salvation, Madhva 
classes all souls into (1) those destined to enjoy paradise for ever,
(3) those domed to eternal hell, and (5) those destined to everlasting 
'rebirth.
Madhva was something of a Calvin!stic reformer. He 
set himself in opposition to the sacrifice of animals, appointing again 
the ancient substitute of 'barley ewe”. The standard of morality of 
those who profess his doctrine is high. In his creed there is no place 
for the wShas, and the name by which the supreme spirit ia spoken of is 
costly Visnu. It thus appears that the Faftcaratra system has been 
I thrown into the background. The old traditional cult gradually
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disappeared and mad# room for general Vaisnaviaa. ^  The Rudra-Sampradaya 
is the moat modern of the Bhagavata churches, The doctrines of this 
sect are said to have bean originally eommunioated by Qod to Rudra who 
passed them on to mankind, YianusvSmin being fifteenth in descent in 
succession of teacher and pupil* One of his disciples, Laksmana 
Bhatta, migrated to Northern India, eh ere his son Tallabha (bo m  oiroa 
A.D. 1478} became the founder of a sect, and his followers are known • 
the Yallabhaofirla. He laid the greatest stress on the myths of Krana' s 
childhood and amours. The school of Tallabha, in addition to the 
three prasthanas, wist, the Upanisads, theBrahma-SQtra, and the 
Bhagavad-QIts, has a fourth one, i.e., the Bhagavata. The doctrine 
of this church Is Suddhadvaita, i.e., the unity of Brahman which Is 
pure or free from Maya. The ^rTva and the inanimate world are 
essentially the same as Brahman, without involving any idea of Maya.
The Jiva la atomic in slse, non-different from Brahmanj 
it Is a manifestation (avirohava) of Brahman, with the attribute of 
bliss suppressed. It Is a product of Brahman in the ssase^in which 
sparks are produced from fire. Thus it is eternal sad real. The 
JTva, though atomic, can pervade the whole body by virtue of its 
quality of intelligence. The $Jva is either (1) Suddha, when its 
qualities are not contracted by contact with Avidya, or (II) Samearin, 
when it experiences birth and death due to its contact with Avidya, or 
(III) Mukta, when it la delivered from the bondage of Avidya by means 
of Yidya. *
The inanimate world is essentially Brahman, with the 
qualities of bliss and intelligence suppressed, thus possessing the 
quality of/Sattwa (existence) alone* It is created from Brahman in 
the sense that Brahman himself is manifested in the form of the gross 
world* Thus the creation and destruction of objects in this world 
mean only the appearance and disappearance of God in these forms, 
creation and destruction being the powers (ffaktia) of Brahman. They 
are not different from Brahman, nor are they illusory. The world, 
therefore, is eternal and real as Brahman himsdlf. Everything being 
Brahman, the forms of all things are to be found in everything. 
Absolute unity thus characterises the relation between cause and 
effeot.
But the infatuating Avidya affects the Jlva and endows 
the world with unreal forms. Thus while the whole world is real, its 
lUusorlness consists in pratlti or experience by the individual 
concerned. Hence the inanimate world appears to be in three different 
f o m s  to three kinds of persons’.(l) it appears as pure Brahman to those 
who have become Brahman, (2) it appears as endowed with both subject­
ivity and objeotivity to those who have discriminative knowledge of 
them, and (3) it appears as endowed with subjectivity and objectivity 
but without any discrimination to those who are ignorant.
Brahman is essentially of the nature of Sat, Olt and 
Ananda, and is never contaminated by contact with Maya. He possesses 
marvellous power which makes everything possible. He manifests 
himself, at his ewn will, as jlva or jada, simply for the purpose of
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sport without his essence being affected in any Banner. He is thua
both the material and efficient cause of the universe. He has three
focnst (l) the highest divine form as Erana, possessing endless
attributes, attainable by a devotee, (3) the akaara form, In which all
the attributes have become non-nanifesit, and which is attainable by a
jnanin, and {3) the antarySmin form as seen in different inoarnations
of Vi ,mu.
• *
The relation between Brahman, £iva and Jada, is one of 
purs identity, one that subsists between a part and the whole. Non- 
difference alone is real, while difference is simply for the sake of
sport.
Hoksa can be attained by two means, Bhakti and ^ Sana. 
The former is preferable, since it leads to the realisation of the 
divine form of itrsna, in vtxioh AaandSmsa is at its best, while the 
latter leads to the realisation of non-determinats form of Brahman 
where anandam^a is of a lower order. Bhakti is of two degrees, 
maryjTda-bhakti and pusti-bhakti. In the former, the devotee attains 
moksa by the practice of means prescribed by the SSstras, such as 
worship and prayer of Eh&gavat. In the latter, the devotee entirely 
depends upon the simple love of him, his highest pleasure is to 
become one of his associates and to sport with him in the celestial 
▼rndavana. The latter ia the privilege of those only whom God is 
Pleased to favour; it begins with preman, and passing through asakti, 
culminates in vyaaana or entire devotion to God.
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But the evil consequences which declared themselves 
among the followers of Tallabha are to be attributed to the place 
given in hie sect to the worship of Krsna in association with the 
GopTa and Radha. He preached in the land about Mathura, but 
the centre of his influence is in Gujrat. The unbridled emotion 
displayed by the followers of this sect has led to the wildest 
debauchery. The Vailabhaciris have their equal and parallel in 
the Tamacarls or the "left-hand" worshippers of the female power*
The four Visnu^e schools are equally emphatic in 
their wholesale condemnation of the doetrine of Maya expounded by 
Sankara. These schools alike maintain (1) that Brahman is Isvara, 
possessed of an endless number of glorious and auspicious attributes,
(2) that the individual soul and the inanimate world are as real as 
Brahman himself, (5) that their individual distinctions can never 
be completely lost, (4) that the individual souls are atomic, 
infinite in number, all possessed of the attributes of knowing and 
acting, and (5) that bhakti is the means of obtaining deliverance.
But the school of Madhva differs from the resz in 
the following respects: (1) it maintains absolute duality, while 
all the rest try to reconcile duality and unity ia one way or 
another, (2) it holds that Brahman is only the efficient and not 
the material cause of the world, while all the rest agree in holding 
that he is both. As for the metaphysical or philosophical part : 
of their systcs, namely, the mutual relation of Brahman, Cit and 
Acit, each of these schools has its own doctrine which has given
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each its distinctive character afcd name*
Before concluding our surrey of Bhlgavatiam let us say a word or two
regarding its later development•
omrnmi«- Although Mmanaja taught the, theoretical equality of
all classes, the teaohers and leaders were invariably Brahmans;
persona of lower caste were net even admitted as disciples* * He laid
down strict rules of conduct. Seen drinking and eating were hound
by the minutest regulations*
Fifth in spiritual descent from Ramanuja there arcs#
in the fourteenth cemtery a teacher named MmAxuimda. He was a di settle
of laghavntvnnia. He quarrelled with his superior on a question of
discipline and migrated to northern India* He founded a sect of his
own called Ram&aaadl. He insisted upon the pure and chaste war ship
of RSma and Sit a. He used the vernacular for the propagation of the
new creed and thus brought his teachings within the reach of all
classes of people. He interpreted the Bhtgavata doctrine of brother-
hoed in Its most liberal sense, made no distinction between Brahmansa
and members of the degraded castes, and admitted all, not only as
members of the aeet but also as teachers* All could dine together,*
provided they were the devotees of Tisnu. The catholicity of his
# 0
teaching a may be gathered from the fact that he numbered among his 
disciples not only Hindus of all classes but also non-Hindus* Thirteen 
of them became noted and their names a ret (1) Anantlnanda, (3) Surasar- 
ananda, (a) — iU j (4) dtaweharXy&nanda, (6) YogAnanda, (6) Pi pa,
BhAPidsnrta, (9) Sena, (10) DhaumA, (li) Galavinanda,
(IS) R5idSa, and (13) Padmlvatl ( Yaianaviam, Saiviam, p.87). Two
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important aubeects branched out from this H&manandl church - the 
Sikhs and the DSdupanthTa. The former has left its mark upon the
political history of India. The Ram a nan dl has become a local mother*-
ohureh in Northern India,. The great bulk of the Hindu population 
of Northern India adheres to the original doctrines of Hamananda.
One of the most important later teachers of the Hamanandl sect was 
TuldT DIs. He was born in 1533, and died in 1633, bequeathing to 
hie countrymen as his chief work a Hindu version of the R&mayana which 
has been described as the one Bible of one kuhdred millions of 
people ( see Grierson* a articles in the Indian Arw^-Jfol. XXII).
In this H&macaritamanasa he has gathered around the 
name of RSma, and made familiar to every peasant, the doctrines of 
bhakti and of the love and grace of God* "Except, 0 Raghu-rai* , he 
says, "by the water of faith and love, the inferior stain can never 
be effaced. He is all-wise, he the philosopher, the scholar, the 
thoroughly accomplished, the irrefutable doctor, the trruly judicious, 
and the possessor of every auspicious attribute, who is devoted to
your lotus feet" (see the Ramayana of Tulal Das, Bk.TII, Doha
_i<,7
Growse* s translation, p.653). Again in Dohaihe says that devotion 
to Hama is like the elements of water and his soul is, as it were, 
a fish, and that it cannot exist without it (see the RSulyana, Englid 
translation by Growse, p.694). He thus did more than any of his 
predecessors to popularise the worship of RImacandra. Another member 
of the R&mavat church deserves special mention. This is M'ohaji, a 
contemporary of TulsI D5s. The importance of his work, Bhakta-Uala,
0B
cannot be overrated. It ia a storehouse of legends, regarding 
the Bhigavata saints. This book^with its commentary by PriyS~dIea; 
has Justly been called the Aota-Sanctorum of the four churches.
She Bhakta-Mala and the Ramayana are the t w  text-booka of the 
Bhagavatas of Northern India.
Sanakadi-3amprad5yas- Shis church is now of small 
importance. Its few votaries are found in Rajputana and Northern X u .  
Indian The Brahma-Sampradhya is strongest in Southern India, where 
it has numerous monasteries; it has few votaries in the north. The 
Vai anavaa of Bengal, who look upon Oaitanya aa their founder, are 
said to be an offshoot of this church. But the doctrines of 
Bengal Vaianavi am approximate most nearly to those of the Rudra- 
Sampradaya.
Rudra-Seunpradayas- This oult is very popular in Northern India 
and the Bombay Presidency. Many sub-sects have branohed out from 
this church. Mira Bai, the Andal of Rajputana, founded a sub-sect 
in the sixteenth century.
Ve may close the main partof our historical sketch
i
by the remark that the worshippers of the Cowherd) 3°d Gopala-Krslim 
in association wlthr ^ he Gopls and RSdha hatf* an unhappy
tendency to lapse into immoral practices* The worship of Bama ia 
ennobling and wholly immune from eroticism of the Mdhff-Krsna oult*
Our historical background will* however, remain incomplete unless 
we trace the development of the cults of Vianu and Harayama* which 
were appropriated and absorbed into the church of Krsnu-TOsudevaw
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It ia, therefore, desirable that we should discuss the genesis ©f 
the above-nentionad cults for a fuller comprehension of the subject.
We shall alao try to bring out, in the course of our discussion, the
r <#■” *
rationale of the Idantifie&tlon of Kr^i^a-YSsudera with Visnu and
I*’ ■’ ' 4, * “ '
NSrayann. Incidentally we shall take a hurried glance at another
stream of thought, namely, the one flowing from the cult of the 
Cowherd god GopSla-Krsna, as conveyed in the Pur&naa (Harivam^a, 
Vianu and Bhagavata), which has acquired an exclusive predominance 
in some of the schools of Bhagavati am, such as the Rudra-3ampradaya 
in all its ramifications* Be it noted, however, that the latter 
cultus has no bearing upon the traditional Pancaratra faith,
Vlenu is a Vedic deity. Prom the statistical 
standard he would appear to be an unimportant god in the Rg-Veda, 
but quantitatively he occupies an important position. -.In the 
Rg-Vada he figures as a beneficent young giant ([£’.155.6,1.156.5) ■ 
endowed with two characteristic attributes; the first of these is 
his three strides, the second is his close association with Indra. 
She long strides which he takes and the three steps by which he
t Rir"alima Macdonell and some other scholars 'think that the?S8 ISSUl. <k* of the « m  t h r o w s  th. th<M
(Macdonell, Vedic Mythology,p.35)• The three steps, in vne 
opinion of Wilson, denote the sun at rising, culmination and 
setting (Wilsons Introduction to Sg-Veda 
K o S i i i  to Colebrocke the three alepe taken *T 
have formed the groundwork of the Paurhqik
| | »<*&?» « £ . * »
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traversee the terrestrial spaces are enthusiastically described.
Two of these steps are visible to men, but the third is beyond 
the flight of birds or the ken of men (1.155.8,7.99.3). Visnu'a 
highest step is in the bright realm of heaven (1.155.3). This 
highest step shines down brightly and is the dwelling of Indra 
and Visnu (1.154.6). This place Is regarded as identical with 
the highest place of Agni, for Visnu guards the third place of 
Agni (10.1.3). The loftiest place of Visnu is his favourite 
abode, where pious men and gods rejoice (8.29.7). The liberal 
look upon the highest place o  an eye fixed in heaven (I.22.20). 
There le a well of honey in the highest realm (1.154.5). All 
beings dwell within the three steps (1.154.3), which are full of 
honey (1.154.4.). Vi®au is onoe spoken of as having three abodes 
(1.156.5). In some of the hymns we find reasons wh Visnu took 
his three steps. He thrice traversed the earthly spaces for man 
in distress (6*49.13,1.154.1). He traversed the earth to bestow 
it on man for a dwelling (7.100.4). He measured out the spaces 
for wide-stepping existence (1.55.4). VIth Indra he took vast 
strides and stretched out the worlds for our existence (6.69.5,6). 
Tc this feature in the Rg-Veda may ultimately be traced the myth 
of Visnu'a dwarf incarnation which appears in the Puranas.
as a traverser of wide space, and that no concrete nmfcwtifc natural 
conception corresponded to the three steps. The number of the 
steps he attributes simply to the fondness for triads in mythology* 
(Uacdonell'a Vedic Mythology.,p.39)- The identification of Visnu 
with the sun in the Vedic literature appears to us doubtful; iueh 
an identification is an afterthought (see Barnett's Hindu Gods 
and Heroes, p.38)>
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The second marked trait in the character of Visnu• •
is his friendship with Indra. He is allied with him frequently in
the fight with Vrtra. This ia indicated toy the fact that the one
whole hymn (@,69) is dedicated to them conjointly. Indra’a name
is coupled with that of Visnu if the duel as often as with that of
Soma, The closeness of their allianee can toe made out from tfee
faot that Visnu ie the only other deity associated, either explicitly
or implicitly, in hymns extolling Indra alone (7,99.5-6,1,155,3,
7,99,4,1,154.6,1.155.1). Indra about to slay Vrtra cries out^
•friend Visnu, strive out vastly" (4.18.11). In company with Vianu,» • *
Indra a l w  Vrtra (6.20e2)* Vianu strode his three 3teps by the• i #
energy (oj&sa) of Indra (8*12*37)* Vianu and Indra together t r i m m e d  
orer the Daa&, destroyed Sambara1 s 99 castles and conquered the hosts 
of Varcin (7*99*4~5)* Visnu ia Indra1 s intimate friend (1*23.19)*
He accompanied toy his friend opens the cows* stall (1.156.4), In 
S^ .Br (5.5.5.1) Indra is described as shooting the thunderbolt at 
Vrtra, while Visnu follows him. In various single verses Visnu
• * • i *
is addressed along with Indra (Rv.4*3.4,4,55.4,8,10.2,10.66.4).
Then coupled with Indra a3 a dual divinity, he shares Indra’s power
of drinking earn* (6.69) as well as his victories (7.99.4 and 6).
On account of this friendship Indra drinks soma beside Visnu• #
(8.3.8,8.12.16) and thereby in<Weases his strength (8.3.8,10.113.2).
Indra drark the scata passed toy Visnu in three cups (2.22.1). Vianu
» • , «
also cooks for Indra 100 buffaloes (6.17.U )  and boils milk for him
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(8.66.10). He cslebrates Indra with songs along with Vanina 
and Mitra (8.15.9). To them is conjointly attributed the 
action of creating the vide air and spreading out the spaces and 
of producing SQrya, Ueas and Agni (6.68.5,7.99.4). Indra*s 
constant attendants in the Vrtra fight are also drawn into associa­
tion with Visnu (1.166*4,1.85.7,2.34.11,8*30.3,6.17.11).
In the BrShmanae Visnu is oonceived as taking his 
three steps in earth, air and heaven (^.Br.1,9.3.9, T.Br., 3.1.2.7). 
These three strides are imitated by the saorifioer, who takes three 
Visnu strides beginning with earth and ending with heaven, for 
that is the goal, the safe refuge, which is the sun (S.Br.,1.9.3. 
10,1.9.3.15). A special feature of the Brihaarae is the constant 
identification of Vieaau with the sacrifice. In the Aitareya 
Brlhmana (1*1*) Vianu ia mentioned as the highest of the gods and 
Agni as the lowest. In the same Brlhmana (6.16) it is related 
that, in a conflict with the Asuras,'Visnu and Indra agreed to 
occupy as much as Visnu could stride over in three steps. He 
traversed these worlds, the Vedas and speech. The datapaths 
BrShmana (1.2.5) relates that, when the gods and Asuras were 
contending for a place for sacrifice, the latter agreed to give 
up as much as Vianu could lie on. Vianu was accordingly made to 
lie. He by encompassing the whole earth got it for the gods. The 
same Brahmana (1.9.3.9) relates with great fulness of detail the 
legend regarding the three strides. ■ It further represents him as 
the personification of sacrifice. »Visnu truly ia the sacrifice,
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lay striding (vi-kram) be obtained for the gods that all-pervading 
power (vikranti) which now belongs to them. By his first step 
he gained this same (earth), b y  the second this aerial expanse, 
and by his last (step) the sky. And this same pervading power 
Visnu, as the sacrifice, obtains by his strides for him (the 
sacrificer). For this reason he strides the Vianu-strldea* 
(iggeling* s translation, see S.B.S.7Vol. XII, Part I, p.26B).
Again in the same BrShmana (XIV.1.1) and also in Taittiriya 
Aranyaka (5.1.1.7) we have the story of a »sacrificial session , 
held by the gods for the attainment of splendour, glory and 
food, and Visnu, by first comprehending the issue of the sacri­
fice, became the highest of the gods; and therefore they say that
Visnu is the most eminent of the gods. In the Katha Upanisad » * * *
(III.9) the progress of a human aoul is compared to a Journey,
the end of the path is the highest place of Visnu (paramajapadsm) —
the final goal and the abode of eternal bliss. In the Xaltri
Upanisad (VI.15) food is called the form of Bhagavad-Visnu, which
sustains the universe. In the epic Visnu grew to be in every
respect supreme spirit. In the Bhagavad-GIta ( X I .24)XI.30)
Krsna-VSsudeva is Identified with Visnu. In chapters 65 and 66 > *■ »
of the Bhlsma-Parva, Krma-Va mdeva, Vianu and hgrdyana are 
treated as equivalent terms. The identification was universally
accepted when the epic was complete.
jr^ ri, ■ - i--But i w  — «<n.t why wa» Krsna-VSaudeva
identified with Visnu and not with any other Vedic divinity? jfe*-
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The close friendship of Visnu with Indra may furnish us with a clue
to the solution of the riddle In which the early character of Visnu
is shrouded. In the BrShmanas he is frequently referred to as the
sacrifice (^.Br . j  1.1.1.3} 13 j T.Bx.fI.3.5«I j A » X 5  j
18.8,14). In the hieratic literature or tradition sacrifice
means stimulation or inspiration (Rv.,1.63.2,3.32.12). Sacrifice
is imagined to have a magic power of its own, by which the gods
worshipped were strengthened to perform their diwine functions.
This inspiring power,we are told in the Brlhmaaas, is supposed to
pervade the three realms of the universe, earth, shy and upper
heaven. It is, therefore, quite natural for a priest to conceive
the spirit of sacrificial rites as a personal deity. The Brahmanas
assure us again and again that Visnu is this deity. If we keep
our eyes wide open to this trait of Visnu in the Brffiimanas, the germ
of it may be traced back to his close alliance with Indra in the
Rg-Veda. All the characteristic deeds of the two deities are >
Indissolubly blended, and hence can be explained on the basis of
their friendship {see Rv.,V1XI.13.27, VI.69.5, VII.99.6,etc.).
Indra is evidently a god of phenomenal activity, but he needs to
be stimulated for his action, and we are frequently told that Visnu
labours to aid Indra in his heroic exploits for the welfare of men
and gods {see Rv.,2.22.1,8.5.8, 8.12.16,10.113.3,etc.). Thus
I
it is quite probable that Visnu was originally nothing more or less
I. For an alternative view, see Macdonell*s Vedic Reader,p.31:
*vi? means to be active*,and Visnu was originally a personifica­
tion of the activity or the sun.’
than the embodied spirit of sacrificial rites (aee Bqjhett* a Hindu 
Gods and Heroes, p.3S). Then the question how he was elevated to 
the position of a supreme spirit calls for seme explanation. To 
the plain man the figure of Indra is a vivid reality, and he ie 
always told that Indra is aided in his exploits by Visnu. So it 
is quite natural that he would look upon Vlsnu as a present helper 
in troubles. Thus the friend of Indra became the friend of man­
kind. It is thus clear thatlb-concrete reality of Indra is 
responsible for the transfusion of some of his live blood into the 
veins of Visnu, the priestly abstraction, and thus Invests the 
latter with the character of a real and living god. The functions 
of Vi ami, outside the rituals, were somewhat vaguely defined and 
were capable of considerable expansion. During the epic period, 
the theologians who were looking for a god of graee and were not
satisfied to find him in Siva seised upon the figure of Visnu,
I
clothed him with all the hoary myths, and raised him to the rank of 
a supreme spirit (see Barnett*s Hindu Qods and Heroes,p.?6).
I. It is also a significant fact that Vianu was connected, from
the earliest Vedie times, with a work of deliverance for mankind 
in distress (Rv.,VI.49.15). If it ^e characteristic of Theism 
that it binds together the temporal and the eternal and that it 
binds them in an ethical relationship, then we might not be 
wrong in detecting in this ancient and enduring legend additional 
reason for the association of this god with thelstic aspiration*
The idea of Nhfhyana, the cosmic god, as diatingui shed
from a historical or mythological individual, is devloped in the
period of the Brihmanas and Iranyakas. In the Satapatha BrShmana
(XII*5*4) Purusa Hirayana is represented to have sent tmm.ttom forth
from the place of sacrifice the Yasus* Budraa and Idityaa by means
of morning* midday and evening libations respectively* he alone
remaining in the place* In this passage we get an Indication of
Narayana* a being regarded as the receptacle of all beings* He
pervades all beinge* all things are in him* and he sent them forth
in the beginning* In the same Brahmana (XIII *6*1) Ndrdyana is
represented as having conceived the idea of a Pancardtra Sattra as
the seaus of obtaining superiority over all beings and becoming
all beings. He obtained that dignity by the performance of the
sacrifice. In the Talttirlya Aranyaka (X.I.6) we find prayers
addressed to Htrayana, Visnu and VSjudeva as three phases of the
same god. In the same Arany&ka (i.ll.l) NSrftyana appears as the
Eternal Deity and Supreme Lord and receives the name of Hari.
In the M&habhhrata and PurSJMu he figures as the Supreme God,#
especially in connection with creation. Mythologically, he is 
represented as lying on the serpent in the ocean of milk. Iu 
the Vana-Parva (ifbh., 111.188,189) we have the description of a 
boy lying on a couch on a branch of a Hyagrodha tree, at the 
time of dissolution of the universe. The burden of the HSrayanTya 
section (Mbh.,ELI.535-353) seems to be the identity between 
VSsudeva and HSrSyana. Besides this H&rayana, the creator of all,
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there ia & tradition about Rsi Narayana, ocomposer of the 
Puruqa»S5kta:*(Rv.1.90), who ie conn, only associated with Kara*
The following stories may be narrated:-
1) Zn the MahAbharata (ill.46.47) JanlUhdana is represented
to have said to Ar juna, *0h invincible one, thou art Nara and I 
am Hari Narayana and we, the sages Nara-Hir&yana, have come to 
this world at the proper time; thou art not different from 
and I am not different from thee; it is not possible to know 
any difference between us*.
3) Xn the same Parva (Chapter SO, verse 1) of the epic the 
god of gods (skva) says to Arjuna: *In a former birth thou wast 
Nara and with Nar&yana for thy companion performedat austerities 
for many thousands of years in Badarf*.
3) Once Brhaspati, the Issue, the Karats with Indra, the
Mityas, the SSdhyas, the seven Haia^nd the Apaarases went to 
Brahman, and having saluted him they sat around him* Just then 
the two ancient Rais, Nara and NSrayana, left the place. 
Brhaspati said to Brahman: *Vho are these two that leave the 
place without worshipping thee?* Brahman said that they were 
Nara and Narayana who had come from the world of men to the 
world of Brahman; worshipped by the gods and Gandharvas they 
exist only for the destruction of the Aauras. Indra went to 
the spot where those two were practising austerities, accompanied 
by all the gods headed by Brhaspati. At that time the gods had 
been very much alarmed in consequence of a war with the A aura a.
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Indra obtained the boon that Hera and N&rayana should assist 
him in the battle* Both of them, b y  their acts, e n jo y  numerous 
eternal and celestial regions, and are repeatedly b o m  in times 
o f  war ( * f b h , , V . 4 9 . 3 - 2 2 h
4) Mrayana 1# older than the oldest ones* For some purpose 
that creator of the universe took his birth as the son of Dharma,
On Himavat he underwent austerities for sixty-six thousand years, 
and then for twice that period, and thus he became a Brhbmam, and 
beheld the supreme deity ^iva, Mr&yara recited a hymn to diva.
The deity(^iva) granted him boons, that neither goda, nor the 
Asuraa, the Raksasas, the Gandharvas, the birds, the NIgas, nor 
any creatures should ever be able to withstand his prowess, fthou 
shalt be superior to myself if thou ever goest to battle with met 
That god walked over the earth (as Krsna-Msudeva), beguiling the
aXLubaju&e.
universe by his Muaeve power* From the austerities of Mrayana 
was born a great muni Nara, who was eq.ua! to Mr&yana himself#
Arjuna was none else than that Nara, The two rsia, who are said 
to be older than the oldest, gods, take their births in e v e r y  yuga 
for the benefit of the world (Mbh., VII.SOO ,57-58)•
5) In the Krta Age, during the epoch of the self-born Menu, the 
eternal Narayana, the soul of the universe, took birth as the son 
of Dharma in a quadruple form, namely, as Nara, Narayana, Hari and 
self-create Krsna, Amongst them all Nara and Nhrayana underwent^he 
severest austerities by repairing to the Himalayan retreat known 
by the name of Badail (Mbh,,XII.555*8-10), The same story is
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given in the VSmana-PurSna (chapter VI).
Narayana denotes a man of the Nara family, just as 
K&rsnSyana me an a a member of the Krsna family and Ranayana a man dch 
belonging to the family of Rana. Bisayana was originally a divine 
or deified saint or rsi and emohew booswM identified with Visnua • • *
and the Universal Spirit (see Barnett's Hindu Qods and Heroes,p.77).
Divine saints are sometimes mentioned in the Rg-Veda (x.139.5) and
the Brtimana (S.Br.,VI.I.1.1-6) as being the creator of the universe,
and they appear again and again in the legend as equals of the gods.
In several passages of the eple (Mbh., 1.333.18,111.13.45,47.10,
V .48.15)) we are plainly told that Nara is a previous incarnation
of Arjuna and Narayana is the supreme deity who, in the time of
Ax juna, was born on earth as Krsna-VKsudeva, and that in earlier
birth both w e n  ascetic saints. This tradition is very important
as it represents NSr&yana as an ancient saint connected with Nara,
just as Krsna was connected with Arjuna. Thus the two great rsls
were brought into connection with the two interlocutors of the
Bhagavat-GIta. The worship of Visnu has, therefore, owed much to
the influence of live yogis idealised as divine saints.
The legend of the infant QopSla of Qokula is a
specimen of Hindu eclecticism. The child Krsna has nothing in common< # »
I. According to Dr. Bhandarkar NSrSy&na means the resting place
or the goal of N5ra or a collection of Naras (Vafenaviam, Saivian 
p.30} of. Manu, 1.10; Mbh., III.18f.3, XII.341.39).
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i f  M il w &j b  r
with the older Krsna of Dvaraka, except the name. The 
multifarious elements of hie legend, and the clumsiness with which 
they hare been fitted together, show that he is no natural develop­
ment, but a forcible adaptation of something foreign* The child­
hood tales of Krsna are of PuSnik origin (see Harivam^a, Visnu 
and Bhagavats), and most of the cow-boy exploits are post-epio 
(see Hopkins, R*X., p.457). The Jain traditions represent the
oldest form of the Krsna-legend,,and they knew nothing of a pastoral 
Krsna (see Indian Antiquary, Vol. XXX (1901), p.280)* Certain 
elements of the legend are obviously Hindu and borrowed from the 
story of the older Krsna. Vasudeva, DevakI, Balarama, Kamsa, and
the story of his death at the hands of Krsna, referred to by* « «
Patanjali, could not be omitted, and were an Integral part of the 
well-known legend. feber has shown that the names of Ya^oda and 
Nanda are borrowed from Buddhist sources (see J.R.A.S., 1907, pp. 
977-78). But the framework of the story has an undeniably Christian
look. The honours paid to DevakI, the birth in a stable, the
V
flight of Vasudeva with the infant, the massacre of the male children 
by Kamsa, as well as various miracles, betray a marvellous similitude 
to the story of Christ' a nativity and infancy (see Kennedy, J.R.A.S., 
1907, p.978). Thus there can be no doubt about the fact that the 
whole story is a medley of various elements, indigenous and foreign. 
Vho, then, introduced this new cultus and when? Here, in seeking 
to answer this question, there la full soope for the play of
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conjecture. Regarding its post-Christian origin nothing can
». But It «• T.ry M M  to d r t M W u .  tk. « M
period of its introduction with scant or no materials at our
disposal. The hypothesis>of Kennedy and Bhandarkar that it
was introduced by pastoral nomade appears to be sound, in riew
of an almost inseparable connection of the boy-god with them
(see Kennedy, J.R.A.S., 1907, p.980, Bhandarkar, Vaianavism,
3
dalvisa, p.37). But now the question, whether it was the 
AbhTraa, aa suggested by Bhandarkar, or the 0u jars, as suggested 
by Kennedy, or some such other nomads that were responsible for
the introduction of the oult, remains to be definitely established.
I. Kennedy traces its genesis to the sixth century A.D.,
(J.R.A.S., 1907, p.951). Bhandarkar assigns it to the 
first or second century A.D. (Vai^qavlsm, Saivism, p.37).
2. Dr. Barnett believes that, though much of it3 later decoration 
nay be of foreign origin, the legend of K^qna* s pastoral 
childhood may well be original, and possibly was told of other 
heroes long before Kpsna was born. The slider olderepic 
sued Jains had no use £or it, so they ignored it) the ibhlras 
or some such people seised upon it and developed it to suit 
their peouliar taste; then it was cast into literary form, and 
spread like wild-fire over India (see Hindu Gods and Heroes, 
p.97).
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C H A P T E R  I I I
THE MARiYAHfYA EPISODE -
After having outlined the history of Pancaratra 
religion, let us no* proceed to deal with the evolution of 
philosophy of the said religion. Ve know little about the 
primitive Panesratra - we mean the system as it was originally 
promulgated by Krsna-Vasudeva . It is noticed in the MahtohArata 
(XII.35C.62), with the ^ amkhya, theJy'oga and the PaSupata.
^ahkara, in his commentary on the YedSmta-SGtraa (II.2.43-45),
/
Intimates that its promulgater waa <j^Sndilya and condemns the
I
system for its heterodox and incomplete character. Some of
t a - '
its partisans, however, try to trace its genesis to one of the
1. RSmSnuja, in his Bhasjya on the Brahma-SQtraa (llf$40-43), 
says that the view of the objector is based on a misconception 
of the doctrines of the BhAgavata system, and gives the correct 
doctrine under II.3.43 and the,next. These doctrines are, he 
assert s, in harmony with the <£ruti, and thus, according to him, 
the P^.ncaratra system i? not refuted by  BAdar&yana, the author 
of the&Htras. In connection with his arguments he quotes 
from the Paufkara, ^ t v a t a  and Parama <£a$hit%s. For defence 
of the Phrfcaratra, see also Ytaunacarya' s Igama-Pramanya,
pp.51-70.
2. "Yedam_ekayanam nAma YedSnam iirasisthitamjtad arthakam 
Paffbaratra* mokeadamtat-kriyAvatSm.yasminjeko moksa-mSrgo 
Teds proktas sahEtanah mad-arSdhana-rupena tasmad okSyanam 
bhavet* (J5rl-Pra4na£a£hltaJI.38 , 39).
.SakhAa ©f the Veda, denominated the EkAyana. Any such ^ AkhW
has not, up till now,been known to exist. But its existence
is not altogether impossible in view of a good many references
to the Ekayana science in some of the ancient religious works
I
of India, The Chandogya Upanisad mentions the Ekiyana science.
YSmunacarya refers to Ka3mlr-Agama—Praminya at the end of his
work called Agama-Primanya, the object of which is to establish
the orthodoxy of Paffbaratra. Kd^mlr-Agama-PranarQra is now lost
and nothing is known ebout It except that it sought to establish
the genuineness of the Ekayana SSkha, the fundamental text of the
PafToarStra school* as a branch of the Veda. As already hinted
in the Introduction, during the earliest stage In the career of
ParTcaratra, it had an existence independent of Brahmaism (see
Bhandarkar* a Report on the Search for Sanskrit Manuscripts,pp.
73-74; Garbo’s Philosophy of Ancient India, pp. 83-85, also his
Introduction to the Bhagavad-GIt3)* At this atage it entered
2
into an alliance with ancient ^ ainkhya-yoga (see Garbe* s Bhagavad-
I, "Rg-Vedam bhagavo ' dhyemi Jfajur^Vedaci ^ Lma^edamlitharvanaia 
Sathurtham Itihaaa-PurAiiam pallcamam VedSham Vedafe pitryam 
rSsim daivam nidhiir|vAko-vikyam ek5yanam*. (CMtndogya, VI1,1. 
2,VIl.l.4,Vfl.2.1, etc.)*
2* Weber Jgglda that SlBEchya is the oldest of the existing 
systems (51story of’Indian Literature, p.235). The
MahAbh&rata mentions the Jamkhya and Voga as 'wry, ancient 
systems ( H I .13711). We hear of a Sastltantra £istra aa 
being one .of the oldest jiamkhya worka.' * This is described 
in the Aharbudhnya SamhitR (XII.19 fll.) as containing two 
books of 32 (prakyti)'and 28 (vikrti) chapters. It appears 
that the ^ Imkhya of thejfaatit antra referred to in the 
Ahiibudhnya was of*ftheiati'c character, resembling the 
doctrine of the PSTfcarStra Vaisnavas, and the Ahirbudhnya
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Gita, p.38). This alllanes furnished the Paacaratra with a 
number of technical terms, one of these being the word Puruaa. 
The word generally denotes the Supreme Spirit of the Phnbafatra 
system. Another borrowing may be traced to the word Toga*
But the P&SScaratra altered the meaning of the word from 
•concentration of thought* to "devotion to God* (sec Garbs'a 
Bhagavad-Grti, p.45). Then during the nert phase Panoaratra 
came into contact with Brahmaism of the Midland (see ISrayaiytya 
and the Bhagavatas, p.?)» The life and death struggle between
say3 that Kapila* a theory of $S£khya was a"Vaionava one. The 
8Sa>khya views, as we find them in the Upard.sads ‘($ve,1 .4; IV.5; 
Katha,III.10-.ll;Pra^na,IV.8 J Maitri,III.2; also (ghSndogya, VI .3). 
the Mahlbh&rata including the Bhagavad-GItS, and Manu, lean to 
theism. *A study of the Epic and ether early materials*, observes 
Franklin Edgerton,•has convinced me that there is not a single 
passage in which disbelief in Brahman or God is attributed to 
the Sfimkhya* (American Journal of Philology, XLV.I.p.8). Though 
Manu does not mention the Ssmkhya by name, the account of creation 
given in the first chapter, the acceptance of the three sources 
of knowledge (XXI.20£&), and a detailed description of the three 
<Junas (XII.34-62) show the strong influence of the SSr.khya.
Turusa and Prakrti were not independent realities but only the 
modes of God. 'in Abvagosa'e Buddhaoarita we have an account of 
a meeting between Buddha and his former teacher Ardda, who holds 
the (S^ sjkhya views, though in a theistic setting. it seem a to be 
very probabl* that the earliest form of sakhya was a sort of 
realistic theism, approaching the Viii?$advaita view of the 
Up&nlfads. While this type of ,$ij|khya may be regarded as a 
legitimate development of the teachings of the Upanisads, the 
dualistie $5mkhya, I mean the classical i&mkhya which insists 
on the independence of Prakrti and the multiplicity of Purwsas, 
can hardly be said to be in line with the teachings of the 
Upaniaads. The nearest approach to the classical Sftjkhya is 
found in the Anu-GltS (M&h.,XIV.40-43). The question now 
ariaeslihow did the SSmkhya drop all account of the Absolute?
The answer may thus be hazarded. The SStnkhya became, in all 
probability, a well co-ordinated system after the ri3e of
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the Brahmans and the Buddhists was the imaediate cause of this 
fusion (Garbe’3 Bhahavad-GYtS, p.35). Once thus brought into 
connection with Brahmaism of the Midland, PSncaratra became a 
cult of Brahmaisad anti-Brahmalsts (NSrayanlya#. and the 
BhSgavatas, p.7).
The earliest literature which we can make use 0 
regarding the aemi-Brahmaised PdJfearatra, is the NSrayanlya 
section of the ^anti-Parra of the Mahabhirata. Here we hare two 
accounts, the second of which is interwoven with the first. These 
two accounts seam to represent two stages in the progress of reform. 
In the earlier one the worship of YSsudeva and his three other 
forms is not known. The Supreme God is named Hari, and his 
worship has not thoroughly emancipated itself from the religion 
of sacrifices. The reform had no reference to specific historioal
Buddhism. When Buddhism offered a challenge to realism, the 
£l$khya accepted the challenge and argued on strictly rational 
grounds for the reality of selves and objects, - When it 
developed on a purely rationalistic soil, it was induced to 
maintain that there was no proof for the existence of God*
Yoga:- The word Yoga is used in a variety of senses. It is 
often used in the sense of yoking or harnessing (Rv.,1.34.3,
YII.67*8,III.37.11.X.30,11,1.114.9.IY.34.21,1,6.3,1.30.7; S.Br., 
XIV.7.1.11)• It may simply mean a method, as in the Bhagavad- 
GltR (III*5). In the Upanisade and the Bhagavad-Glta the soul 
in its outwardly and sinful oondition is said to be estranged 
from the supreme soul. The attainment of spiritual unification, 
namely, the consciousness of the two in one, oalled Yoga, is the 
desideratum. Passages are not wanting where Yoga means the 
supreme power possessed by God (Bhg.G.,IX.5). Yoga, according 
to Patafijali, is a methodical effort to attain perfection through 
the control of different elements of human nature, physical and 
psychical (Yoga-Stttra>, 1.1). Crude conceptions of the value of 
ecstasy and hypnotic trance are to be met with in the Rg-Veda
personages and was promulgated by certain sages who are called
Citradlkhandlns (Mbh.,HI.336.30). The latter account connects • 0
the reform with VJTsudeva and his brother, son and grandson 
(Mbh.,XII.540.50-40)?and the new religion is represented to hare 
been identical with that taught in the Bhagavad-QItA (XII.15441). 
This reformed system Is said to hare been promulgated by Narayana 
himself (Mbh.,XII.350.63). The current tradition is that it was
taught by NSrSyana to NArada, who taught it to the saints (siddha), 
and durya (sun), haring heard it, repeated it to the rais, who 
communicated it to the deities, who in their turn transmitted the 
sane to Asita, and from Asita it was handed down to the fathers 
(pitrs), by whom it was imparted to mankind (Mbh., 3d 1 .340.113-18 )• 
But we came across a different statement of its tradition in 
Katt&bharata (XII.13441), which says that it was tavght by the Lord
(X«156,VXX.59»6, X«114.3,X,167.1, X.109.4). In the Atharva-Veda 
the idea is common that supernatural powers can be attained through 
the practice of austerities. The Upanlsafs assume Toga in the 
sense of a striving after a true knowledge of reality. Since a 
direct knowledge of the.self as subject la not possible, the 
Upanlsads insist upon meditation and concentration (Ka\ha,III.13i 
Praina,V.5; Br.III.6,IV.14,etc.). The Upanlsads regard tapas and 
brahmacarya as virtues productive of great power (Br.,1*2.3,111• 
8.10} Chlndogya^Il1,17.4} Taittiriya,1.9.1,m,3.1,111.3.1} also 
see Taittiriya Brfhmana,II.3.5; Rv.,1.129: S.Br.,XI.5.8). Toga, 
as a technical term, occurs in the Katha (ill.6) and the Haltri 
(VI.10), but it cannot be said that the Yoga mentioned in them is 
identical with the Toga of Pataffjali. The Eat ha, J vet a s/vat a ra, and 
the Maitri speak of the practical side of religious realisation, as 
distinct from the theoretical Investigation of the Samklgn. The 
Katha (ill.15; also see ChSndogya,VI.8.6) refers to the highest 
condition of Toga as a state in which the senses, with mind and 
intellect, are brought to a standstill. The Maitri Upanisad (VI.18) 
speaks of sixfold Toga. Apparently the Yoga of Pataffjali was not 
perfected at the time of the early Upani?ads, although we see its 
gradual growth in the later ones. Dr. S.N. Das Gupta (History of
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(Kv3na) to Arguns. In the MShlbharata (III.§49.13-52) Mrada 
thus narrates the history cf PSnoaratra during the traditional 
seven births of Brahma
1* When BrahmS was mentally horn from Narayana1 s 
mouth, the latter imparted it to the Vaikhlnasas, and they to 
Soma, and then it disappeared*
3. At the second birth of Brahma from Narayana* s eye, 
Brahma received it from Soma and gave it to Rudra, who, in fcaxm 
the Krta age, gave it to the TSlakhilyWrsis* Then it again 
disappeared.
3* At the third birth of Brahma from NSrayana* a voice, 
Nardyana himself gave it to the rsi Suparna, who recited it 
threeftimes a day. Hence it is called triaanparna. Suparna
Indian Philosophy, p.336)^referring to SStra (V.1.94) of PSnini 
whom he regards as pre-Buddhistlo, holds that the word Toga’ 
attained its technical meaning in PSnini* s time.
Buddha practised jfaga’in both its sensed. He 
underwent ascetic austerities and practised highest contemplation. 
According to Lalitavistara numberless forms of ascetic practices 
were in vogue in Buddha’s time. The Buddhist £uttaa (e.g. the 
^atipa-tjthana Sutta) are familiar with the Toga methods of 
concentration. The later Buddhist works assume a developed 
Toga technique (see Hopkins:Toga Technique in the Great Epic, 
Journal of the American Oriental Societ$ XXIX)«
In the MakMbh&rata, the SSmkhya and the Toga 
represent two complementary aspects of one whole signifying 
theory and practice, rellaion and philosophy. It is said that 
Toga admits a twenty-sixth principle of God. &Besides, salvation 
which was originally looked upon as identification with the 
Absolute becomes isolation of spirit from PrakptL , when the 
Absolute ceased to be the all-comprehensive being from which 
individual souls sprang and became the Tsvara or helper ( see Mbh. •> 
H I . 328 ). Many of the ascetics of the epic resort to Toga as a
*4 ^
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gave it to YSyiu, who gave It t© the rais. They gars it to the 
ocean (mahodadhi), and then it disappeared again and became 
merged in NarSyana.
4. At the next birth of BrahmS from N1rayana1a ear, NSrayana 
ordered Brahma to receive the religion under the name of S&ttvata, 
and by ita means to create and arrange the Krta age. BrahmS 
received the religion with ita mysteries, ita abstracts (aamgrahe) 
and its iranyaka, as it issued from the mouth of Narayana. He 
then oxeated the worlds. The first age was the Krta age, which 
was auspicious, in as much as the SSttvata religion was established 
and pervaded the worlds. Brahma taught it to Manu Sraroaisa
who taught his son iahkhapada, who taught hi a son Suvarnabha. 
then the Treta age came, it again disappeared.
5. In the fifth birth of Brahma from Mrayana* a nose,
Hari Mrayana recited it himself to Brahma, who taught it to 
Sanat Kumara, who taught it to Vinuja, the Pra jSpati, in the Krta 
age, who taught it to Raibhya, who taught it to his son Kukg^p-
It then disappeared.
means to the attainment of Hkgteal powers (Hbh.XIX.336.8).
The Upanisads, the UahhbhSrata including the Bhagavad-GIta.
Jainism and Buddhism accept yoga practices. Pata^ali* s j'oga 
(e.g. the classical Voga) lathe c ry at ■ m e n t i o n  of ideas on 
asceticism and contemplation extant at the time in a mere or 
lese undefined manner. He oodified the nebulous tradition 
evolved under the pressure of life and experience. then 
insistence on activity is attached to the SSiokhya philosophy, 
we get the classical type of Jfoga.
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6. In tbs next birth of Brahma from an egg born of Hari, 
Brahma received it from Narttyana'A mouth and communicated it 
to the Barbisad Munis, they to a Brlhmana (dvi;)a), who gave it 
to Xing Avikalpana. It then disappeared.
t; 7. At the seventh birth of Brahma, that from the lotus, 
NSrayana taught it to Brairna, who taught it to Daksa, who taught 
it to the eldest son of his daughter, Iditya, who was older than 
Savltr, and from whom Vivaavat received it. In the beginning of 
the Tret a age Vivasvat gave it to Manu, who gave it to his son 
Xksvaku, by whoa it was spread abroad over the earth. At the 
dissolution of the universe, it will again go to Narayana.
The NfirSyanxya section of t he ^ anti-Parva alludes 
to the religion which it teaches as the doctrine of the Bhagavataa, 
SSttvatas, PsfEsarStraa and Xfcacntikas (Mbh., XII.544.63,XII.336. 
19,35,337.44,350.1,349.3). Dr. Grierson {Indian Antiquary,1908, 
P P .251 and 257) rightly observes that even the Narayanlya does 
not represent the tenets of the religion in their original purity. 
It embodies the cult of Brahmalsed anti-Brahmaist3. It is all 
shell without the kernel.
The HXrSyanTya sought the reconciliation of > 
pantheistic Brahmaism of the Midland and popular worship of 
a personal god of the Qutland. Dr. Grierson truly remarks that 
the Narayaniya, on the other hand, while olaiming to describe 
<$ajgfohya-yoga, really desoribes the Bhagavata monotheism as united 
wit h thi a system, but also with more of a Brahmai st colouring than
we find in the Bhagavad-GltA* (Indian Antiquary, 1908, p.363)- 
The tenets of PancarStra religion, -as portrayed in the NarSyanlya 
episode (Mbh,rXI1.535-352), may he thus summarised:-
I
The object of this devoted faith is the one God, 
variously called ParamStman (III.12890), Puruaa ( H I .535.29),
^  t
Nirguna, Ksetrajna, Purusotfcnma, Anantapurusa, Mahlpurusa,
Triguna PradhAna, Panca-kafa-kartr-pati, Panoa-rStrika, Hamsa, 
Para-hamsa, Maha-hamsa, SSmkhya-Toga, Stmkhya-mGrti, Abhagna- 
yoga, Wsudeva, Bhakta-vat sale, Bari, Mrayana or Vi anti (XII.359. 
4), existing from eternity to eterniry (XII.340.25,343.135),
He ia defined as the endlesa (ananta), the imperishable (acynta), 
and indestructible (avinGf&nj see H I . 339.4). He is the self 
and source (yonl) of everything movable and immovable (XII.356. 
30,340.32,41), immortal, without organa of sense, the mertiful, 
without hate, death or decay, and all-pervading ( H I . 345.6). He
i% inconceivable and above the three (gunadhika; see H I .
351.27). He is the abode of glorious and auspicious attributes 
raised to infinity, incomprehensible, indestructible, inner-ruler 
and controller ( H I . 549.59), unborn and witness of the worlds 
( H I . 339.4). He is kind to all worshippers, the refuge of all 
and the giver of boees (XII.548.15^9). Unmoved byfhappiness or 
misery, his attitude towards all is equal ( H I . 346.38). He is 
the actor, the cause, the effeot and omnipotent ( H  1.544.54). 
Though divested of a body, He dwells in every body (iaxfra) - not 
touched by the acts accomplished by these bodies. He is the
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all-seeing witness dwelling within all embodied creatures 
and engaged in narking their nets •'XXI .35?.3-4). Just as fire 
la one, but glares everywhere; Just as the sat in one, but is 
the universal sou m e  ef heat; Just aa air is one, but blwre 
everywhere; Just as the ocean la one, but is the source of all 
the waters; so the Purusa is one, void of constituents, having 
for His torn the universe. Aa the lotus-leaf is not affected 
by a drop of water, ae He is not affected by the fruits of 
act!one (eee IMk.Xll.863. 10 f U .). the universe Is real, for 
it is pervaded by Hi® (XII,339,4). The universe consists ef 
two real categories - matter called Prahrti possessed of three 
constituents (ZXI.9S5.30 fll*), and infinitely many jlvas (ZXX. 
981*36). Prakrti is not ait independent entity, nor is it 
entirely negated or denied* The ShKgavataa argue that the 
Supreme Being carries within His own nature an element from 
which the material universe originates, an element which is not 
an independent entity, nor is it entirely false, but quite aa 
real as any other part of the Boity* s own nature (see Thfbaut* s 
translation of the Vedlnta-SHtraet S.B.E., Vol. XXXIV, Introduc­
tion, p.CXVn). Primarily the two categories are ldentleal 
(non-different from) with the Supreme Soul; for though they are 
beginning!.ess, it is from Him that they periodically manifest 
themselves (111.340.03-70,341.94). If we carefully consider 
the relationship of individual soul to God, it is most probable
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that from the earliest times the soul was considered to he an 
eternal part (amsa) of the Supreme, emitted by Him and given a 
separate existence (see Garbe1a Bhagavad-GIta, pp.41 and 48).
Once so emitted, the soul exists for ever as a separate entity.
The Lord has created Brahma, Siva, and countless subordinate 
deities to carry out his orders in creating and ruling the universe 
and to promulgate true religion (XIX.340.49*52). He generally 
leaves the burden of ruling the earth upon their shoulders; but 
as occasion denands, from time to time, in His infinite grace He 
becomes incarnate to relieve the world from sin or His followers 
from trouble (2X1.350*53*34; cf. Bhagavad-GIta,IV.6-8). Xn the 
Hshlbharata (XII.340-73-87) six incarnations are mentioned, viss, 
the Boar, the Man-lion, the Dwarf, Rama of the Bhrm«.race, Rama 
DSMarathi, and that assumed for the destruction of Kamsa (Krsna* 
VSaudeva). This passage is followed after a short interval by 
another in which the incarnations are given as ten, the additions 
being Haitisa (Swan),Kurma ( Tortoise), Hat sya (Pish), and Kalkin 
(XXX.340.99-100). The Lord has willed the world and wills it 
ever and His grace is to be found everywhere by those who seek 
deliverance through etb solute ^ devotion (XII.349.1). The force
or power by which he determines Himself into conditioned being 
is not an unreal principle, nor an independent entity like the
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Pradhana of the Samkhyas, but fils own knowledge (XII.353*2£, *
kfcL 340 .70) •
The doctrine of ti-ta (sport) also occurs in the HaiayanTya
I *
(XII.349.GO,353*22)* The NarayanTya contains germs of the 
doctrine of irresistible grace now professed by the Terigalai 
Wehool (XII.349.75)* %  m n w
There is the usual theory of aeons (kalpa), each
divided into four yugas. At the end of a kalpa the universe
is absorbed into primal matter and thence into Bhagavat, awaiting
emission again in the creation at the beginning of the next kalpa
(XII *340 * 39-30 , 340*70-73, 341.94)• We may al30 say with great
probability that from the earliest stages of their religion the
Pancaratras have showed the belief in the transmigration of souls
and in the inevitable sequence of cause and effect* As a man
sows ao ahall he reap and the harvest is the weary round of births
suid rebirths. Whatever a man does is an effect of previous kaiman
and the cause of things to come ( H I *342*2,73) •
The principles according to which creation is
developed resemble closely those of the S$mkhya-|ybga, but the
terminology is not always the same.
V
From Vasudeva is ewfolved the universe in a parallel 
procession of physical and spiritual orders. Bhagavat or (as He
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I* "He is awakened (pra’tibuddha) b y Hari looking upon him.
No one can be awakened by his own will"*
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is usually called when looked upon as creator) Vasudeva, in the
act of creation, produces from Himself, not only Prakrti, the
indiscreet^ primal matter of the S&mkhyaa, but also a VyBha, or a
phase of conditioned spirit, called Samkarsana. Prom the
• » •
association of Samkarsana and Prakrti spring Manas, corresponding 
probably to the buddhi of the «§tokhyas, and also a secondary phase 
of conditioned spirit called Pradyumna. From the combination of 
Pradyumna with Manas spring the Ahamkara and also a tertiary phase 
of conditioned spirit called Aniruddha. From the union of 
Aniruddha with Ahamkara arise the mahh^tao, with their qualities, 
and also Aha Brahma who fashions out of the grosser elements the 
universe and all that it contains, and proclaims the true religion 
to the world. then the universe dissolves at the end of a kalpa, 
the process la reversed. Brahma and the elements are absorbed 
into Aniruddha and Ahamkara, and so on, backwards, till all is 
absorbed into the Supreme, who remains quiescent till the next 
creation (XII.340.36-40 , 70-73; also Dr. B a r n e y s  Bhagavad-GftS, 
p.53, Colebrooke1 s Miscellaneous Essays, Vol. I, p.415).
Although the NarayanTya generally teaches the existence of four 
VyShas (e.g. MbhjXII.13893 fll.), the number is not insisted upon. 
The above episode (XII.13602) distinctly states that some say 
there is only one (Aniruddha), others that there are two (Aniruddha 
and PradyUS&ia), others say that there are three (Aniruddha, Pradyum* 
na and Sawfcarsana), and others that there are four (the foregoing 
three and VSsudeva).
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Theoretical and abstract knowledge of the 
Samkhyas and practical discipline of the^yoga will seldom be 
sufficient in securing release from the wheel of existences,
Bhakti alone is sufficient for emancipation (XII•349*3, 335.
43,337*53,340,42)* The religion of devotion is declared to 
be superior to that of knowledge (XII*349,4), The final 
beatific condition consists in a life of perpetual bliss near 
the Lord, The released souls become like Him but they do not 
become His Self* It Is not the identity with the Supreme, aa 
taught by the Vedanta, nor i3 there loss of all consciousness, 
as declared by the Samkhyas. The doctrine that the released 
soul has an everlasting conscious existence near the Lord has 
been the persistent mark of Bhagavata religion, even up to the
present day (see Grierson1 s Ntrayanlya and the Bhagavatas, p*ll),
«
The F&Kcaratra eschatology of the saved is peculiar 
and interesting. The released begin their final course towards 
union with Vdsudeva by entering the sun as the door. There their 
bodies are consumed; they then pass to Harayana after being made 
invisible by the fire of the sun. Then as paramanubhutas 
( supremely subtle entities) they enter into Aniruddha, and thence 
they pass into Pradyumna after having become pure mind (manobhtitaa) 
and thence go on to iSamkarsaija. Lastly casting off all the elements 
of materiality (traigunya-hlna), viz:, the three strands, they enter 
for ever the supreme V H ’udeva, the abode of all things* Here they 
dwell in everlasting bliss* They abide with Him in an eternal union
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of love and knowledge (for the eschatology, see Mbh., 211*345. 
13-18)* We alao come across an amended or qualified version of 
the same eachatology in XII* 349*3, where it i3 asserted that 
ordinary good men, free from merit and demerit, reach the Purusa 
through the three stages: but those who are monotheists (ekantin) 
reach Him at once*
C H A P T E R  I V
P A H  C A R A T  R A  S A M H I T A S <
The next important landmark in the development 
of the philosophy of Pancaratra religion is furnished by the 
Samhitas which, in the matter of practice, constitute the Kalpa- 
Sutras, as it were, of the Vaisnavas. The Samhita-period 
represents the third or the final phase in the career of Pancaratra, 
and is characterised by ita gradual transformation into Visnuism,
It has been rightly observed by Dr. Schrader that •the Samhitas 
have some right to speak of the ocean of the FaSfcaratraf (i.P.A.
S., p*14)f* For our treatment of the philosophy of the<$amhitds 
we are greatly indebted to Dr. Schrader who, by the publication 
of his excellent m o n o g r a p h ^ I n t r o d u c t i o n  to the PS&caratra 
and the Ahifbudinya Samhita, has stimulated further research on 
the subject. The title PalfcarStra has given rise to a bewildering 
variety of opinions, regarding its connotation. Some scholars
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are of opinion that Narayana1a legendary performance of a
sacrifice lasting over five days (referred to in S*Br*,
XIII •VI.1) has earned for his dootrine the title of Pancaratra
(see Dr* Barnett1 s Hindu Qods and Heroes, p p 6 and 104)*
Dr, Schrader believes that •the sect took its name from its
central dogma which was the Pancaratra jiattra of Narayana
#
(mentioned in S.Br., XIII.6.1) interpreted philosophically
as the fivefold self-manifestation of God by means of His
Para, Vyittia, Vibhava, Antarytain, and Area forms* (I.P.A.S.,
p.36). According to the spurious Naroda PSncaratra^*pXgnifies
knowledge; because there are five kinds of knowledge the wise
call the science Pancaratra (NarOdkPSncaratra, 1.1.44). The
five kinds of knowledge are 'feattva, mukti-prada, bhaktl-prada,
ycergika, and vaiseaika (ibid, 1.1.45-46). Similarly, a
division into five rStras of mixed contents is found in the
MahiSsanatOfcumara Samhita (see I.P.A.S., p.33). According to
Vlh&gendra Samhita (1.31-34), since the whole science has
an extent of five J>akhs of slokas, each lakh being attributed
to a separate God, it is called Pancaratra. PSdma Tantra
reads a different meaning into it. It says that the 
3
science is so denominated because the ftxexgraat five great
1 rat ram ca jn&na-vacanam jnanam pan»a-vidham smrtamltsn-edaig
j,anca*atram ca prdttadanti manlsinah (
2 pkno-etai&L,^ast rani ratrlyante mahanty apiltat-sannidhaIK
samakhya mttjta na lok'e pravartate. I
. ae *
t
aaat raa are like darkness in the presence of it (Padma Tantra 
1.1*71). The other fire $aatras arejjfoga, ^uakhya. ^ahddha,
krb..., «t»b w :m m  m m i m  immtk--***
(II .40) has forced quit* a different meaning into it. It 
categorically asserts that Pancaratra is the science which 
dispels ignorance. By following the fHistorical Method1 which 
is quite a safe and reliable guide in the treatment of Indian 
philosophy and religion, we deem it proper to support those 
scholars who opine that Narayana1 e several act® of sacrifice 
lasting over five days have gained for the science the title of 
PanbarStra. In order to make ourselves quite clear and 
intelligible, we shall say that Hindu minds have never been able 
to divest themselves wholly of certain preconceived or fancied 
notions derived from past mythologies or real historical tradi­
tions. "In India*, observes Srinivasa Iyengar, "thinkers, 
however independent they may be, whatever new vistas of thought 
they may open to us, are compelled by Inexorable orthodoxy to 
father their opinions on the ancients". (Outlines of Indian 
Philosophy, Preface II)« Thus, abiding by the 1 Historical 
Method* one would naturally expect that later developments 
should take note of earlier legends or historical facts, and 
should fit in with instead of jarring with them. Successive 
philosophers and promulgators of various religious systems 
have always padded out hoary myths with something new called 
for by exigencies of the time, with a view to further their selfisL
1 ratrir ajnkn^m ity uktam 
panc-ety a^afta^asakam.
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or sectarian Interest*. - Be it noted, however, that this eoleoticism 
has seldom been satisfactory. Generally, myths drawn or borrowed 
from various quarters have been cluaaily fitted up.
Before we deal w&th the philosophy of the £amhit%s 
it is desirable that we should make some obsezvations regarding
them. Zhe rise of the Samhitks is noteworthy in a twofold seas*.
/
Firstly, they mark the emergence of #3kta principles in the Vaianava 
sect (see Gopalagkarlu*a Introduction to the Mantra Sastra,pp.38-41). 
Secondly, the Samhitds may be regarded as the manuals of beliefs and 
practices of the Vaisnavas. It is difficult to state with certainty 
when and where they were written. Zhe utmost that we can hazard is 
that their striking similarity to the Saiva Agendas and to the early 
Zantrik literature, both Hindu and Buddhist, suggests that the 
earliest of them arose about the same time as the latter works, namely,
probably between 600 end 800 A.5. In the North of India the
jfpandapradlpika of Utpala Vaisnava seems to be the earliest wexk 
quoting the Pancaratra Samhit&s. Utpala mentions the following 
Samhita* in his work: Hamnaparaaeivara (p.33), Srlkdlapari (p.53),
Jaya (pp.S,11,34 and 43), ^rl Vaihayasa (p.33), ^rT Sattvatah (p.30) 
and Harada Samgrata 1 (pp.7.31,64; consult Visianagaram Sanskrit Series 
Yol.HV). Of the various extant works quoting the Pancaratra 
SamhitSs in the South of India, the oldest one seems to be thee
Agamapramanya of TSmudkcarya. Zhe Samhitas mentioned by name in this 
work are: Iivara, SanatERumara, Indxaratra, Parana, Sffndilya and
Padmodbhava (see Agamapr&mSnya, pp.7.69,70 , 71,etc). Kfcaanuja, in his
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Bhosya on the Brahma-Sutras (H,n.4S-43);?quote8 from the Parana,
PaS33kara and Slttvata Samhitas. Dr. grader fixes the eighth
century A.D. ad the terminus ad qu«a of the original P&ncaratra
Samhitas (I.A.P.A.S., p.18). In discussing the date of the
* Ahirbudhnya Samhita the same scholar points out that the said
Samhita night well have been composed about the third century A.D.
(ibid., p.99). It remains to be seen how far his theory about such
an early origin of the Samhitaa can bear scrutiny. Dr. Schrader
holds that moat of the literature was produced in the £fc>rtta) but
believes that several of the works belong to the Tamil South, notably
I swan, and Brhad-Brahna (ibid., pp.16 and 17). Be further points
out that all the Samhitas betraying a Dravidian origin belong to a
later stock of literature (ibid., p.16). It is probably premature
to make such a general statement unless all the Samhitas have been
thoroughly examined, classified, and their chronology fairly deter-'
mined* Te may provisionally divide the Samhitas Into three classes:
(l) the original Samhitas belonging to the North; (3) the original
Samhitas belonging to the South; and (5) a few spurious or apocryphal
Samhitas written both in the North and the South. The Samhitas of * •
the last category are devoted to the exclusive worship of R3ma, Radha, 
etc., and which have given up some essential doctrine of the Pancaratra, 
such as that of the Vyohaa. As an instance of this class of SamhitSs 
we may mention the Narada PSncaratra, the apocryphal character of 
which has been thoroughly exposed by Dr. Bhandarkar (see Encyclopaedia 
of Indo—Aryan Research, 111*6,pp.40—41)• Some of the Samhitas reflect
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lat«r developments. It is quite probable that they have suffered
from interpolation precisely in the aame way ae the Puranaa. In
support of our conjecture we may refer to one or two striking
_ 1
passages of the Samhitas. The IIvara-Samhita (XX,378-84 states 
thus; "0 Son of Yadu-race (Balarama)l thou hast pure devotion for
I
me. Thou, first as^esa, didst great service for me. Then next 
didst thou worship me as Laksmana. Thou art now serving me as 
Balabhadra. Thou shalt again in the Kali Age be boro as a great ; 
BrShmana (* HSmahuja), and 3halt worship me with many things of 
joy*. Brhad-Brahma Samhita (11.7*66 fll.) makes the following 
statement: "My tfamkarsana part (0 ), says Hdrayana, "is the form
of a BrShmana, of the name of Ramanuja, which it is going to take, 
after the Dvapara Age and in the Kali Age, to expodhd the Vianu- 
dhazsia (■ Bhlgavata religion),when the world will be full of hareties 
or renegades (pasands). Know that RsnSnuja will be the specially 
favoured of ^ ri-Ranga, and he will show the way to the realm known as
Z. Asti te vimajsa fchaktih rnayi YSdava-nandanal 
• w  - •   ...................... ........................
nana-vidhair bhoga-jilair arcana® me kariayaai
3. dvi ja-rupena bhavita ya tu <&u}karsanabhidha
Rak&nujena munlnA kalatf saustham upesyati ^
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Vaikuntha. According to the requirements of the age, I take many 
forms, and act by means of my devotees, such as Visvaksena, 
4thakepa, efc, and $emanu;ja in the Rail Age"* It is needless 
to cite any more|passages in favour of our case. The Above 
passages clearly illustrate how far the proselytising seal of a 
sect is responsible for the intrusion of certain personal or 
traditional elements into the Samhitas. It Is probably true 
that each Sam hita, even in its earliest form, represented some 
sectarian division or some variety of worship or doctrine. Thus 
one of the Agastya Samhitas I s a  ftamaite work. The Samhitas will 
be more intelligible to us when the sectarian divisions are 
fully realised.
The Samhitas are supposed to number 108, but about
double that number of names are known. Dr. Schrader enumerates
916 Samhitas (I.?.A.S., pp.6-11)* Pour lists oocurring in the 
I
Samhif&a and the fifth found in the Agni Purana (39th chapter) 
coquet with the sacred number. The results, therefore, are hasy.
Ho definite conclusion can be arrived at. There is also no 
unanimity of opinion among scholars as to which are the earliest 
document s. Dr. Schrader takes Pauskara, VSrSha, and BrShma as 
the earliest of all (I.P.A.S., p.20), while Srinivasa Iyengar
I PSdma Tantra mentions 112 Samhitas (1.1.96-111); Hayaslrsa 
gives us a list of 34 Samhitas (2nd Fatala); KapifTjala (first 
column) enumerates 106 and Visnu Tattva 141 (see I.P.A.8., 
p.5).
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regards Laksal and Padma as decidedly very old (Outlines of 
Indian Philosophy, p.175). Iavara Samhita (1*34) refers to 
SS&vata, Patrskara, and Jaya as the moat authoritative part of 
the Fancaratra scripture. Zn that connection it further states 
that Isvara, Paramesvsra and Padma are the expansions of these 
works. According to Padma Tantra (lY.55.197v.) the six gems, 
out of this ocean of Bhagavata literature, are said to bet (l)
Padma, (3) Sanatkumlra, (3) Parana, (4) Padmodbhava, (5) MlhendrAi 
and (6) Kanva.
• A * * .  u*. « . W .  | i
said to consist of four sections (pads). These are: (1) Jh&na 
(knowledge); (3) Toga (concentration); (3) Kriya (making)}and (4) 
Carya (doing). This division into Padas is observed by only two 
of the extant Samhithe, viz:, Padma-Tantra and Visnutattva. All 
the other Samhitas have dealt with one or two sections, the rest 
being treated as a rule by way of Introduction or digression.
The practical part, namely, (JCriya and <£arya, is the favourite 
subject of the Samhitas. Bh&radvaja Sacjhita deals with conduct
only and especially prapatti. The Samhitas Abound with the
/ j
technique of Mantra-Sastra, Yantra-Saatra, M&ya*Yoga (see Ahir., 
chapters 16-19; Hayasfrsa, Ratals 3*14, etc.). Briefly Jnana-pada 
treats of the nature and attributes of Qed, the nature and purpose 
of creation, and so forth (see Padma Tantra, 1.2.6). Yoga-PSda deals
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with tbs constitution of man, and how by austerities and 
meditation, self and God may be realised (ibid., II.1.3)• Kriya 
embrace* all act* from ploughing the ground for laying the
, 1 ' f
foundation of a temple to establishing the idol (ibid., Ill.1.6). 
Carya ie the method of worship (ibid., IV.1.1). Thus we can say 
that the first two Padas deal with the theoretical or abstract 
side of Pancaratra religion, while the last two take up the 
practical or outer Aspect of the system.
The theology of the chief Samhitas is essentially
a development of the teaching of the Narayanlya episode with the
incorporation of a considerable iSkia element. The basis of the
philosophy is an effective theistie Toga as distinguished from the
pseudo-theiatic one . The supreme deity of this system is not a
3 3
deus ex machine of the latex HySya and Vaisesika systems, nor the
H r a *  • "  * .-r  . . v  T- if, '■ .it-. .<  '• . . .  -  .. .  4  y  ■ ’C  .  ■ \  '  . . . »  «# ; • • : ■ ■ , . '"y '■ • ' k ...................................
■The insertion of the personal God, which subsequently decisively 
determined the character of theJ^oga system, was, to judge from 
the yoga sbtra, the textbook of PataDfjali, at first accomplished 
in a very loo ae and superficial manner, so that the contents and 
purpose ef the system were not at all affected by it. Te can 
even say that the Toga Sutra, 1.35-37; II.1.46, which treat of 
the person of God, are unconnected with the other parts of the 
textbook - nay, even contradict the foundations of the system* 
(Garbe, Philosophy of Ancient India,p.15).
3. Regarding the original NySya and Vai^e^ika systems Professor 
Garbe observes: “The fundamental textbooks of the two schools, 
the Vaisesika and HySya Sbtraa, originally did not accept the 
existance'of God; it was not till a subsequent period that the 
two systems changed to theism, although neither ever went so far 
as to assume a creator of matter* (Philosophy of Ancient India, 
p.23).
5* It is hard to concede that Kanada himself felt the need of a 
divine being. He traces the'primal activities of the atoms
•Artificer* of Plato, nor the quiescent end inactive god of the 
classical Toga, manufactured or imported merely to satisfy the 
current superstition, but he is a real and God - God
that is and that becomes. The system combines the static idea 
of the deity clearly embodied in some passages of the Upanisads 
(e.g. Katha, 5.15; Br.,3.8.8, 3.5.19,etc.), with the dynamic or 
Immanent conception of him in popular religion. The transcendent 
aspect of Vlsnu (see Padma Tantra, l.VI. 41-43, 1.II.7-13) is not 
▼ery different from the Absolute of the Upanieads in the passages 
alluded to above - motionless, undifferentiated and non-active, 
and the dynamic aspect of Tisnu, more properly called sakti (see 
Laksml-Tantra, 11.10 fll.)., is not very different from the God 
per se of emotional religion, God that creates, preserves, destroys,
   W i n — w e w s i i m  i— n — n m »  » ■ ■ ■ ■  mmm t m m    w . ■■■ — . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■ m n m  ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ '      <     i i m n n n
and souls to the principle of adj*eta. The famous passage,, 
fadvaoanad imnayasya pxAm&nyam (i^i.5,I.2*S), has no reference 
to God; but it has been made to support theism by later commentators. 
Pxadaatapida does not make God central to his system, though he 
regards lsvara as the cause of the world in the opening verse of 
his Fadarthadhaxma Samgraha (see the opening and the concluding 
portions of FxasastapSda* s Padarthadhama Sanwraha with Srfdhara's 
lyiyakandaii; aiee Keith*a Indian Logie and ilomism, pp.385-6).
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binds and m h « ( i n  Ahir, H T , 14 fU*Lak*mI XIII.32 fll.) 
the two aspects technically known a> Vi anu and though
logically distinguishable, axe really inseparable. the relation 
between the two Is declared to be one of identity (tfidhtmyaj see 
Laksml, 3.10 fll.), unbroken aesoeiatioa (avinibhava, Ibid., 2.
17), and immediate connection (aamanvaya, ibid., J3) like that of
"s' w. ■ ■
m  and sunshine, moon and moonshine, oubstance and attribute, X
and I-nesa, and that which exists and existence (see Ahir, 3.26
til,) • Vi jnu la the Life and Soul of everything. He is the
Self of Selves, if we may be allowed to nee the expression.
■He 13 the AtraS of all beings, the Igo, called Harl" (Laksml, 2*
12). Vi emu is the reality which underlies, as its inneraoat and
true self, not only beings, but everything else in the universe,
collectively as well as separately (ibid., 3.19). is the inmost
essenoe of all things in the universe, Vianu is one and the seas
in them all, undivided and unlimited by any of them, however much
they nay be separated in time or in space. to put it differently,
Visnu is beyond the limita of time, space and form, and as such is • # ’
eternal and infinite (ibid., XX.7). Again, as the underlying reality
in everything, He la all-pervading, and at the same time He is all- 
transcending. That la to say, His nature has primarily a twofold 
aspect - an immanent aspect in which Be pervades the universe, and a
X Of. Dr. Haidar* s interpretation of the Absolute of Hegel 
(see Hegelianism and Human Personality, p.6).
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transcendent aspect in wtiic/i He is peyond all univrsal aanifeo­
lations (see Ppddma Tantra,1.3.7-13). The universe of soul
and not-soul, mind and matter, ego and non-ego, is nothing but 
a manifestation of the immanent aspect of Yisnu (Ylonutilaka,
1*33)» This phase of Hie is called Sakti, which la not In any
V  W  ‘ . T . V' 4 V&S'i Jfr v-i . *' - 'if '% V" 'J fti ’S’ * at ~t 1 * JH V-V. • V  ' V*
way different from or independent of Yionu, but is one and the 
same with Him (Lftk*r3 Tantra, IX.10, also IX.1G fll.). If 
anything, It is His creative power and is spoken of as His 
feminine aspect. Thus, in reality, the universe is an untaesa 
(opening out, see Lafcomr, 3.30) of the power of Yianu - or to put 
it more correctly - of Yianu in His aspect aa Sakti, by which 
aspect He both bscornas and pervades the universe thus produced, 
while yet he renains the ever transcendent Ylsnu without in 
any way whatsoever being affected by the manifestation of a 
universe. Then Sakti opens herself out (unmisatl), the universe 
comes to be, and when she closes herself up (nimisatij see 
Lakes! Tantra, 3.31), the universe disappears asVmanifestation.
She alternates herself eternally between a phaae of manifestation 
or explication and a phase of potentiality, bringing a universe 
into existence when she assumes the manifesting phase, and reducing 
it to what may be called a seminal state or form when she passes 
into the potential phase (see Vie^utllaka, 1.33 fll*). Such 
a phase of manifestation of actuality is oalled /ftrsti, while a 
potential phaae is termed a pralaya, and a complete cycle
loe
eon listing of srsti and pralaya ia technically named a kalpa 
(see Lakaml Tantra,3.20 fll.). Sow, even though of an infinite 
variety, thing3 and beings, of which the universe thus produced 
by the udaya or appearance of Sakti consists, are built up of a
fer fundamental Tattvae. The vdrlans Tattvas are net rivarta
/as
(illusory), hut are real^as Vianu Himself (Ahirbudhnya, 3.45 j 
Lakaai, 3.5). They are really eternally existent. Tor they 
do not disappear at the time of universal dissolution, but remain
in the bosom of tianu as the seed of the universe to. come (Laksml,
* • »
3.30 fll.). What in their essence and in the most highly 
synthesised form constitutes part and parcel of the Lord, cannot 
itself be unreal. Before we begin with the theory of creation 
we should note a very Important characteristic of this process of 
Unmesa or udaya. Zt is a process of apparent division ( see Ptdma 
Tantra, 1.3.31 fll.), so that the source, when divided, remains 
unaffected and exists exactly as it ever was as the inexhaustible 
fountainhead of am infinite series of produots. This idea appears 
to be an echo of shat we find in the Brhad-Iranyaka Upanisad (5.1):
•0ml
The you.is fulness, fulness,, this, 
from fulness, fulness doth proceed. 
Withdrawing fulness*a fulness off,
K*on fulness then itself remains*
(Humefe translation, see Thirteen Trinclpal 
Upanieads, p.149).
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O R I i  II 0 M
The Paficaratra Samhitas make a distinction between - 
duddhasrsti (pure creation) and aduddhaarati^( ncn-pure creation j 
see iMx, cbapterXXXVIII, also chapters V and VII). The former 
is not so much a creation as the everlasting expression of the 
inwardness of God* a being, wherein the sir qualities of Qod 
manifest themselves (Ahir, 5.17). This is the eternal or spiritual 
universe of ineffable glory (Vlenutilaka, 11.11). According to 
P&dma tantra (1.3*16 fll.), however, it is not an eternal but a 
periodical manifestation. Ve can make out the distinction still 
more clearly by using the terminologies of the Bim&nuja school.
Zn Son-pure Creation God reveals Himself as a cosmic/ through his 
*6.1avibhbtl with the aid of Prakrti (see Tatlndramscta-Dipika, 
English translation by Qcylnd&eSrya, p.66), and in Pure Greation 
reveals Himself in His transcendent existence through His nityavi- 
bhuti with the aid of ^uddhatattva (ibid., p.90). the Pafibaritra 
S&mhitis admit an intemediate creation also (see Ahir, chapter VI). 
the Samhitas make a distinction between avSntara-pralaym (temporary 
dissolution) and maha-pralaym (universal dissolution, see P.PrakSia 
Saigbita, 1.3.45-57, also 111*5 fll.). In the former oase, the
I. Mutatis-jfutandis this answers to the ^uddhadhvan of the Trike
system of Efidmlr.
2 This corresponds to the Jhs^uddh&dhvan of the Trlka.
forms are dissolved but not tbs Jattraa (elements! organs) of
v*C:; 4„" V*. ■ . :* --Wtt. - ' Ztftf* j'.m ■*'’. y A ^  < ' .• • "•*'Xv' r»*-4
which they consist, nor the Cosalo Egg as such. This takes plaee 
at the end of eaoh day of Brahma. This is followed by the night 
of equal length when the Egg hibernates, as it were* * This prooess 
is repeated 560 x 100 a 56000 times, after which the life of 
BrahmS comes to an end by the Great Dissolution when the Cesmie 
Egg (Cosmic Eggs?) and tie foroe working in it or them are completely 
dissolved or unified (see 7. Prakf^a Samhita 1*1,45-56). * To 
should also observe another distinction whioh the S&fhitts make 
before we begin the conspectus of the cosmic process, namely, the 
distinction between samaati (collective or general) and vyastl srstl 
(separate or special), and the acme between immediate (advarlka) 
and mediate (sadvSrtkd, see Visvaksena Samhith, pp. 126-139). The
scholiasts regard samastl and advffrika and also vyastl and sadvirika'
/as identical
(see Talbndramata Dipika, p.80). But from the definition given, a
minor distinction is discernible. - ' God1 s creation prior to that 
of the Egg or Eggs is called earnesti srsti, thenceforward vyastl. 
God's creation up to the four-faced Brahma is immediate, thenceforward 
mediate (ibid., p.80). Although, to all Intents and purposes, 
they may be regarded as identical, scientific precision and*accuracy 
will reveal a little difference, the discussion of which need not 
detain us here.
Ill
P U R E  C R E A T I O N
In the last part of the Cosmic Night (J&ay&ntima,
or panrual rStri, see P.Praka^a, 1.1*51) the great ^akti of Visnu,
awakened as it were by His command, flashes up, with an infinitely
small part of herself, in her dual aspect of Kriya and Bhuli,
that is Force and Matter (see Laksml, IV.4; P.PrakU^a, 1.1*51-53;
Ahir, 111*37-28, VIII.36,XIV.7-8)* According to Ahirbudhnya
Samhita (111.5^ fll*) is the very first flutter of Visnu -
the first vibratory movement towards a universal manifestation
(praaphuratA ;JaganmayI). In this eense she is the Life (pram)
in the universal seed (Lakpi Tantra, XIV,4.5)* Following the
analogy of the we can say that Kriya and BhQti abide as the
potentiality of infinite variety of Forms in which that Life
becomes manifest (ibid., 3.19). In other words, Sri, as BhUti,
appears as the universe, and, as Kriya, vitalises and governs it.
Kriya is related to BhUti, as the thread to the pearls, the pin to
3
the leaves (Ahir, III.44-45, V.7-6, LiX. 55-57). Kriya is 
niskala (undivided, see Ahir LIX.61), as contundistinguished from
I and 2 Cf. Kriya and Bhuti with Form and Matter of Aristotle.
Also note Aristotle1 s distinction between potential and 
actual matter. According to Aristotle, Form is that 
which stimulates Matter and Matter is that which responds 
to Form. AiWte ■ '
3 It is independent of space and time: dedakagladika
vyaptia tasya (Ahir, LIX.57).
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Bhuti which is divided in many ways (nanabhedaratl, see Ahir,XIV.9). 
The latter is a Ices powerful matifestat ion them the former.
Kriya is identified with the jradars'ana portion of Laksrnl (LakamyAh 
iandar^anl feala: Ahir 3.45), which symbolises Visnu* a *fi11-to-be* 
(ibid., 3.7 fll.). It has, therefore, been defined in a variety 
of waye, suoh as, prlna-rupo M s n o h  eamkalpah (Ahir,3.39#),bhuti-
•  #  r  *  s  |
parivartaka (ibid., 3.39), and bhutaa saabh&vayati (ibid., 3.31$).
Te can thus say that Visnu is the efficient oause, Kriya the
instrumental cause, and Bhfkti the material cause of the world.
The first phaee of the manifestation of Lakaml or is oalled
gunonmenadasa (Ahir., 5.18), i.e., the stage in which the six 
X ’
Ounas make their appearance. Unlike the &%mkhya Ounas, the 
six Chinas are apr&krta (not belonging to Nature, see Ahir, 3*34 
and S3). Vlthout these Ounas there can be no Pure Creation (ibid., 
5.16), and, for the matter of that, no creation at all. lor, in 
this system each succeeding oreation depends upon the preceding one. 
All the various phases of oreation form a concatenation.  ^As 
already hinted, the Faftoaratra teaohes a chain, as it were, of 
emanations, each emanation, except the first, proceeding from an 
anterior emanation (Padma Tantra, 1.3.31 fll.; Ahir 3.36). '£h£a
X Of- tftis conception of the six Ounas with that of the two by 
Spinosa - Thought and Extension. Although the attributes are 
infinite, the Intellect perceives but two.
It is a curious coincidence that in Zoroastrianism also God 
has six attributes.
3. Per an able aeeouat ef the pgooses of Abhasa, see 
Chatter jl» a Kesaii r Shalva!am
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This 13 iliutitrated, in the PEdma Tantra (li&*31) ty the image
of one flame issuing from another flame* The Gunas, in their
totality and by pairs, constitute the material, as it were, of
Pure Creation (Ahir.5.18). The Gunas, in their totality, make
up the body of VSTsudeva and also that of drT inhabiting the
Highest Heaven (Lakaml Tantra, 2*35; also Ahir VI *25)* The
pairing arrangement of the Gunas sets in that process which we
I
may conveniently call Ebhlsa (shining out). The partition of
the Gunaa must not be taken in an exclusive and absolute sense.
The combination of the two Gunas does not mean total exclusion
or absence of four other Gunaa* It only means that in a particular
case the two Gunaa have become predominant, while the other four
are held in a comparatively subdued condition (see Ahir, 5.19 and
30); as in ordinary parlance when we call a man jEttvio we only
mean that in him Jattva ^una preponderates over Rajas and Tamas
(see Samkhya-karika, STrtra III, Colebrook^1 a translation,p.49).
The beings thus bro\ght into existence by pairs are calledVy5has,
literally meaning the "shoving asunder" of the .Six Gunaa into theee
pairs (see I*P.A.S., p.35). Each VyUha is thus Visnu with JBix
• •
Gunas, of which the two, in each case, become manifest (Ahir., 5.
19 fll.). The Gunas may be characterised in the following way:-
1) The first Guna is jfSlna. It is the essence and attribute
of Vasudeva and thus of Lakaml (Lakaml Tantra, 11.25), for which
•  *
I For an able account of the process of ibhasa, see 
J.C. Chatter ji1 s Kashmir Shaivaiem^ j?)*. Sb'ftL-
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reason the remaining five Guqas are sometimes oalled channels of 
jnana ( jrianasyaartayah, see Lakaml, 3.35), or attributes of Jhana 
(Ahir, 3.61). JSana is aelf-cansaious, all-penetrating and 
eternal (ibid., 3.66£ and 66).
3) v The second Guna is ai^varya or lordship (Ahir, 3.57£).
It implies independence, in e testing the universe, of any other 
cause (Lakaml, IV.9). According to Lakaml-Tsntra (II.38), it is 
identical with ioc|g?5 in other Tattva&st ram.
3) The third Guna is m t t i .  It oontains the potenoy to 
become the material cause of the world (jagat-prakrti-bhava:
Ahir, 3.67).
4) The fourth Guna is bale which is defined as sraaahani 
(without exhaustion, see Ahir, 2.58£), and dharana-aSmarthya 
(power to sustain things, Ahir, 3.59).
6) She fifth Guna is vlrya, defined as vikara-viraha (without
being affected) in spite of being the material cause (ibid, 2.59$-
* - ^
60). This is a condition not found in the world (Lakasl, 3.31).
6) The sixth Guna is tejas which means sahakari-anapekaa (self- 
sufficiency, Ahir., 3.60£). It is defined in the Laksml Tantra 
(3.34) as parlbhibharana-samarthya (power to defeat others).
The first three Gunas are characterised in the Lakaml Tantra
(IV.34,II.46-47) as viirana-bhumayab (stages of rest), and the 
last three as ^rama-bhumayah (stages of effort, ibid, III.4).
The Vyuha called Jafkarsana is associated with 
jnkna and bala (Ahir. 5.1G£); the Vynha known as Pradyumna is 
connected with ai^varya and vlrya (ibid, 5.17)j and the Vynha
designated as Aninjrddha is associated with /Sakti and tejas (ibid, 
5,17£), The Vyfihas are four in number, including VSsudeva (ibid, 
5,2f>£) • The ^akfcis of the Vyfihas are mentioned in some of the 
Samhitas, uch as LakamT (IV, 8 fll,) which enumerates four ^aktis 
after the four Vyfihas, viz:, S*nti, 3A, £arasvatl and ftati, From 
Vyfiha descend three $ub-Vyfihas (VynhantsflLa, see Ahir, 5,45 fll,), 
namely, (l) from VUsudeva: Ke^ava, liar&yana^and Mccdhava; (3) from 
Samkar3ana: Govinda, Visnu, and Madhtisadana; (3) from Pradyumna: 
Tritfkrama, V&nana, and SrTdhara; and (4) from Aniruddha: Hrslkesa,* m
Padmanabha, and DSmodara (see Ahir, 5,46-49), They are represented 
as the presiding deities of twelve months ( 3©e Mahasanatkumara, III. 
6,33), They play an important part in yantras (Ahir, y,49,VTII.
49,XXVI,33 fll.)* Another twelve, usually called "VIdyesvaras
(Mahaaandfcumfi:rvIII*6.34), are enumerated after twelve Sub-^Vyfihae 
in Padma Tantra (1,3,36 fll*^ also Vihagendra Samhita, 11,18)*
These twenty-four are called in the PSdma-Tantra caturviWati- 
mfcrtayah (see 1,2.37), Each Vyfiha has a twofold function, via:^ 
cosmic and ethical (see Laksml, 4,8.20), Each of these activities
of a Vyfiha is aiidto be mediated by one of his two Gunas (Viovaksena^ 
pp, 135-127), The creative or cosmic activities of the Vyfihas mark
three successive stages in the evolution of Non-pure universe 
(Lak3ml, VI,5). Samkarsana carries the universe in a germinal 
condition (masrno vikarah: Lakaml, VI ,7). As a rule, he performs'  • • % - m
this cosmic function srith the aid of bale, but sometimes it is 
said to be jnSna (Ahir, 5.51 fll.). With Pradyumna the duality of
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Puru m  and Prakrti makes its first appearance (Lakaml, Tl.lOt 
/fehc&r-6hogya~e— at 1 » tu ni-ClnS tatra tisthatl). He is aaid
te perform this function with the aid of hie Guna called aisvarya 
(Ahir,Y.35). Aniruddha takes over the creation of Pradyumna, 
and, by means of Guna known as .-Sakti, evolves vyakta (manifest 
Hatter) and mi^ra-srsti (Mixed Creationj see Wavakaena, p. 139).
In some of the Samhitas we come across seme contradictory state- 
meat* of their oreatlve activities. LakssS Tantra (4*11,19,30) 
assigns oreation, preservation and destruction to Aniruddha,
Pradyumna and Samkarsana respectively, while vAsvaksena (p. 135 fll.) 
attributes the self-same functions to Pradyumna, Aniruddha and Samkar­
sana respectively* In Ahir (LIII.65,LV,42) Aniruddha is occasionally 
called *proteetor", butelaerfiere (LV.21) it ascribes to him all 
the * three activities.
Regarding the moral .activities of the Tynhaa we 
can say that Samkarsana teaches the theory of monotheism (ekantika-
• * ms l
m&rga)j Pradyumna inculcates the practice of it; and Aniruddha 
teaohes the gain resulting from such a practice, namely, liberation 
(see Laksal Tantra, IV.15-30j Ahir, V.21-34} Vlsvaksena, pp.135-27). 
The original functions with which the VyShas were associated in 
the NArayanlya section of the_^anti-Parvaof tae Mahhbharata (XII.
13904 fll.), vis:, the superintendence of '£amkarsana ©vsr tha 
individual soul, the superintendence of Pradyumna ever Manas, and 
the control of Aniruddha over Ahamk&ra, hare been adhered to only
^  | L  ^  J L A " '  J^ t<is '^ jri ^.'.^F* iv wfc |k" jinjji' ■ ijftl^t . -4i 1'lJWt. ' jfr 1
in two of the erfcant Semhitas, e.g., Lakaml Tantra (6.9-14) and 
Viaakeena Samhita (p.135). : In the Visvakaena Samhita no similar
S '  #  ^  ^  •
statement is made about Aniruddha, but he ie declared to be the 
creator of the miara-varga. Thus it is quite likely that he was 
looked at, by the author of the Aamhita, as the adhlsthAtr of the 
Ahamkara.
* ^ K
Kext we shall deal with the Yibhavaa, which is the
second form of Sod, the first and the second being Para and Yynha
respectively. Ve shall treat of the Para form towards the 
concluding stage of this chapter*- although, from the point of view 
of scientific treatment, it should hare occupied our attention 
first. Before we examine the account of the Vibhavas from the 
Samhitas we should make some general observation a regarding them.
J. Hertel (Die Sonne und Mithra, pp.69 and 79) has 
shewn that the principle of Avatara belongs to primitive Aryan 
thought, and thus underlies the Veda and Avesta. The completely 
formulated doctrine of Avatara a or Tibbavaa appears in the 
Bhagavad-GIta (lV.5-8). Once thus declared, the doctrine gathers 
strength) ao Krona becomes more definitely identitied with Vianu,
X Schroeder (Literatur und Oultur, p.330) would derive the * 
notion of AvatSra from the birth-atoriea of Buddha. Hopkins 
(R.X., p.430) believes that the Avat Arm theory is olds* than 
Buddhism, and is often only an assimilation of the outlying 
totem-gods to the Brahman1s god, or as in the case of flood 
story the necessary belief that the "Pish* must have been the 
god of the race. ■ *
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the theory of AvatSra is rstarred back *to tbs thsrioaorphic descents 
of early legends, vies, the legends of Hah, Tortoise, Boar, etc.
(see ^.Br., 1.8«1.1,7*B.1.5, 14.1,8.11} T.Br., 1.1.3.5, Taittiriya 
Ailanyaka, 1.13} Taittlrlya 8amhita VI.3*43, 7*1.51). In the Br&hnumga 
period Prajtpati the oreator was believed to as suae, on occasions of 
distress, various ferns, as that of a Boar or Tortoise, in order to 
rescue the oreation (see the references above). Now, at this stage, 
we shall recall the fact that the cult of Narayana, as a cosmic god, 
was developed during the Bithmana (^.Br.,111.3.4, XIII.6.1) and the 
Aranyaka (Taittiriya, xl'6, X . U .1) period. Vhen Narayana tins 
became a great god and creator of the world, he stepped into the 
position of Prajapati, and, consequently, all the deeds of the latter 
were transferred to him. Now we should also remember that this suit 
of Narayana was appropriated and absorbed into the church of Krana-
 ^  ^4k.- m,M %
Yasudsva (see ow Introduction). Nhrhyana represented the Supreme in 
His quality of universal immanence} and while the identification of 
Krsna with Visnu satisfied the desire of the worshipper for a personal
•  »  »  r  *
supreme, the cosmic Narayana met the need of the philosopher whs 
preferred to meditate on Vaaudeva as the Immanent principle of life. 
Vhen and how this process was completed, we are not Able to say 
anything definitely. Ve find, however, a d e a r  indication of the 
identification of Visudeva with Visnu and Narayana in the Taittiriya 
Aragyaka (X.1.6), which, according to Dr. Keith, dates from the third 
century B.C. (J.R.A.S., 1816, p.840). Thus we can sunniae that the 
full-fledged doctrine of Avathra was a necessary corollary to the
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identification of Krsna-VSsudeva with Visnu. la the BMgavad-
• • . » *
Oita we find Krana in the capacity of a oharioteer of Ar junnj if 
he was at the ame time the highest god, the paradox could only 
he explained by the theory of descent. Certainly Krona was not 
the first Avatara acknowledged by hie church, nor the last, bat
jfcr
the influence of hie personality strongly stimulated 
im incarnation. Originally the number of these descents or 
appearances of the Lord seems to have been regarded ae indefinitei 
but theological speculation tended not only to fix the number of 
incarnations but also to define more dearly their relation to 
the Supreme God. They were usually designated ae praduruhava 
(see Harlvamsa, 1. snapter 48) Mbh., XZX*12986 fll*), but later 
on the name Avatara became current. The doctrine of Avatara is 
thus a great principle pervading and upholding a popular religion*
The belief in the incarnations of Tiara has a popular ae well as• *
a speculative side* The latter is determined by ideas about the 
evolution of the world from the Supreme. The popular side of the
belief in the incarnations of Visnu is, to some extent, founded on0 •
that Qod*s popular oharaotor as destroyer of demons (daityari). 
Visnu vanquishes the fiends to relieve the world, gods and men, 
from their oppression (see S*Br*l*3*S| A.Br., <$.16; Rv., 6.49.3, 
7*100.4, etc*)* The sane functions, ascribed to some minor deity, 
beeones the bond that connects him with Visnu in popular opinion.0 m
This theory of Avataraa has become very popular in India, and is
being applied in many oaaeseven now. When a local aaint has a
'm L jo, A  , ■  ■ -  - .
proper shrine where he is worshipped, and his fane continues to 
increase, a legend is sure to be fabricated which declares him an 
Avatara of sons god or rsi.
After having made these general obeervatiOaw, let us
1 - w
now- proceed to examine the account of the Samhitas. The Samhitas
do not give us a traditional and normal picture of the Vibhavas.
•' ~ . I J«®
They do not bear out the signification attaohed to then in the
Bhagavad-Qiti (IY.5-8). The Samhitas do not deal with their
origin, but only with fens and activity ae objects of meditation
(see Sattvata, chapters IX and XIIj Ahir chapter LVI; Padntl.3.
SI fll., etc.). It is, indeed, for meditation more*than for »
anything else that Visnu Ae believed to have manifested Himself*
8
under different ferns. The Vibhavaa are held to be eternal aspects
of Visnu (Yiavaksena, p.130). Two Samhitas, vial, lhirbud%^a 
' ft '
(VIII.61) and Hsvaksena (pp*130*88), make a distinction between
•> > .& >» > v.d*c"W <-- . ■‘•rsci.v**?* \fcv  >,• ■ *  , v ; * '> ,•’ ■<. <• I- ■ ... - •
    . 1 , - — l- l «  . . I  — .  .  .  | —  I I . . —  I —  I ■  ■  „ » ■  l| I .   H I W W M . . . . . .  I ■ ! ■ ■ ■  ■ !  I I .  —     ■ ■  - -
1 E.G., to guard the good, to punish the wicked, and to
re-establish -true*'religion. ;,.d--
2 Of. the account of the Bhakta-MAla - eaeh incarnation is 
co-existent, co-eternal, but not co-equal (J.R.A.S., 1909,p.623).
S Of. Yatlndramata-Dipika, pp.163 and 154*
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mukhya (primary) and gauna ( secondary) Awathraa* According to the 
latter Sabhita, the primary Avataraa are like a flame springing free 
a flame, i.e., V i m u  Himself with a tranaoendsnt body, while a 
secondary Avatara la a naturally embodied being who 1» pervaded, for 
eeme special mission, by the power of Vianu. She said •emhitA doee 
not confine the AvatSrae to human and animal forms bid: extends them 
to the vegetable kingdom also* She mango tree, in the Pandaka 
forest, la oited ae an instance of the last kind (Tlsvmkseaa, p. 
132). She same Saxjhita (p. 133) also instruct a ua to worship the 
primary AvatSraa for liberation, and to resort to secondary 
Arataraa for some earthly gala. In Padma Tantra (1.3*31 fll«) 
we find that some o f the Avatax&s (e.g., Pi ah, Tortoise sad Boar) 
have sprung from Va.juaeva; some (e.g., Swarf, Mon-lion, HSma and 
Parasur&ma) from Samkarsana; some (e.g. Balarama) from PradWna; 
and the rest (e.g. Krana, Kalkin) from Aniruddha. According to> * I
Lakaml Tantra (2.65) all the Tibhavaa descend frooi Aniruddha, while 
Tlsraksema (p.133) declares that all of them spring from Aniruddha, 
some dlrootly end others indirectly. We do not like to enter into
X, Of. this with the Buddhistio accounts "The Mah&vastu,Suvarna, 
eto., hold that Buddha Is born am an apparitlomal being, his 
body is, therefore, defined as spiritual (manonaya) which 
means produced by the spirit without the aid of the -elements 
of generation* (see K.R.E., Vol.VII,p.188),
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details connected-with the various Vibhavas, but simply mention 
them mainly on the basis of SSttvata (chapters II.HI and XXIIX) - 
and Ahirbudhnya (5*50-69, 56.2-45) Samhitks.
1. Padmankbha: Visnu or NBrAyana from whose navel lotus 
springs in which Brahma was bora (Ahir. 56.3).
3. Dhruvat the rsi and polar star, .celebrated, in bat t vat a 
(II. 105), as the bearer of-the Adh&ra Sakti.
3. Ananta: Balarama, inserted, after Paradurlaa, as the 
eighth of the ten Avathras (Padma, 1*3*53).
4. ^aktyatman: Visnu as i ooha-rupa-dhara (8K.tt^XXl«B)*
5. Uadhusfid^iana: Visnu* s victory over the demon Madhu or 
rather the demons'Madhu and Kaitabha (see Ahir, chapter 
XLI).
6. Vidyadhideva: the four-faeed BrahmX (Ahir,5.51).
7. Kapila: the MLnkhya philosopher (Ahir, 56.51). Ha
is referred to as the teacher of the N&ga Kings (FSd*^ 7 
1.1.35 fll} Visnutilaka,11.170 fll.).
8. YlSvarupa: Bhagavat Krsna or Visnu appearing to
Arjuna (Bhg.G.,XX). -- ■■>■■■ -
S. Vihaagamas Ibmsa (Ahir, 56.36).
10. KrodStman: Visnu as Ya^na-varaha or Tajna-sukara 
(SStW^, XII.45fll.)
11. Bddabavaktra: Aurva (Ahir. 56.17$).
%
la. DhaxmaivVisnu as dharma personified (Ahir,5.51)* -
6 M
15. Vagisvara: Hayagrfva fcBgk (Bhg,R*,II.7.11).
14, Kk&rnava^fylnt Narayana as sleeping with Laksrnl, on the
primeval waters ( Satt*^XII *66} LaksmT, V.21).
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16. KamatlWvara: Kurma (ae« Mbh., XII.340.78-87,99-100)
16. Varahat Boar. c
17* ; Narasimha: Man-licn (Ahir., LVI.39).
18. Hyusahaxana: Vianu as the restorer of immortality 
to tlie gods*
19. snpatl s Visnu as the husband of Laksrnl who three 
herself Into'His arms when she emerged from the 
ocean (Ahir.. LVl.llg).
80. Klntatman: Pradyumna (Satfc^III.86 fll.).
31. Rahujlt: Visnu, conqueror ©# Hhhu.
33. Kalanemighna: Visnu, conqueror of Kalanemi (Ahir., 
LVI.10).
33* Parijdtahara: Krsna wresting from Indra the
celestial tree (‘Ahir., LVI.33). ~
34. Lokanatha: Manu ¥a r m  a vat a who was saved from the
deluge by Brahma as a fish, and aade the secondary
creator of 11tog beings (Ahir., LVI.36-36).
Re may also refer to Purusa of BhAgavata (1*3).
36. SSntAtman: Mind-born son ©f Brahma (Sattu^XII .110)«
0 ’  . . .  ;  •
86. Datt&trsva: the well-known sage, son of Atrl and
AnasSyd (Bhg. Pu., 1*3, II.7)*
37* Nyagrodhaaayin: the bey floating on the Hyagrodha
branch, In whose mouth Mlrkandeya discovered the 
disselwed universe (Mbh., 111*168 fll*)*,- .
28 . Ska^rngatanut Mataya (Ahir., LVI*35)*
39. VSmanadeha: Visnu as the very small one, vis:,
the ®warf incarnation (Ahir., LVI»2D). ■
30. Trivikraaa: Visnu as sarva-vydpin (Ahir. 5.55).
0 •
31. Mara ) They axe Visnu appearing ae
the four sens of Dharua and ■
Ahimaa (Mbh,, III.536.6-10).
They are the four ascetics - 
of Sattvata (XII .139-148), 
clad in deer skin,etc, -
35. ParaAuxSma: the exterminator of the ksatriya race.
56*. RamaDhanurdharaJ Rama, son of Oabaratha.
57. Vedavldr Veda~Vyaaa (Stttvata, XII.154 fll.).
SB. Kalkin: Kalkin (Mbh., XC 1.340.93-100).
59. Patalalayanat Tianu as the Lord of the
cataclysmic fire.''waited upon by Sakant, Ointa
Nidra and Pusti (SSttvata XII.168 fll.).. - 
#  •
(for a succinct explanation and account of the Avatlirast* o^u 
Tibhavas, eee (l) Dr. Grierson* 3 Gleanings from the Bhakta-Mala, 
J.R.A.S.f 1909, pp.623*44; and (3) Bhagavata Purana (1.3, II.7,
The next form of God which we have to deal with is the Abel 
Avatara. A mCTrti, or image, ie merely a representation of 
something or other, made of metal or stone, and nothing more.
But as soon as it ia consecrated (pratiathita) according to the 
PaftcarStra ritee, and, at the proper season, with proper mantras, 
songs, and other oeremonies, it ceases to be a mhrti, and becomes 
a descent of the Supreno for worship, or an ArcS. Avatara
33. Narayana )
35. * Hari - j
54. >•-Krena - I n -**
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(Viavak-sena, pp.122 and 143). « We get the rationale ofimage
I
worship from the FSdma Tantra (111*36.3-7). It may be 
stated:
•Though Hari is the soul of « U  «d4tlag 
He condescends to dwell ia symbols by the pewer of invo cations 
(mantra) and the power of the invoker* Creatures entreat the 
Lord ia this form for what they wish to possess. Hence this 
installation (prati atha) of the Lord is full of meaning. As 
the Burner Tire permeates objects but b u m s  net. but b u m s  and 
becomes practioally useful for other purposes when evoked by 
attrition of tee pieces of wood, so does Vianu, the All-pervader,
A-  *
invisible to worldly men, became visible in the counterpart, to 
the evoker, by the strength of invocation* Hence by all means 
install Visnu, by means of statues, sculptor-made, according to 
rules laid down by Jlstra*.
The fifth form which God takes on is the Antaryami Avatara. Thie
form ia nothing but Anlruddha as the "Inner Ruler" of all souls
. . .  . ■
X Sarva-bhutasya jatasya Harir atma atiito * pi samf 
mantra-viryacca mahStmyCt sthlpakasya guroa tatha j|
tasmlt aarvStmaril Visnum prat i st hapy-abhipu jayet 
^ilpibhlr nimite bimbe ^ stra-dratena vartmana Jj
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(niyanta sarva-dehinam: Vlsvaksena, p.122). The Antaryimln is
the Supreme considered as an All-Pervading Soul, but, as an
Avatara, be is Sod, duelling and guiding the soul of every
animate creature. The Antaryamin plays an Important, part in
Toga practice and appears ae aa instinct (ibid., p.l33)a
Letfus now deal with the first mode or prakara of
Qod. This form la known ae the Para . God assumes this f e n
as the root of innumerable Avataras, and especially for the
enjoyment of the Iliyas- and the luktas (flghageadra 11.15,
ThtmMraimta-BXplka, p.150; Tattvatraya, p*71). • Qod, in His
Para fon, is said to reside in Vaikunta in the company of His
3
consort LaksmT (LakamT Tantra, TCI.9-10; Ahir., TI, 36, IX.51, 
XXXVI.55). This Yaikuntha* or Highest Heaves, should not be
confounded with the temporal heaveae forming the upper spheres 
of the Cosmic Xgg (see Tattvatraya, p.50). It Is called Tripad-
I The Para form of Qod, according to PSdma( 1*3.7-15) and
Visvaksena (p*136)p*is feur*armed and of a dark-blue complexion. 
It has sprung from a still higher, the very first, form of Qod, 
which la two-handed, of the colour of pure crystal. This form, 
again, has originated from th at which has all former and no » 
form (Padma 1.3.7-15).
3 According to Padjaa (1.3.46) and Paramoslvara (1.7), Qod is in 
the company of Sri and Bhu&I, while Tatlnd ranata-DIpika 
favurs the view of the company of many wives (p.150). 4
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Vivhuti in floatradi atinotion to the one-fourth with which
ini ruddha creates the Co amio Kgg or Xgg a ( see Yatlndrnmata-Dlpiki
P.96). She following are the synonyms of Yaikuntha given in the
Yatlnaramata-DTpika (p.96): (l) Tripad-Vibhuti, (2) ParamaTVyoaa,
(3) Parama-Pada, (4) Parama-AkWa, (5) Amrta, (6) Ananda-Loka,
(7) Aprlkgsa-Loka* etc. Sono of these synonyms ooour la Ahir
(71.31 fll.) and Laksmi (VI. 43). Bis Highest Heaven comes into
existanes together with the Yynhas (fa. Ahir., 71*31). Vihagendra
Samhita (11*20) connects each Vyhr^i with a particular heaven in
the following way: Amfoda • the realm of Samkarsana, Pramoda *-•
the realm of Pradyumna, Sammoda a the abode of Aniruddha, and
•  •
Yaikuntha * the real* of Para YAsudeva* At the time of Great « •
Dissolution Yaikuntha is withdrawn (P.Prakhsa, 1.14: Yaikuntha-• M. * *
divihara* hitvi). This ia also the standpoint of Pidna T antra
# lirf' Sirti-'
(1.3.16 fll.). -But according to Tattvatraya (p.50) the Highest
Heaven is not affected by the Dissolution ( see also Yisnutilaka II.* •
11-16). God in His Para form is said to be adorned with nine chief
ornaments and weapons* which symbolically represent the eoanie
principles* viz:, Xaxstubha • the souls, Siiratsa « Prakrti, Gada =
Xahat, San^kha a Sattvic Ahamklra, Sarplga ■ Tamasic Ahamkara,
Asl a knowledge, its sheath m ignorance, Oakra a mind, the arrows - 
the senses, a garland (vana-m&la) » the elements (jfhtindramafea
DIpika, p.96; Yisnutilaka, 3.39-31; also Tlsnu-Purana 1,chapter 
H U ) ,  Para Vdaudeva is sometimes identified with, and sometimes
1*
distinguished from, the Yyfiha TSaudeva, V then distinguished, the 
Vynha Vasudova is said to hare apruhg from the Para Vaaudeva, who, 
again, is sometimes distinguished from, and some times identified 
with, Purusa or Ha.ra.yana. She two are alsarly distinguished in 
Padma Tantra (1.3.13-15) and in P.Prakt^a Saighiti 1.2.3 (Puruaad 
Vasudsvs » bhut, eatrlro hy abhavams tatah). Yisnutilaka (XI.ki«~ 
16), however, modifying tide account, identifies the Para with 
Harayana.
Of the two classes of fclvas existing in Yaikuntha 
(Ahir., IZ.39—30, Padma,1.3.36-40), the acre exalted ones are the
i • ’Y Sk
Mityas. They hare never entered intothe round of transmigration 
(Tattvatraya, p.33), but are saved from the moment of their creation 
and for ever. They hold perpetually certain offices (yatlndxa, p. 
149 fll.). They store up servioe to Nkrayana, like wealth in the 
treasuries of their hearts, -■«- They can incarnate at will in the 
world, just as Visnu Himself (ibid., p.136). Another class of 
resident s of the Highest Heaven are the Mukt&s*. They differ from 
the Mityas in the above three respects, *?• They were turning the 
wheel of existences, and were*’saved by the grace of the lord from 
thS‘weary round of births and rebirths.^ They are not privileged 
to interfere in the affairs of .the world (jfatlndraaata Dipika,pp.
135 fll.). Lastly, unlike the Mityas, they are not the coadjutors 
of the Lord (ibid., pp.135 fll,). They are described as intensely 
radiating spiritual atoms of the aiae of a traaarsw? (Abirj yi.37}
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Yisvaksena,p*13)« I M a  means that they have no prdkrtik body
(kaxma-made), but they can assume. If they like, a non-natural 
body, or even simultaneously several sueh bodies, and freely 
roam about in the world (Tattvatraya, p.34* Tatlndramata DIplka, 
p*136). There exists no social difference of any kind among 
the Muktas, they being as equal, essentially, as for instance 
grains of rice, or a heap of gold coins (Tattvatraya, p.36).
But their mods of life differs by the difference of devotional 
inclinations preserved from their last earthly existence (Ahir*, 
71.33-30).
. , Let us, then, consider another important category
known as Buddha Sattva (spiritual or pure matter)* It exists 
nowhere, except in Pure Creation. It ia not to be regarded as a 
mixture i #  the three Gunas, nor as Sattva alone without the 
admixture of the other twe. • Tattvatraya (11.1-6) understands it 
la the latter sense (see Srinivasa Iyengar* e Outlines of Indian 
Philosophy, p. 18 7). It is styanaprabha of Pure Creation (Ahir 
71.21-32), and is of the nature of knowledge and biles (ibid,71. 
33,34). It is m  necessary hypothesis for the explanation of 
non-natural bodies of Qod, Vityas and Uuktas &nd alee to explain 
the existence of various objects in Yaikuntha, such as sandals, 
flowers, parks, etc. (see Ahir, 6•33 and 34)*
(POUND STAGE OF EVOLUTION)
The creation with which we are now concerned aay 
conveniently be called the Intermediate Creation, i.e., the 
creation which ie different from the pare one, although ’oaaed 
upon (Ahir., VI.37: tanmblaiva) the latter. This is performed 
withan infinitely small portion of divine energy (Ahir.,Ill.23, 
Lakaai, IV.35). Before entering into the sub;}ect it may be 
observed here that ia this stage BhTiti is manifested in pure-
_  A - — e  - - i m  mL % A ,  i t -
impure form} while in the subsequent stage It is manifested ia
i d  ■A. W  • m v m  n V  A  a *  ► ^  ^  ~
gross condition* Under this heading we shall hare to examine
the two Tattvaa, with their respeotlwe developments, that is to
say the KQtastha Purusa (Ahir., VI.38 fll*) and the Maya or
Mulaprakrti (ibid., 4.4). These two principles take their
rise from Pradyumna (Visvaksena, p.133). KQtastha Purusa,
variously called Manus, Eight Manus, etc., ia the Purusa of four
pairs, male and female ancestors of four eastes (Ahir, VI.84,
VIX.Sj LaksmT-Tmatra, VII.11-13; Visvaksena, p .136). These four
pairs are supposed to spring from the month, aims, thighs, and
feet of Pradyumna (Ahir., VX.9 fll.). KQtastha is imagined as
retaining this form while travelling through the various evolutea
of Mays, until he is fully materialised and thus prepared for
further multiplication (Ahir, VI.46). He is prbbAly the same
as the KQtastha Purusa of the Bhaaoeed-GIta (XVI* 16). He is * *
1*1
regarded as the source of all disembodied but karma-bound souls
before the creation and after the dissolution of the non-pure
bare
universe {Lakaai I antra, VI 1.11-11}. It say ba noted/that the 
liberated souls do not return to Kfttastha. He la suddhy-abuddhimaya
I . V
(Ahir, VI. 34 fll), pure in himself but impure on account of carrying 
the vaaana of non-libsrated souls. He ia thus the soul of souls 
massed together like a bee-hiws (ibid, IX.
Maya is the primordial or primitive foam of Prakrtt 
into which the Manus are-destined to gradually descend (Ahir,VI .46). 
It consists of kalamaya rapus (Ahir,VI.15), vist, time and its subtle 
cause, e.g., Nlyati, and gunamaya vapus (Ahir, VI.16), vis:, $attva, 
Rajas and lamas. It ia variously designated as MSyS Sakti, Vidya, 
^akti, etc. (taksml Tantra, IV.63). Maya ia to the material universe 
what the Ku^astha is to the world of souls (of .Maya and kiutaatha 
taken together with what is technically known ae the Wo rid-Soul of 
Plato). —
. - After the production of these- two Tattvae, Pradyumna 
transfers them (Sakti with the Purusa in it) to Anlruddha for further 
development (Ahir, 6. U%). Aftar being developed by the Toga of 
Anlruddha, the material principles emerge in the following order, 
first, directly from Anlruddha, Sakti; from ^akti, Niyati; from 
Niyati, K51a; from the latter, Battm, from the latter, Rajas, and, 
from the latter, lamas (Ahir, VI.43 fll.). Simultaneously and in 
the same order the Manus descend this line of Ttt tvaa, thus
i
isa
appropriating aucces sively tbe Individual faculty which each fattva 
ia capable of bestowing (ibid, VI*46).
1
A word or two regarding Maya , Niyati, and Klvi, 
may act be amias bare* These categories play a eery important part 
ao far as the Non-pure Creation is concerned. They are the conditio 
sine qua non of the material universe (Lakaml Tantra, Til.13,IV.67,
YI.18-19). They play more or leas an analogous r&le in the 
coamologyef the Psn'caratra to that which the Forms of perception 
and conception play In the epistemologyofXant. .rvr : ' “
— Just ae Kant holds that no experience or knowledge
is possible without being conformable to the Forms of perception
.
and conception, so, too, the material-universe cannot be explained 
without the operation of the Principles of obscuration in the 
Fanbazatre system-. Hence the Justness of the remark in Lakaml- 
Tantra that they are the three mothers and creators of the world 
(Iff.67, VI.18-19,TII.13).
Niyati la the subtle regulator of everything (Ahir, 
71.46), vis*, nature, form, and work (both intellectual and praetioal) 
of every being (ibid, VI,48). Dr. Schrader (I.P.A.S., pp.64 fll.) 
believes that it includes the fuactL ons of Yldya, RAga and Ka4i of 
the Trike, in addition to that of Niyati of the latter system* a ..
Thus, it is far rloher in contents than the Yaiaeaika Ola, which is
I Of. Kaye, Niyati and KSla with the six Kaneukas of the Trike 
systms (see J.O. Ohatterji* s Kashmir Shaivalsm, pp.75 fll.) .
only the upholder of positional relations and order on the part 
of discrete things ( see J.C. Chatterji, Hindu Realism, pp.Be fll.).
= KSla is the mysterious power {Ahir, IV.48) which 
pursues everything to be ripened (ibid., VI.51). It is the
maturing form of time (Ahir, VI ,48: fSMlasya paoanam rupam).
Three kinds of time are distinguishable, to witt (1) eternal)
t . %.
(2) relatively eternal, and (5) gross time (Ahlr.LIII.10-11) 
also see P. Praklia, chapter III). The first kind of tine 
exists in the transcendental sphere as an instrument to be 
used by U v a r a  ( see Ahir, LVXH10-12). The second kind of 
time, though relatively eternal, ia created by Anlruddha.
Time of the third denomination ia the product of Uahat in its
Tames aspect (Ahir VII.8-11). It consists of trutis.lavas,etc.
%
It is the second kind ofj&la with which we are concerned here.
It is the subtle force conditioning time (Ahir,VI.49).
-The Guna body consisting of the three Guqae (Ahir, 
VI.51-63), namely, Sattva, Rajas and Tanas, comes under the 
protectorship of Anlruddha in the form of the Trimurti (three 
gods) regarded as the forces underlying the formation of pracuti- 
koda, or more properly called Avyakta (Lakaml Tantra, VI.30-21). 
Lakaml Tantra (IV.53 fll.) saysvthat the Guna a havs besn evolved 
from an Infinitesimal part of the first, second and third Gunas 
of the Lord, the other three being employed for the creation of 
KSla (ibid, V.34-25). The qualities ascribed to the Gunas are 
similar to those of the SSmkhya Gunas, to wits brightness, passion.
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and stupefaction respectively to Sattva, Rajas, and Tamas (Ahir, 
YI .53 fll.: sec also SSmkhya-karika, Colebrooke*s t mnslat ion, 
pp.54 fll.). > When the Gunas have been evolved separately, they 
becone, for the purpose of creation, a uniform maos variously 
called Avyakta, Mdaprakrti, Guna^ -S'Sraya, Avtdye, Akeara, Toni, 
Ayoni, Svabhava, etc. (Ahir, VI.63).
; ;is- THIRD STAGS Of < ETOLOTIQH >
it c  .pees i OHM jrn.m m  w ue e i ^ c n e  pwsw
After the formation of Avyakta there follows an 
evolution similar to that of the classical &mkhrm (Ahir,VI*61).
But certain differences are noticeable, The £Smkhya evolution 
results from the combined activity of the twoprinoiplea, viat, 
Purusa and Prakrti (aee.£amkhya-kSrik& XXI, Colebrooke* a trana-
4
lation, pp.76 fll,), But, the Plnoaratra evolution proceeds from
the oo-operation of the three entities, namely, Prakrti, Purusa and 
3 * •
Kala (Ahir, Til.6 fll.). -Again,-Purueas in the classical SSmkhya
1 Xt should always be borne in mind that the Kanus travel  ^
■ simultaneously through each Tattva after its formation.
2 Xn the classical SSmkhya time is a mere quality of matter 
(SSmkhya-karika X, Colebrooke* s translation.^.39 fll.)
are many (Samkhya-karika XVIII), but hare at this stage only
the one Kutastha or collective Purusa. Lastly, we should always
bear in mind the theiatic character of the PSncaratra system,
which is conspicuous by its absence In the classical Stmkhya,
The first produet of the joint activity of the
three principal agents is what is variously described as Mahat,
Vidya, Avarit, Vadhu, Brahml, Vrddhi, etc* (Ahir, VII .8-9). Mahat
is threefold^ its Tamas element appearing as KS.la, its Sattva
element as Buddhl, and its Rajas element as Fr&na {ibid, ¥11.9-11;
of. LaksnSX XVI.3-4). Mahat is not a mere synonym for Buddhi ae
In the classical Shmkhya, but Buddhl is one of its forms, vie*,its
Sattvie aspect (Ahir., VII.13-14). According to SSmkhya-karlka
XXIX (Oolebrooks*s translation, p .103) the five Prlnaa are a
common function of Buddhi, Ahamkara, and Manas, which three*
together fomantah-karana( inner organ); whereas, according to 
Ahirbudhnya (711.43*45), they come from Mahat only.- Mahat is 
thus the psjwho-physical energy at the building up and the 
preserving of organisms. It is probatbly the Mahad-Brahma of 
the Bhagavad-SXta (XIV.5; see Dr. Barnett in J.R.A.S., IS%f, pp. 
137 fll.). Dr. Schrader-4s quite positive about the correspond­
ence of Mahat with the- re-connection consciousness (vljn&na-
akandha) of the Bauddhaa (I.P.A.S., p*34). The same eminent
\ - 
scholar (ibid,, p.73) further points out that Mahat is almost
identical with the Pr&na of the Chtadogya (IV.S), Prasha (II.4)
and KaujTtaki (IV.20). It ia the sub-or super-conscious principle
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consisting of intelligence, vitality and time (Ahir.VII.9-11; 
of *B rha4*ga»nyaka, IV. 3.56; IV.5*4, IV.4.4). " s *
From Mahat originates AhamkSra, having a Sattvie,
Ra jaalo and Tam&3ic form called respectively Vaikdrika, Taljasa, 
and BhStadi (Ahir,VI1,17 fll*). Manas, the concreting and 
synthesising factor, Is a direct product of VaikSrika (VII.30, 
also 43-46). AhamkSra (or power of self-a rrogat i on) is evidently 
a product of the Bhutadi. From Ahamkara the Manus receive not 
only the above-mentioned faculties (viz:,Manas and Ahamkara), 
hut also ten more Indriyas ( senses), but by an indirect process,
a h a m kIr a#
BhUtadi £ — - Xaljasa  - > Vaikarika
Tanmatraa: Bhutas: Buddhlndriyaat Karandriyas ;
aabda 3> aklaa Vrotra ■ ■■-■.. vie
sparse -— vayu tvao pani
rupa — — > tejas caksus pads
Mtsa -- > apes rasana upaatha
gandha -— ^  prthivf ghTana payu
I
From the Bhutadi, assisted by the Tai jaaa, is
I Rajas Ahamkara is the concomitant cause along with the other 
two kinds of Aha^kSra in producing their respective objects 
(see Tattvatraya, p.44). Laksml Tantra (IV.5 4 speaking on 
Jjon-pure Creation generally,' says that mostly Rajas is engaged 
in it which is, however, flanked b y  Sattva and Tama s.
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produced, ^abda-ljanmatra, which Is the oauae of akaAa. The
Vaikarika, with the co-operation of ^abda-tanmhtra and Tai Jaaa,
produces /rotra. The Vaikarika, with the aid of ^rotra,
produces vie. ^&bda-tueitm  is the oauae of spars'a-’tamatra
which is the cause of vayu. The Vaikarika, with the assistance
of Taijasa and £parda, produces tvac and, with the help of the
latter, produces pSni, and so fart h (see Ahir, VI,21 to 48;
Yisnutilaka 11,06 fll.) •• +
Vh@Ua.n,then, b y  entering successively the 
fire Elements,-are furnished, at eaoh of these steps, with one 
sensory and one motor faculty. They are thus fully equipped 
(see Ahir, VII.45 fll.). Hot immediately, however, after the 
Tattvas have originated, can*l2anu3 ocmmenoe their activity on 
earth, it being necessary that the Ooanic Sgg (Eggs?) and in it 
the god Brahma should come into being; while for the oreation 
of the Egg the Tattvas, from Mahat down to the dross Elements, 
should be massed together under the influence of the foremost 
Purusa (P.Praklsa Sarahita, i.3 end). The Manus (after the 
formati on of the Cosmic Egg), by the command of Anlruddha, begin 
to multiply (Ahir, VII.4e); each of the four pairs generates a 
hundred descendants (male and female) called Maaavas,*and these 
become the anoestors of aparimitah (numberless) Manava^aanavas 
(Ahir, VI1.45; of* MabSeanatkumfira, sixth adhydya). This is 
oalled the Pure Group ( ^ uddha-varga), as distinct from the Mixed
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Group (mi^ra-varga) -consisting of four castea b o m  of Raja* and 
Tamas tVlavaksena, pp. 136-139). In the former group Sattva 
Guna prevails. Tattvatraya (p.75) and Vlsvaksena (136-139) 
derive the Pure Group from Pradyumna and the Mixed Group from A^WuAH*.
^A^Sdrtn&l^nya ( VI. 13, Vil .1^48 )■ ■ bo th t he Ay P® 3 are- -traccnb 1 © to - 
Anlruddha, the Pure One being Introduced into the Cosmic Igg 
dlreotly and the Uixed One indirectly-ft«e* af ter being • 
transferred to Brarsn^L The creation up to the four-faoed 
Brahma, as already hinted at, is called the immediate creation, 
and the creation following it is called mediate ( see Tatlndramata 
DlpikS, p.30; Visvaksena, pp.136-189). Padma Tantra (1.5.19-31,
also 1, adhyaya 3) thus gives an account of the Gross Creation!
The principles thus created could not create 
beings without coalescing into amass. Out of the massing 
together of the Tattvas an «gg was produced from the navel of 
Padmanabha and in the Egg the four-faoed Brahma (created by 
Anlruddha) became the womb of the world. * He (Brahma) makes 
three attempts at creating the world, the third of which is fully 
successful, -by generating (l) the four youths (Sanakt, etc.) who 
refuse to have offspring; (-3) diva who by self-partition creates 
the eleven principal and many minor Rudras; and (3) fee six 
Prajapatie from whoa all the remaining creatures descend. Xhe 
plurality of the Cosmic Eggs is emphasised in several Saahitis, 
such as Tisvaksens (p.66) and Padma Tantra (l,adhy»^10-l3).
I
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They are the play-ball3 of l^vara and arise simultaneously 
like hubbies of water (Tattvatraya, p»47). The Padma Tantra 
(1,adhySvaa 10 to 18) deaor ibes these Brahm&ndas aa consisting 
of fourteen spheres (loka) surrounded by seven enclosures 
(avarana).
P. Prakllsa Samhita, differing from the PSdma Tantra, says that 
Brahm% has sprung from the lotua-bud, which (bud) itself has 
sprung from the navel of Vianu sleeping in the Egg1 s interior, 
namely, in the midst of the water (111.37-36 j of* hakml Tantra
T. 15 fll.) ^aC-Pra^na Samhita (11.21 fll*) states that Brahma,
%
desirous to know his origin, makes a futile attempt at getting, 
through the navel, at the cause of the lotus, then meditates * 
for a thousand years, and finally reoeivee from the Purusa the 
instrument of creation, s*g;the Vedas.
u Before we close this chapter let us make a
general survey of the three important philosophical principles 
dealt with by the Samhitha, via:, Soul, Hatter, and Qod* These 
three categories, tentatively enunciated in the KarayanTya - 
episode,- receive further development from-the Samhitas. The 
three entitles are clearly set forth in Visnutilaka in the words 
(2.34-35): "There is a triad here: Brahman is a rasi (mass) of 
light, Jagat a mass of elements (bhSta), and JIva a  mass of 
knowledge" (of.Ahir,a46.3-4, 33.13 etc).- The relation between 
them may be summed up ihus: Souls and Matter have their being in 
* ,
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Brahman, their support from Him, ar©pervaded by His, and are
reabsorbed in Him (Visnutilaka, 1.33; Ahir,2,33-53j Padma,1.6.
* •
37 fll, 1.6.33 fll.eto.); and the individual soul is entirely 
dependent upon His Anugraha stakti for salvation (Ahir,XIV.
30-35). Individual soul differs from Matter in that.the latter 
ia unconscious and subject to modification (Ahir, 5.9 fll*), while 
the former is oonaoious and in its intrinaie self-hood Buffers 
from no change or modification (aparinamin; Ahir, VII.6).
The size of the JIva is atomic (Ahir, 71.27; 
Tisvakaena, P.13). Its characteristic is the union of knowledge
and blies (Vlsvaksena, p.13). In the LaksmX Tantra (71.36) it 
has been characterised as ft contracted form of Lakaml (pram&ta 
oetanah prokto, mat-samkooah^A ueyate). It Is pure, free, 
undifferentiated consciousness (Lakaml Tantra XIII.33 fll.).
In the sams&ra the naturally unlimited knowledge of the Jlva is 
obscured and contracted by the Nigraha Sakti of the Lord (Ahir,
XIV, 16-19), but at the time of liberation it becomes omniscient 
(Visvaksena, p.13). Since God, at the beginning,, obstructs the
souls by obscuring their AkAra, aiavarya, and v^nana (Ahir XXV, 
13—19), it might give us the impression that souls, when liberated, 
become omnipresent and omnipotent, besides being omniscient* <
Such an impression cannot, however, be consistently maintained 
unless, of course, omnipresence and omnipotence are construed in 
a restricted and relative sense. The JXvae cannot be omnipotent
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in aa much as they, besides being denied the powers of 
creation, preserration and destruction, cannot even incarnate 
at sM.ll in the world - a privilege accorded to the Hit res (see 
Yatlndramata Dipika, pp. 135 and 136). They cannot be 
omnipresent as well* They hare been described as atomic 
in Visvaksena (p»13) andAhirfoudhnya (VI.37). Yatlndramata- 
DTpika (pp.69 and 76) has tried to explain away the difficulty 
by holding that the liberated soul, though atomic like the 
boundone,ia omnipresent in oonaclousness. Dr. Sohrader 
gives Me a different solution of the problem. He thinks - 
that omnipresence meana that whieh is beyond space. . In the 
saasara the Jlva is spatially restricted, as such it is net 
described as omnipresent; but in liberation it becomes free 
from the limitations of space, hence it is said to be omni­
present (I.P.A.Sv, pp.SO and 91). The conception of a soul 
ae ubiquitous suggests the influence of the Hyaya and ValAssika 
systems (for the conception of ubiquity of the soul, see Garbs' s 
Philosophy of Ancient India, p.33) also Radha&ishaan* a Indian 
Philosophy, p.148)• Further investigation into the subject 
will shew hew far the suggestion can be borne out. The 
intrusion into the Flfioarktra of this particular tenet, vis*j 
the omnipresence of the soul, might be attributed to the s 
^aivas. lor, the ^aivas do teach that the souls are naturally
omnipresent, that Is, not hampered by space, though limited,
/
while in bondage, by Niyati ( see Pratyabhi jnihrdaya, $rlnagar
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edition, p.33; also Sarvadariana Samgrdha, Poona edition, 
p.69). .
Besides the Hityas, the souls axe divided into 
four classes* (l) Mukta (liberated); (3) Mukti-Yogya (those ^ 
fit for liberation); (3) Hitya-Baddha (ever-bound); and 
(4) lama-Yogya (those fit for darkness; see P.Prakala Samhlta
1.1.11 fll.).
fhe svumumbonus (hitan atyaataa) of men is the 
absolute discontinuance of the(succession of sorrows, and the 
eternal happiness implied in it, which is tantamount to the 
attainment of one* a real nature, that is the nature of Qod 
(bhagavanaayata, see Ahir, XIII.9-11). fhe reason and object 
of this samsSra is shrouded in mystery. It. ia the play of Qod 
(P. PrakXia, 1.1.4; Ahir, 36.10,30.3-4), though Qod as the perfeet 
one oan have no desire for playing. But how the play begins and 
how it ends, that,- Indeed, may be said. At tbs beginning Qod 
obstructs the soul by obscuring its form (hkara), power (aievarya^ 
and knowledge (vi Jt^na), the result being the three taints (mala) 
of the seul, to wit atomicity (ajintva^, (3) impotsncs (kiScit- 
karata), and (3) ignorance (ajnatvafc see Ahir, XIV. 16-30). It is 
owing to the taints and also to the passions-arising from the 
centact with Hatter, that the seul finally treads the path of 
aetion and so produces vXsanas leading to new births; and it is 
the Karmen so pxoduoed which (like the seed producing a tree,
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and the tree producing seeds) ultimately aeoeeeitatee a new 
creation and so establishes the Creative, Preservative, and -■ 
Destructive ^aktis of the Lord {Ahir, XXXVI11.10 -16)« This
Is called the transmission of ebseuration ("ti rodhana-parempara) 
of the Higraha Sakti (Ahir,XX?•95)* This ilrodhana-parampar* 
oomea about with the assistance of the two*parts of the Bhuti 
called Time and MSya (ibid, XIV* 36). It has no beginning, but 
it. may have am end, so far a3 the Individual is concerned, by 
the breaking in of the power of divine grace (anugrahas'akti-pata), 
resembling a ahover ©f compassion coming down upon him who has 
been beheld by Qod (Ahir, XXV,30-35). It i* impossible to
determine when and how the setolime mercy of Vi ami breaks la, >
But no sooner has it happened than both the Karmens (good and bad) 
become silent. • The breaking in of grace causes the soul to 
discern its (liberation) and to strive after it by means of
the recognised -systems (Ahir, XIV. 30-37),
A word or two regarding sense of the exoteric 
doetrlnes of PaSbamtra religion neea not be ami se here, although 
it is the aim of the th eel a not to deal with the outward or 
objective aide of the PSifcaratra, but only to expose the 
philosophy of the said sy at em*$|-«|^
■ The atirak dlksa, or what may be called the Masonic
initiation, plays a very important part among the PhHcaratrina. 
Every twice-born l&ianava is expected to select a guru and receive
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initiation from M b  (Ahir, XX.8). Isvara SamhitA (7III.179) 
extend8 the rite of dXksK to all castas. The abose Sainhita
S  »
(XXI,40-41)- has elaborately dealt with the subject. "There 
is no distinction of gotra; all the four (i.e. Brfiaaaana,
Kaatrlya, Taisya, SOdra) are equal. Thereie no high and lev 
(distinctions) of oaste ( Jati). They are aeditators of the 
twelve-syllabled Bhagavad-Vasudeva formula, unoonoerned ia 
other fruits than that of sure emancipation (mokaa); and te 
them no saoramental impurities consequent on births and deaths 
attach".
Initiation consists of (1) tapa, (3) pundra 
('jaiat«Ba»ka on the forehead), (3) nsma, (4) mantra, and
(6) yaga (divine worship). He who reoeives these is sailed 
the great Bhhgavata (Visnutilaka IT.lS9~90i also read 
BhSradva ja Saahitr, Bari Li, sta, oh .II.).
■ •••*--- ■ Five-time ob servanoe a (panea-khla) a re enjoined
f
on the pious BhSgavatas. Padma Tantra devotes a whole chapter 
(IT) .to  this. Briefly they are: (l) abhigamana (3) upadana 
(3) ijya (divine worship), (4) svadhyaya (study of sacred works),
Z /fcra-9va varnidram-loaxa-sad^^ikrti-oestlthn \
-TAfibnitin cakra-TJa&khlbhytm bhujayor dakainaditah I)
3 sarve saminas eatvaro gotra-pravara-varjltah
(Also read BH&radvSja 3amhita,1.14-16i Visnutilaka IV. 
189-90).
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and (6) ySga or yoga (aoe Padma IV. 13). The day, no— nclng 
at abou t a.m. and closing at about 10 p*ia«, la to ba - 
appropriated, in five different divisions, for eaoh of the 
five holy note enumerated above (see PSdma XV.13,4).
After noticing one or two salient features of 
the pzaotioal aide of the PiJfcarAtra system, let no resume eur 
thread of connection disturbed by a sometmt necessary digression.
fhe last and the moat important oonoept that 
remains to be analysed i s that of Sod. The gup o n e  Deity ham 
two natures, via*,transcendent and immanent (Padma 1.VI.41-43). 
However, the transoandant aspeot of Vlsnu remains so completely 
is the background in the Pancaratra that we are practically only 
concerned with the one force (Lakaml) which, as Bhuti, appears 
as the universe, and, as Kriyfc, vitaliaee and governs it. The 
mutual relation of the two (Vi 3nu and LSk^sti), as already 
explained, is one of inseparable connection or inherence like that 
of snbstaaoe and attribute, moon and moonshine, sun amd imwehiae, 
ahem and ahamta (see Lakfd 3.16 fll# Ahir, XXX*31 fll*)* But 
despite this frequent assurance as to the-real identity of LakaaX 
and R e m ,  the two are actually regarded ae distinct (see Ahir,<* a
XT. 78.), "Still, the duall sm", as has been well observed by 
* Dr. Schrader, "is a makeshift for preserving the tranaeendeat
character of Tisnat Lakes! alone nets, but everything she dees• # •
is the mere expression of the Lord's wishes" (I.P.A.8., p.30).
Qod is the Self or atma of all beings (Laksml, 11.13). All
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things are in Him, are evolved out of Him, and are reabsorbed ia 
Him. He pervades everything (Visnutilaka, 1.331 Ahir,II.23 fll.I 
PSdma l«6.2S;eto«). Brahman is characterised by bliss? He is 
without beginning, changeless, always undifferentiated, self- 
knowing, faultless, superlatively subtle, self-determined, the 
ruler, self-luminous, spotless, Infinite, indestructible, tranquil, 
Invisible, capable of evolving the world, omnipresent, supreme, 
devoid of past and future, the Lord called VKeudeva, the source 
of all beings, livara, the supreme ftaxusa, eternal, without waves, 
without disturbance, boundless, beyond the Gunas (£attva,Rajas 
and Tamae), with Gunas (non-natural Gunas), the grantor of all 
desires (PSctoa Tantra, 1.7.39-34; also see Laksml XXV.1-10; Ahir,
IX.33-53). Vlth reference to the material universe God, In 
addition to the three well-known powers of creation, preservation, 
and destruction, is armed with two more, namely, Asugraha and 
Higraha (Ahir, XIV.14 fll.; Padma 1.3.9 fll.). Cycles of existence 
come shout through the Instrumentality of Nlgxaha ^aktt (ibid., XIV. 
15 fll.); and liberation is conceivable only through the breaking 
in of divine grace (ibid., XIV.30-35).
The relation between the Jlva and God is, in seme 
Saqhltls, described in Advaitic language. The influence from that 
quarter is quite possible. But it is quite fair to concur with Dr.
Schrader when he asserts that the general trend of the PSffoaratra 
is non-Advaitio, and that the main characteristic of Advaitism, 
vis:, illusion!am (maya-vada), is altogether absent in the 
Saujfhit&s (X.P.A.S., pp.81-93). dome of the Samhit&s, here and 
there, breed pure Advaitism, namely, the Identity of an individual 
« soul with the S^reme. Vith a few exceptions, the said 
borrowing may be treated as formal* Moreover, the Samhitas 
which appear to teach Advaitism do not cling to it right up to 
the end* Over and over again, they break out into theism, thus 
betraying their theistie predilection* Ve may refer to a few 
passages of the Samhitas which seemingly preach Advaitism, with 
a view to support our contention*
In PSdma Tantra (1.4*14 fll.) Brahma puts the
i -
question: "What is the difference, 0 Lord?, between thee and the 
liberated soul?* The Lord replies: "They become X; there is 
no difference whatever". This seems to be plain Advaita, but 
the answer goes on: "As X live (vihatfSmiKjust so live the
liberated souls", which immediately brings back the idea of 
plurality* Visnutilaka apparently teaches Advaitism in many 
passages, such as 1*53, 1.114,11.30,eto. But as we proceed we 
find that theism overtakes Advaitism and maintains its ground 
firmly. We shall quote a passage from the said Sankifa just to 
illustrate how theiam has been unmasked in its pristine simplicity, 
despite the etrenaous effort made to enclose it in a Brahmaist
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shells * Just as, by means of the gates of various kinds,
people go forth from a town, even sc the souls go forth from 
Brahman - this is^ealled Creation; and, as through these gates,
the inhabitants of that town enter it again, Juet so the souls 
go back to that Brahman *• this is called ffithdrawal* (Tisgutilato, 
II*.S5 fll*)* This it theism pure and: simple, without any tingft 
of Advaiti-m* ■ Thus we can say that theism, though for a time 
lost in the cobweb of Advaitism, is finally restored to its 
purity*
The following seemingly Advedtic p&aeages may profitably 
be consultedj Padma Tantra 1.6.34,43-44, 61-53, Vienutilaka,
11.100,11.64,11.30,1.114,etc.
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C H A P T E R  7
FAHCARATRA AND THE UPAKI9AD8
In the Introduction we have oh served that the
Pancaratra, during t he second stage of its career, came into
contact with Brahnaism of the Midland (NarayanTya and the
Bhlgavatas, p.7). Te have alec noticed that the life and death
struggle between the Brahmans and the Buddhists was the immediate
cause of this fusion (Garbe's Bhagavad-GXth, p.55). In their
warfare against the Buddhists the BrShmanas won over the
Bhagavatas as their allies. This alliance was mutually
beneficial* One dominant characteristic of Brahmaiam is that
it has always exercised a sort of magnetic influence upon all
the neighbouring religions} naturally and necessarily would it
therefore exercise a far greater influence upon a religion that
had chance to come under its sway. Once this brought in touch
with Brahmaiam of the Midland, P a near at ra became a cult of
Brahmaised anti-Brahmaists (Mrayanlya and the Bhagavatas, p»7).
Thus, on the one side, Brahmaism asserted its usual supremacy
I
over PaScaratra, and, on the other, the PhJibaratrae found a
I It is difficult to say whether the PaHcaratra system was 
in close relations with a branch of Upanisadic thought 
from the beginning.
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life) a opportunity, a* it war*, to recover their lost ground*
sinoe the alliance enabled them to borrow some doctrines from
the Upaniaads, thus placing them in a position to claim orthodoxy
I
for their religion* so long put under the ban of heterodoxy
(see Radhakrishnan* s Indian Philosophy, p.48 9). Despite this
plagiarism, it must be said to the credit of the PaKearatras that
they maintained the essentially theistio character of their
religion. In the Introduction we hare also noticed that the
religion* during the final phase of its evolution, was more and
more suffused with pantheistic tenets, and transformed itself
into Yisnuias. Vs shall now consider the sources from which 
• •
the PSftcaratras are likely to haws derived their doctrines, 
during those two stages in their oareer. Ye sheaLL remember 
that the Midland at this period (i.e. the period when the alliance 
was effected between the Bnhmanas and the Bhagavatas) was passing 
through a great fermentation, both intellectual and religious. 
Sacerdotalism of the BrShmanas gave place to the meditation of 
the seers of the Upanisade. The Upanisads mark an advance upon
I The assertion i3 subject to modification as we do not know 
anything definitely about the incipient stage of Phnoaratra. 
This view may be accepted if we place absolute reliance upon 
fjfahkara's comment (see Brahma-$htra II.2.43-45). Be it 
noted, however, that Sankara's criticism of the FaKcaratra 
cannot be regarded_as final (for defence of the PSncaratra, 
see VamuIiBlC&rya, s hgamapramanya, pp.50-71).
\
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til* Samhita mythology, BrBhmana hair-splitting and even 
Aranyaba theology, though all these stages are to he met with 
hers. Broadly speaking, we can say thatthia period (oiroa 
300 B.C.j see Indian Antiquary, 1908, p.287) synohronisee with 
the rise of some of the post-Buddhistio Upanisads, which easily 
lend thsmselyes to theistio interpretation. fa cannot say with 
any definiteness whether the FS&caratras oonfined themselves 
wholly to the contemporary Upanisads, in the matter of borrowing. 
Bather it appears more probable that they borrowed not only from 
the contemporary, but also from the pre-existing, Upanisads 
seconding to their suitability. Thus, practically speaking, 
the Upanisads are the sources from- which they drew most of their 
doctrines* Before we consider this part of our thesis let us 
make some observations regarding the Upanisads.
The Upanisads are not Its systematic treatises of 
a single hand, but are rather oollations or compilations of 
floating monologues, dialogues or anecdotes. Unlike the 
sophlatioism of Ancient Greece, they are essentially the out- 
pourings or poetlo deliverances of philosophically tempered 
minds in the face of the facts of life. It is clear that the 
Upanisads had no set theory of philosophy or dogmatic scheme of 
theology to propound,. They teach a of doctrines and
are to bs regarded as guesses at truth. • It w A M  not oe far 
frou truth to say that all the later religio-philosophie...systems
of the country are rooted in the Upanisads (see Bloomfield1 s 
Religion of the Veda, p.51). Thanks to the obscurity as well 
as the richness, the mystic hase as well as the suggest! ve 
quality of the Upanisads, the interpreters have been able to 
use them in the interests of their religion and philosophy*
All the later philosophers and theologians display an almost 
pathetic anxiety to accommodate their doctrines to the views 
of the Upanisads, even If they cannot father them all on them. 
Tor a proper understanding of the Upanisads we must go back to 
the last Book of the Rg-Yeda which contains certain hymns, such 
as X»90,X.1S9,etc., that try to solve the problem of existsnoe 
in a more or less philosophic way. The advance of the Upanisads 
on the Yedas consists in an increased emphasis upon the monistic 
suggestions of the Yedic hymns, a shifting of the centre from 
the outer to the inner world, a protest against the externallsm 
of Yedic praotloes and an indifference to the sacredness of the 
fbda. In effecting their objects the thinkers did not break 
away with the past by a process of revolution, as it were. 
•Conserve and reform" was the motto of tfes seers of the 
Upanisads. They moralise, reinterpret and allegorise the 
Brahmanlo sacrifices. In seme passages of the BtfaadiiswyOt 
Upanisad (1.1.3) we are asked to meditate on the horse-sacrifice.
IBS
By giving detailed descriptions of the kind of plank, the 
nature of the wood,eto., the thinkers of the Upanisads shew 
that they are not indifferent to sacrificial religion* While 
adhering to the feme, they- try to refine then* They aay that 
all saoriflees are for the sake of realising the self of man*
Life itself is a sacrifice. The true saorifioe is non (see 
OhSndogya, 111*16). Sometimes we are told that sacrifices axe 
neoeeeary as preparations for the higher path. They are fox 
the unenlightened, though they alone will not do* Ceremonial!a 
is contrasted with spiritual worship (Ohandogya, 1*1*10, 1.13*
4-5,etc.). Thus the rigid ritual of the Brahmanas was held in
check in the Upanisads.
The number of the Upanisads, as given in the
Muktika, is 108* The total number of Upanisads, says Barth,
amounts to 350 (R.I., p.66). Veber reckons their number at 
335 {History of Indian Literature, p.lffi)- nit^HiTto^ ^ o f -T 
3anokrit Literature,— pp»306). Professor Maedonell/divides ^
the Upanisads ohronologioally, on Internal svldenoe, into four 
classes. The oldest grftip consists, in chronological order, of 
the BrhadS^yaka, Ohandogya, Taittirlya, Aitareya, and Kausltaki. 
They are written in prose of an archaic style. The Kena 
Upanlsad forms a transition between the first and the second class, 
being written partly in prose andpartly in verse* The second 
group comprises Katha, ti&,v^eta^vatara, Mundaka and MahAnarayana,
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The composition of these treatises is almost entirely metrical* 
The third class consists of the PraSna,MaitrSyunlya, and 
USndukya. These Upanisads revert to the use of prose, but the 
prose is of a type distinct from that of the earlier Upanisads 
and approximates to the style of the olasalcalSanskrit. The 
fourth group consists of some of the later Atharvan Upanisads, 
suoh as Garb ha, Pinda, etc. They are composed mostly in pxese 
with an intermixture of verse (see Oeussen1s Philosophy of the 
Upanisads, authorised English translation b y  A.S. Geden, pp. 
25-36; also E.R.I., Vol.HI,pp.542 fll.). The earliest 
Upanisads are non-sectarian in character and are remarkable for 
their speculation. In the later Upanisads there is more of 
religious worship and devotion (see E.R.S., Vol. H I ,  p.643). 
Professor Max MUller believes that the Uaitriyanl belongs to 
the earliest group (S.B.Z., Vol. XV, Introduction, p.L). It Is 
held by the same scholar that the ancient Upanisads (i.e., those 
which oooupy a place in the Saqhltas, Br&hmanas and Aranyakas) 
must be older them 600 B.C., i.e. anterior to the rise of « 
Buddhism (33.X. Vol. I, Introduction, P.LXVII). The principal 
Upanisads to which ^aAkara appeals in his great commentary on 
the Vediata Sutra are the followings (l) Brhadaranyaka, (3) 
OhSndogya, (5) Aitareya, (4) Kausltakl, (5) Isa, (3) Katha,
(7) Mundaka, (8) Taittiriya, (9) SvetSsvatara, (10) Praana, and 
(11) Kena. The above eleven are regarded by Max Muller as the
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classical Upanisads (&»B.E., Vol. XV, Introduction, p.IX).
We shall reiterat e what we have already stated, 
namely, we should look upon the Upanisads not as a systematic 
treatise but as a repository of diverse currente of thought - 
the melting pot in which all later philosophical ideas were 
still in a state of fusion* Under the circumstances the 
proper and feasible course open to us is not to rely upon 
the absolute claims of the exponents of the Upanisads, suoh 
as SaAkara, Ramanuja, etc., but to determine their meaning 
independent ly.
, She central idea-running through «the early 
Upani|ads is the equation of liman, the Inmost essence in man, 
with Brahman, the ultimate essence of the universe (Br#, IV,
4*5,id,2 5 , 1 tit.j V,3j Mundaka, 11.2,5jBVe.,l.X6i Seit.,
1.5,etc.). She Upanisads are emphatic in their declaration
V ' ' ‘ • ' ' V;-’ . 1 ' ■  .
I In the pre-Upanisadic Vedic literature the word Itman 
was used to denote, on the one hand, the ultimate essence 
of the universe, and, on the other, the vital breath in man. 
hater on in the Upanisads Brahman is generally used in the - 
former sense, while tile word 'Itman i« reserved to denote 
the inmost essence in man (see Garbe*a Philosophy of Ancient 
India, p.9; Bloomfield's Religion of the Veda, pp.371-74} 
American Journal of Philology, XVI, p.A31; also Macdonell's 
History of Sanskrit Literature, pp.318 fll.).
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that the two are one and the sane. There la Itman not in man 
alone but In all objects of the universe, the aun, the moon, 
the world; and Brahman is this Itman (Br., V.5.3; Uundaka II*
1*10; ChVndogya, III.15.7; Salt* 11*8, III.10,etc.). But what 
la the nature of the reality, be it Brahman or Atman? Zt is 
indefinable. Here negative statements are all that can be 
asserted of the central reality,which enhypotheai is incapable
* ' ’ * . r ’ J  • > 7 - v.  ^ ‘]:Y.
of qualification, determination and diversity implied in 
descriptive attribution. Although no logical demonstration of 
the ultimate reality is possible, yet intellectual necessity 
requires us to give some descriptions of it, however fragmentary 
or partial they may be. This Is what is attempted in the 
Upanisads. Several visible objects of nature and payohologioal
* ' v  * ' ’ \ H j ?  • ’Y'k« *i
principles were tried, but none could render satisfaction to the 
ideal thus raised. YAjhavalhya said: "He, the Atman, is not 
this, nor this (neti neti), is inconceivable, for he cannot be
• ’ !»x>~■; ’ t\,’ !■ » " r ’i : \ ' ■ y  •' ..'I’’ • > :‘t\'•* 4 % " .* * ' * ' *• . n ■ * f ^ .
conceived, unchangeable, for he is not changed, untouched, for 
nothing touches him; unfettered, he is not pained nor suffers 
harm" (Br., 1V.5.15; for negative definitions, see Sj. 111.7.3,
III.9.361 Katha 111.15; Br., IV.3.4, IV.4.3a). - The attempt to 
define the ultimate reality is doomed to disappointment on aocount 
of the Inherent incapacity of intellect to grasp the whole. 
Intellect, with its symbols and shibboleths, creeds and conventions, 
is not by itself adequate to the grasp of the real (see Tait., XX.4}
15?
Kttba, II.3; Mun4aka II.If Katha, 1.3,10,etc.). The Mindukya 
Upaniaad (3-7) gives us aa analysis of consciousness, which 
also loads to the same negative definition. Intellect worts 
with the categories of tine, apace and cause; but the real is 
beyond these, although it is basis or ground of finite actualities 
(Mundaka, 1.1; Chandogya,III.13.7) • Our intellectual categories 
can give us description of the empirical universe under the forms 
of tine, space and oause. But the self-existent Brahman is 
independent of time, space and cause. Though including space, 
he is not spatial, though including time, he is not temporal, 
though containing a causally-bound system of nature, he cannot 
be reduced to causal relations (Katha 11.14; Br.IV.4.15,17.4.16, 
17,111*8 *7,IV,2.4; ChSndogya III.14.3, etc.). Therefore 
intellect must confess itself to be bankrupt when ultimate questions 
arise. in ultimate reality can never be made into an objective 
representation (Br., 11.4*15, 111.4*3, III.7.33, III.8.U, etc.), - 
a fact which has been clearly illustrated by Kant. "That I must 
presuppose in order to know an object*, says Kant, "I cannot know 
as an objeot*. It is the explanation of all else, though it 
itself remains unexplained. If we carefully go through the 
conversation between Indra and Pra japatt in Ohandogya Upaniead 
(VIII*7-13), we find that Prajapati was trying to emphasise the 
identity of the self which is unaffected by changes of experience.
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Ho was anxious to point out that, while the self was not 
exclusive of conscious states, it was not the oonsoious states - 
a fact which has been well shown by Dr. UoTaggart. "What 
does it (self) include? Everything of which it is oonsdous.
What does it exclude? Bqually-everything of which it is 
conscious*. (Studies in Hegelian Cosmology, Second edition, 
p.35). Ve are obliged to accept the reality of a universal
consciousness which ever accompanies the oontents of consciousness 
and persists even when there are no oontents (see Br. IV.3.6,
IV.4.3,etc.)• Although i t ; cannot be subjected to empirioal 
investigation, yet its reality cannot be denied. Taittirfya 
(H.l) says Brahman is existence, consciousness and infinity.
He is aelf-caused (l4a Till: svayambhu). Brhadaranyaka (V.l) 
characterises Brahaan as a positive reality: "Full is that, full 
is this”. Thus it is quite clear that Brahaan is not a negative 
indeterminate principle, although logically indemonstrable.
-According to the Upanisads there is a higher power 
which enables us to grasp this oentral spiritual reality. By 
knowledge one becomes Brahman (Br., IV.4.35; Mundaka, III. 3. S', 
Kausltaki,i.4; Prarfna, IV.10; ^ve, 1.7). But this knowledge is 
not to be understood in the sense of intellectual acumen or 
dialectical subtpity; it is the Intuition of the mystics (Br.,IV, 
3.53). It is inarticulate (cf. Inge: Plotinus, Vol.II.,p.l40).
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fe cannot give any formal exposition of this intuition (see 
Br«, IIZ .9.26,XV*4.23, IV.5.15} Katha,III *15; Prasna, 17,101 
ChSndogya, Til*34.1,etc*). It is only when thought becomes 
perfected in intuition that we catch the vision of the real 
(see Br., III.6.1, IV.4.31). Te have to pass beyond thought, 
beyond the clash of oppositions, beyond antinomies that confront 
us when we work with categories of abstract thinking, if we are 
to reach tbs real where man' a existence and divine being coincide. 
By intuitive realisation the unheard becomes heard (Br.,II.4,5) 
Ghandohya, VI.13). The problems raised by intellect solve 
themselves the moment we transcend reasoning and start to live 
the religious life (Mundaka,III.1*6). Thus intuition is a 
magic talisman or soul«.sense which transfigures the existence of 
men into a new reality (Br«, IV.5.33; Kau$Itaki,III.l,etc.).
Some passages of the Upanisads (e.g., Katha II.
33) Mundaka,III.3*3; Sveta^vatara,!.6) also foreshadow the* #
doctrine of grace (prasada) which enables us to catch the vision 
of the real.
V  After having discussed the philosophy.of the
Upanisads in a nutshell, let us proceed to find out the doctrines 
of the Paftcar&tra in the passages of the Upanisads. If we hare 
been able to dlsoover in them what we seek, we may congratulate 
ourselves on our achievement, and, like every<school of 
dogmatics, shall assert the orthodoxy of our tenets.
bet us sum up the essential dogmas of the
F&ncaratra and see how far we can trace them to the sayings
of the Upanisads:
1. Transcendent and immanent character of
the Deity (F&dma, I.VI.41-43; Ahir, 11.36 fU.l
Lakaml, XIII.18 «U., etc.).
3. God - endowed with non-natural Gunas (i.e.,
jfiana, ailvarya, sakti,etc.), but free from
prSkrtik Gunas (Padma, I.V.33-34; Laksml, II.
8-9; Mbh., XII.347.18,348.13,etc.).
3* Various powers ascribed to Him, such as Creation,
Preservation, Destruction, Anugraha and Higraha
(Ahir., XIV. 14 fll;Padma, 1.2.9 fll.; Laksml
XIII.21 fll.).
4* God - the efficient and the material cause
of the universe (Ubh., XII.13537; Ahir.,XXX.
3-4; Visnutilaka,1.23 fll#).# *
5. God - All-pervading (Pldna, 1.6.23,24-29; Viaraifctd*-,, 
1,25 fll., II.5-7; Mbh., XI1.13746-47). *
6. Brahman - the Ruler and Overlord of all things 
(Laksml II.2-10, 11.13 fll; Padma, 1.5.30-34;
Ahir,II. 45-53).
7. He - the Inner Controller and witness of all 
(Mbh., XII.563,3-4; Ahir 11.45-53, - U X . 34-36)
Laksml, 11.13 fll.).
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8. Various Forms attributed to Him, such as Para,
VySha, Vibhava, Antarylmin and Area (Ahir.,XI.
63 ill.; Yifvaksena, p. 133; Mbh., Ill .1352B, H I .
340.36—40,73-87,99-100)*
9* Emanation of all things from Him (Padma,1.3.
8 fll., 1.Y.33; Laksml, 11.13).
10. The Ultimate Source (e.g. Brahman) - inexhaustible 
$Pldma, X .3.7-13, I.?.39-34,1.2.31).
11. Recognition of the existence of the Three 
Categories* via:, Soul, Hatter, and God (Visnutilaka
11.34; of. Ahir,
13. Individual soul - a part of the Deity (Laksml VI.36)
13. It la atomic (Visvakaena, p.13*Visnutilaka,II.
3B, Ahir, VI.37).
14. It is eternal, imperishable (Visnutilaka, 11.33, 
39-31, 1.107).
15* Release consist a in union with the Lord (P&dma 1.
4*15 fll., 1.6.34, 1.6.51-53; Ahir XIII.11,etc.).
16. Release - possible only through the grace or 
Anugraha Sakti of Ood (Mbh., XII.13631,1379B*
Ahir, XIV. 35-35).
17. Embodied or mundane state of the JIva - due to 
the Higraha dakti of Ood (Ahir., HV.35-35).
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18. Theory—of creation (Mbh.,HI. 13964; Laksml
11.19 fll.; Ahir, m V I X I . 1 0  fll.).
UcL
19. Creation - the sport (t±ta) of God (P.Prakasa 
•amhita, 1.1.4; Ahir, XXX.13-13; Mtii ., XII. 
13603^13763).
30. Distinction between Pure and Non-pure
creation (Ahir., XXXVIII.10 fll., LiX. 34-56),. 
21. Derivation of the Grose Creation from a
Coamic Sgg (Ahir., XXX.6-11; P&dma,I.5.15-31; 
cf.j.aksml 7.74; Visvakaena p.64),
33. Distinction between empirical and non-empirioal 
time (Ahir., LXII.10-11).
After ha-ving indicated the cardinal dootrines of 
the Paffcaratra, let ue now quote parallel passages from the 
Upanisads to explain how far the latter oan be viewed as 
supplying a basis for the philosophy of the P&ncar&tra systemt
1. "The Paramatma has two natures, Prakrti and
Vikrti. Prakrti is the synthesis of Sattva
and other Gunas; Vikrti is Puxusa, called * . •
Paramatma* (Padma, 1.6.41-45; also see the 
Mbh., XII.339.3-4).
"Brahman resides in all the Tattvaa and is
the Soul of them; He is also above all the 
Tattvas* (Ahir., II.36 111*).
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•As the one fire has entered the world 
And becomes corresponding in form to every 
Katha V .9• form,
So the one Inner Soul (Itman) of all things 
1 3 corresponding in form to every form, and
yet is outside**
"As the one wind has entered the world 
And becomes corresponding in form to every 
Katha 7.10. form,
So the one Inner Soul of all things 
Is corresponding in form to every form, and
yet outside".
_ "It moves. It moves not
1st 5. It is far, and It is near.
It is within all this*
And it is outside of all this". (of.Bhg.Q.
13.16a.b*d«).
3. "Brahman is devoid of past and fu tu r e  .
   the source of all beings .......
boundless, beyond the Gunas, with Gunas, the 
giver of all desires" (Padma, 1.7.33-34).
"He is called Mah&vibhuti,  ..........the
Supreme Abode of six qualities similar to the 
ooean of immortality (amrta), waveless, shining" 
(Laksml II.8-9).
In the citation of passages from the Thirteen Principal 
Upanisads we have used Dr. Hume*s translation of the same.
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■The one God, hidden in all things
S ''
• • t «*«««• t t «««•«* t «« t »» t i»
^vst&svatara ) The witness, the sole thinker, devoid of
i ' qualities (nixguna),
71. 11 and 17)... ...... ............................
He who is the maker of all, the all-knower,
self-soureed,
Intelligent, the author of time, possessor of
qualities, omnisoient,
Is the ruler of Primary Hatter (pradhana) and
of the spirit (kaetra-jna), the Lord of
qualities (guna),
The cause of transmigration (saneara) and of 
liberation (moksa), of continuance and of 
. bondage".
‘ ■ v i •»;",* •  ^ • ‘ ti ’ • • • • .
3. "The Till of God, though of innumerable forms, 
manifests in five principal ways, to wit, the 
^aktis called Creation, Preservation and 
Destruction of the universe, and Nigraha 
(obstruction or obscuration) and Anugraha 
(furtherance or favouring) of the soul* (Ahir, 
XIV.14 fll.; also see PSdma, 1.2.9 fll; Laksml 
XIII.21 fll.).
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»he (Bkrgu) understood that Brahma
la bliss (ananda). Bor truly, indeed, beings 
here are bora from bliss, when bora they lire 
by bliss, on decwaai “ ' ‘lias*.
■This one, truly, indeed, eauses him whom he - 
wishes to lead up from these worlds, to perform 
good action. This one, also, Indeed, causes him 
whom he wishes to lead downward, to perform bad
■Before creation the Lord, haring nothing to play 
with (lllopakarana), could find no satisfaction
(na ratim ladohe)* He, consequently, made Himself
<*
manifold (atmainam bahu akalpayatj see Ahir,XIX.
3-4 ) •
■On the contrary, my dear, in the beginning this 
world was just Being, one only, without a second.
It bethought itself: ‘Would that I were many!
Let me procreate myselfI*   . .*
■As a spider emits and draws in (its thread),
As herbs arise on the earth,
As the hairs of the head and body, from a living
person,
So from the Imperishable arises everything here*.
action*. (Kausttaki XII.8).
(Ohandogya VI.2,3-5; of. 
Maitrl II.6).
(Mundaka,1.1.7, see also Visnu
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5* "The wise say: Bhagavat is the Highest Soul
(paramStman) and pervades the Jagat ( jagawmaya), 
as butter in cream, as oil in eeaame seeds, and 
as sweetness in guda" (Padma 1.6.37; also see 
1.VI.34-39).
■Just as fire is one, but glares everything; jusrt 
as the sun is one, but is the universal source of 
heat; just as air is one, but blows everywhere; 
just as the ooean is one, but is the souroe of all 
waters ; .so the Purusa is one, void of constituents, 
having for Bis fora the univerae”(Mbh.,XII .13746-47)-
•Aa oil in sesame seeds, as butter in cream,
As water in river-beds, and as fire in the 
friction-atioks.
The Soul (Atman), which pervades all things 
As butter is contained in the cream,
This is Brahma, the highest mystlo teaching*
(gveta£vatara 1.15,16).
•He entered in here, even to the fingernaii-tips, 
as a razor would be hidden in a razor-case, or 
fire in fire-holder" (Br., 1.4.7; Kaualtaki
IT. 30).
■It is    as a lump of salt east in water
would dissolve right into the water;*
• (-Br.1X.4,13). - ~
■Brahman is the Buler. ...........
the source of all beings, the Supreme Furusa,
  ..............the giver of all desires!1
(Padma I .5.39-34).
■The Self of all, the Refuge, the Ruler of all, 
the Lord of the £ottla?(Mahhnaxayana XI.)*
•Verily,this Soul is the overlord of all things, 
the King of all things. As all the spokes are 
held together in the hub and felly of a wheel, 
just so in this Soul all things, all gods, all 
worlds, all breathing things, all selves are 
held together? (Br., IX.6*15; also see ^ve 71.16)
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... A :
7. * Though divested of body, He dwells in everybody
- not touched by the acts accomplished by these 
bodies. He is the Inner Soul. He is the all- 
seeing witness dwelling within all embodied 
creatures and engaged in marking their acts*.
(Ibh., XII. 350*3-4).
•He who, dwelling in the earth, yet is other than 
the earth; whom the earth does not know, whose body 
the earth is, who controls the earth - from within
—  He is your Soul, the Inner Controller, the 
Immortal. ...................................
He is your Soul, the Inner Controller, the Immortal4 
(Br. III.7.5-33).
•He who moving within the earth, and so on - whose 
body is death, whom death does not know, He is the 
Self of all beings, free from sin, divine, the one 
Cod, Mrayana* ( Subal Up.,VII.1) .
•Thatever forma the-.Deity assumes, He does so 
by Hie own power* (Bbh., XII.13538; also see lffbh., 
XII,340.36-40* 73-87,99-100).
•The Lord Himself extracted, as the purest essenoe 
of the sole divine Saatra, the system (tantra) 
called Paftbaratra describing Him as Para, Vynha, 
Vibhava, Antamydmin, etc., and being recognisable 
by having liberation as its sole result (Ahir.,XI. 
63 fll., also see Vi^vakaena, p.133: mama prakarah 
panoeti prahurVMSnta-paraghh).
•The Inner Soul (antaratman) of all things, the 
One Controller,
Who makes His one form manifold —
The wise who perceive Him as standing in oneself. 
They, and no others, have eternal happinesef 
(Katha V.13).
•More minute than the minute. In the midst of 
confusion ,
The Creator of all, of manifold foime,- 
The One embracer of the universe —
By knowing Him as kindly (^iva) one attains 
peso e foreverf. (^vetalvatara,IT.14).
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•Him who is without beginning and without end,
in the midst of confusion,
the Creator of all, of manifold form,
Air?' ’ "U ■> a . A A -'*■■•- - A •
The One embracer of the universe —
By knowing God (deva) one is released from 
all fetters? (SvetaaVatara, V,15).
9* • "From VsUudeva came all ■created things"
QPadma 1.3*8 fll.).
"75sudeva is the source of all beings"
(Padma, 1.V.33).
- ■  i i j  U b i j T n  T i ' l i  TT.ji. .
•Its root is above*its branches below —
This eternal fig-treel
That (root) indeed is the Pure. That is Brahma. 
That indeed is called the Immortal.
On it all the worlds do rest,
Andno one soever goes beyond it?. (Katha VI.1; 
of. Bhg.G.Xy.1-3).
•Brahman ia changeless, ... ... tranquil, ...
* • ♦ - # * « capable of evolving (the world), unchangeably
.........   ... ... ... the source of all beings ... ...
......... .. eternal, without waves, without disturbance,
boundless, ...  .......   the giver of all desires*.
(PSdna, I.V.29-54).
O-V*** $ . . • . .
■Oml _
T h e y o w i s  fulness> fulness, this.
From fulness, fulness doth proceed.
Withdrawing fulness* s fulness off,
E'en fulness then itself remains,*.
(Br., V .1, see also itharva Veda X.8.39). .
•There is a triad here: Brahman, Jlva (soul),
aad Jagat• (Vianutilaka 11.34).• *
<. -•"*’ • ; ' ’ *• , ' ^ ti
•This has been a*ng as theysupreme Brahma.-
In it there is a triad. It is the firm support, the
Imperishable.
By knowing shat is therein, Brahma-knosers 
Beoome merged in Brahma,-intent thereon, liberated 
from the wcmb.(ivetiivataV^.7, also see 1*13).
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1?* Individual soul is a part of the Deity or a
contraction of Laksml, as the Goddess herself 
calls it in Laksml T antra VI.26: pramit1§. cetanah* 9
prokto, mat-samkocah sa tacyate.
"This whole world is pervaded
With beings that are part* of Him" (^vef&^vatara IV,
10).
T  '
IT. "The Jlva^s size is atomic; its characteristic is
the union of knowledge and bliss; it is of the
dimension of trssarenu (mote) and shining with
millions of rays (Vlsvaksena, p.13; see also Ahir,
VI.Pf; Vlsnutllaka II.P8).* *
"This living (self) is to be known as a part
@f the hundredth part of the point of a hair 
Subdivided a hundredfold;
And yet it partakes of inf ini ty? (^ve W^vntara, V. 9, 
also V.8; Bhg.Pu.,VI.16.18, X.87.?~6),
14, "The jewel called Kauetubha is Jlva; it is a
mass of consdiousness, free from disease. It is
without beginning or end. It always lives in 
' ! \
Brahman". (Visnutilaka II.29*21).
A * 0
"fto birth, no death for Jlva, 0 Caturanana"
I v > ' - , '■ . i * .
(Visnutilaka IIIf2s no *tpathir na mrtistasyaf -  * _
svarftiam anum&ttfam pyn J JfiSnSnandaikalaj*!?1!*11*1 \ 
trasarenu-pramAiji^tji rarfmi-koti-vibhdsltirh
17?
14 (cont.) jlvasya, Caturanana).
"Just as Brahman is eternal, even so is the
individual soul * (Visnutilaka, 1.107).
* «
' 4
"The wise one (i.e. the soul, the etmen, the 
self) is not horn, nor dies.
This one has not come from anywhere, has not 
become anyone.
Unborn, constant, eternal, primeval, this one 
Is not slain when the body is slain.
If the slayer think to slay,
If the sl«in think himself slain,
Both these understand not.
This one slays not, nor is slain" (Katha II.
18*19; see also Bhg. 0 • II • 19, TO and 
Bhg.Pu.,VII.7.19-?0).
15. "Th* summum bonum (hitam atyantam) of men is
the absolute discontinuance of the succession 
of sorrows, and the eternal happiness implied 
in it, which is tantamount to the attainment of 
one's reel nature, that is, the nature of God" 
(bhagavanmayata; Ahir,XIII.9-11}•
”As I live (viharami), just so live the 
liberated souls" (Padma, 1.4.15 fll.).
17?
15 (cont.) M When a seer seeg the brilliant
Maker, Lord, Person, the Brahma-source,
Then, being a Knower, shaking off good and evil,
Stainless, he attains supreme identity (paramam
& \^amjfyam upaiti) with Him.
(Mundaka III.1.7).
• •
16. "That man only can see Him, on whom He
has shown His grace or prasAda"(Mbh.,XII.1^768).
"The transmission of obscuration (tirodMna- 
parampnra} has no beginning, but it may have 
an end, so far as the individual is concerned, 
by the breaking in of the power of divine grace
(anugraha sakti-pata) resembling a shower of 
compassion coming down upon him who has been
beheld by God1* (Ahir.,XIV.?5 fll.).
"This Soul (atman) is not to be Stained by
instruction,
&or by intellect, nor by much learning.
He is to be obtained only by the one whom He
chooses;
To such a one that soul (atman) reveals His own 
parson". (Katha II.fP; see also Mundaka 
II.P.7; L^I.6).
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17. *At the beginning God obstructs the souls by 
obscuring or contracting their form (^kara), 
power (ei^varya), and knowledge (vijlfena), the 
result being the three taints (male) of the 
soul, to* wit (1) atomicity, (?) impotence, and 
(?) ignorance" (Ahir., XIV.16-P0).
"This one, indeed, causes him whom He wishes 
to lead downward, to perform bed action" 
(Kausltaki, III.8).
18. "What is called His "making (unmesa), like
moonrise on the ocean, that is I, BlrlyimT Sakti,
of the nature of desire to create. that is
called the winking (nivnesa) of the Paramatmi,
_ /
during annihilation, that am I, i\ arsyahT Sakti 
known as susupta, desirous of sleeping".
(Lakfml 11.19 fll.).
“This Brahma, verily, shines when fire blazes; 
likewise this dies when it blazes not. Its 
brilliance (tejas) goes to the sun; its vital 
breath (prana), into th^ wind (vayt*)........
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18 (cont.) All these divinities, verily, having entered
into wind, perish not when they die in the 
wind; therefrom indeed they come forth again”. 
(Kausltaki II.1?; »lso see 11.13).
19. 11 So the Highest Lord, though all of His wishes
are ever fulfilled, could experience, by 
means of the beings created by Himself, the 
flavour of playing* (Llla-rasa; Ahir, XXX. 
IP-13).
"Purusa in His fourfold manifestitation 
#
sports as He wishes* (Mbh., XII.1376P).
*With the one unborn female, red, white, and 
black,
Who produces many creatures like herself,
There lies the one unborn male taking his 
delight.
Another unborn male leaves her with whom 
he has had his delight*. (^ve.,IV.5; also 
see Visnu Pu.,VI.7.69-71).
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ro. "The Lord, In order to play, created the world
once more: first (purvam) the names and forms,
then (punah) Prakrti consisting of the three * •
Gunas, called Maya, with whom He began to enjoy”. 
(Ahir. ,XXXVII.10 f11•; also see Ahir. ,LiX.?4-?6# 
where one quarter of God which alone has become 
this world is naturally identified with Aniruddha, 
the Inner Ruler (antaryamin) of all beings, who 
pervades that which has food and that which has 
no food, namely, animate and inanimate nature)* 
"His greatness is of such extent,
Yet Purusa is greater still*
All beings are one fourth of him;
Three fourths, the immortal in the sky". 
(ChlTndogya III.1?*6; also see fg-veda 
X.90• ?).
II* "He (Lord)^ consequently, made Himself manifold
by creating Pradh'ana and Purus#a and then from the 
former, with the help of His ^akti in the form 
of time, the Mehat, the Ahamkara, etc., down to 
the gross elements. Out of these He then formed 
the Cosmic Rg£M (Ahir.,XXX. 5-11) •
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21 (cont.) "In the beginning this world was merely
non-being. It was existent. It developed#
It turned into an egg. It ley for the period 
of a year. It was split asunder. One of 
the two eggshell-parts became silver, one 
gold*# (Chandogya III.19.I, see also 2).
22. "Gross is called the time possessing the
lava (one-sixth of a second), etc.; subtle the 
one determining the Tattvas; while that which 
pervades the activity of the VyShaa is styled 
Highest Time". (Ahir., LIII.10-11).
"Now, it has elsewhere been said: 'Food,verily,
is 'the source of this whole world; and time, of 
food. The sun is the eource of time*. The 
form thereof is the year, which is composed 
of the moments and other durations of time,
and which consists of twelve months...........
Among these (asterisms) each month of Atman 
(viewed as the year) includes nine quarters 
according to the corresponding course (of the 
sun through the asterisms). On account of 
the subtilty (of time) this (course of the sun)
2P (coat. ) is the proof, for only in this way is time
proved...................  However, the thing
to he proved (e.g. time) may come to be proved from
the feet of its containing parts (e.g. moments,etc.), 
to the cognisance of the thing itself.
... For thus has it been said:- 
From Time flow forth created things.
From Time, too, they advance to growth 
In Time, too, they do disappear.
Time is form and formless too*.
(Maitri VI.14).
A close study of the above parallelisms will show how far we are 
justified in regarding the Upanisads as the sources of Pancaratra 
philosophy, during the second and third stages of its existence*
aj J jT O i ia lL  t i n . LTH11J. i f l i i n h t H n r t  *■.rnm iT t, V,a r  i Cl»f[T!^ i\ t:
r'ff-f.ik-iXubuphy un t h B4trnrff^irnf~jhn rrat e H
111 | n i n 1 The resemblances between the FaXcsratra and Upanisadic
”XuK>
doctrines, during the above-mentioned phases in the evolution of 
pVacaratra philosophy, are so striking and fundamental that they 
cannot but lead to the conclusion we have already arrived at#
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